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Preface
The Third International Conference on Computer Science & Engineering (CSEN 2016) was held
in Dubai, UAE, during August 27~28, 2016. The Second International Conference on Signal and
Pattern Recognition (SIPR 2016) and The Second International Conference of Networks,
Communications, Wireless and Mobile Computing (NCWC 2016) were collocated with the
CSEN-2016. The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a
balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.
The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia
and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to
establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by
submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences
describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.
The CSEN-2016, SIPR-2016, NCWC-2016 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many
months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant
themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled
number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a
strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected
from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of
their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content,
originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance
processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and Technical
Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which
featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their
expertise in the latest developments in computer network and communications research.
In closing, CSEN-2016, SIPR-2016, NCWC-2016 brought together researchers, scientists,
engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and
research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the
practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection
of papers from the CSEN-2016, SIPR-2016, NCWC-2016.
We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the
Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional
dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond
the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many
years to come.
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ABSTRACT
Combinational logic circuit timing analysis is an important issue that all designers need to
address. The present paper presents a simple and compact analysis procedure. We follow the
guidelines drawn by previous methods, but we shall define new time-dependent logic variables
that help us improve their efficiency. By using the methodology suggested, we shall replace a
very laborious technique (pure delay circuit + time constants method) with a simpler procedure
that can pinpoint the specific conditions for a logic circuit’s anomalous behaviour within a few
simple steps. Considering the logic function implemented the methodology presented will
require analysis of only a limited number of situations/combinations to determine the presence
of an anomalous behaviour. When anomalous behaviour is identified, the methodology provides
a clear timing description.

KEYWORDS
Logic Design, Timing, Time Dependant Logic Variables

1. INTRODUCTION
The present work focuses on issues regarding the anomalous functioning of logic circuits. We
shall address the static and dynamic hazards defined by J.Beister, E.J. McCluskey, R.F. Tinder
and J. Brzozowski [1-3].
At present, we distinguish two analysis methodologies to determine and eventually describe the
presence of a hazard in a logic circuit output. The first approach is a purely algebraic one that
considers the logic function implemented by a logic circuit and identifies specific algebraic
patterns that are responsible for the presence of a hazard. As presented by E.J. McCluskey and

(

)

R.F. Tinder [2-3], these are x + x , x ⋅ x for a static hazard and x + x ⋅ x , x x + x for a
dynamic hazard, where x is a component of the input vector driving the analysed logic function.
This method reaches its goal by algebraically manipulating the logic function and using binary
decision graphs, as presented by R. Bryant, S. Ackers, S.M. Nowick, C. Jeong, Berthomieu B.
and J. Brzozowski [4-12]. However, this method, will not describe the hazard’s evolution (at least
not completely), meaning that no timing information will be revealed. Additionally, one can
easily note that this method requires a high computational effort.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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This paper presents an improvement of the above mentioned method, improvement that allows
the designer to determine whether a hazard is present by simply analysing the individual terms
present in the logic function’s expression, either in SOP form (disjunctive form) or in POS form
(conjunctive form). It is my opinion that the improvement presented, if used in conjunction with
the classical method, will maintain reliability and will lower the computational effort required
The second approach considers the implementation of a logic function, so analysis will be
performed on a completely defined combinational logic circuit (CLC). Basically, we use a pure
delay circuit model plus individual in-out path definition, as presented by E.J. McCluskey [2].
Following this procedure, all distinct in → out paths are revealed, and we determine:
 a completely defined delay vector for the circuit,
 the association of each input variable to the path (paths) it crosses towards the output +
its specific delay, and
 the ideal logic circuit implementing the logic function.
The method has been described by J. Beister [1], developed by O. Maler and A. Martello [13-15]
and exceptionally applied by R.K Brayton [16]. An improvement that considers the inequality
between the specific delays for “1”↓”0”and “0”↑”1” transitions has been presented by N. Galupa
[17-18]. The rules applied for operating with the gate-specific delays have been presented by K.S.
Stevens, R.B. Salah and M. Bogza [19-21]. Please bear in mind that the method presented is not
confined only to acyclic combinational circuits, as proven by M. Riedel [22]. The method, also
known as the time constants method, allows us to determine the moment of time when the
circuit’s output has stabilized. However, it will not easily provide information on the behaviour
of the logic circuit output prior to stabilization. Should the analysed CLC be used to implement
an automaton, its dynamic parameters are critical.
The second section will present a methodology that allows us to easily determine (logic
computations only) the dynamic parameters of the circuit output (including active hazard).
Both procedures presented are based on describing the logic variables involved (and, of course,
the associated electric signals) with respect to two notions:
 Logic Value – the normal use of a logic variable
 Time – will express the evolution of the variable with respect to time. This is why we
shall refer to these variables as time-dependent logic variables (TDLVs).
The present paper is organized as follows:
 Definitions - in this section, we will define the TDLVs
 Properties – in this section, we present and prove the specific properties of TDLVs
showing why these variables are useful for the analysis of logic circuit behaviour.
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 Analysis procedure for a logic function. We prove, within this section, that the fulfilment
of a simple condition will pinpoint the presence of a hazard on the circuit output, thus
drastically reducing the computations required.
 Analysis methodology. This section will make use of the TDLVs to determine the hazard
generating patterns associated with the logic patterns described by E.J. McCluskey and
R.F. Tinder [2-3]
 Finally, a complete example using these methodologies.

2. DEFINITIONS
2.1. Time-Dependent Logic Variables (TDLVs)
Whenever a logic variable applied on a logic gate input changes value, it triggers a process that
can be observed on the gate’s output connection. However, the gate’s output will maintain its
previous level for a predetermined period of time – specifically, the gate’s propagation time.
This situation is bothersome when we expect the gate’s output to switch to its complementary
value as a result of the input change. Therefore, we shall define a logic variable, denoted τ, to be
used for describing the gate’s output level evolution as a result of an input variable change, with
respect to time.

One can easily note that τ will help us describe a specific moment of time that is generally
associated with a level transition in a signal. Obviously, we also need to be able to describe a
time interval, so we shall define the logic variable δ as follows. Let us consider two moments of
time ta and tb respecting ta<tb. Under these conditions, δ is defined as:

2.2. Term weight
The weight of a logic term (conjunctive or disjunctive form) is a vector w=(w1,w2,…wn-1,wn),
where wk {0,1}. If wk=0, then the k component of the term is complemented; otherwise, it is in its
direct form.
Example: w=0101 → the logic term is a1 ⋅ a2 ⋅ a3 ⋅ a4 (conjunctive form) or a1 + a2 + a3 + a4
(disjunctive form)
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3. PROPERTIES
3.1. Properties of τ and δ variables
Let us consider three ordered time stamps, t1, t2, and t3 respecting t1<t2<t3. We shall consider all
possible logic terms that can be defined using three independent logic variables (both conjunctive
and disjunctive forms) that have these three time stamps associated as switching moments. The
reduced terms that result when τ and δ logic variables are used to express logic terms are
presented in table 1. Proof has been provided by Galupa [18].
Table 1 τ,δ MINTERM AND MAXTERM PROPERTIES
Weight
000

Term
τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = τ 1

τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = τ 3
001

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = 0
τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = δ 2 ,3

010

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = 0

τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = 1
011

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = 0
τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = δ 1 .2

100

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = δ1, 2
τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = 1

101

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = 0

τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = 1
110

τ 1 ⋅ τ 2 ⋅ τ 3 = δ 2 ,3

111

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 = τ 3
τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = τ1

τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = 1

Clearly, if we consider n distinct time stamps t1, t2,…, tn respecting t1<t2< …<tn-1<tn and
following the same logic path as above, we will reach the reduced expressions for the ncomponent logic terms, as presented in table. II.
Table 2. GENERAL τ,δ MINTERM AND MAXTERM PROPERTIES
Weight
000…000
000…001

τ 1 ⋅ τ 2 ⋅ τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅ τ n − 2 ⋅ τ n −1 ⋅ τ n =

τ1

τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n − 2 + τ n −1 + τ n =

τn

τ 1 ⋅ τ 2 ⋅ τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅ τ n − 2 ⋅ τ n −1 ⋅ τ n =

τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n − 2 + τ n −1 + τ n =
000…010

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅τ n − 2 ⋅τ n −1 ⋅τ n =
τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n − 2 + τ n −1 + τ n =

…

…

0
δ n −1, n
0
1
…

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
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τ 1 ⋅ ... ⋅τ i −1 ⋅τ i ⋅ ... ⋅τ n =

…
011…111

δ i −1, i

…

…
0
δ1, 2

τ1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅τ n − 2 ⋅τ n −1 ⋅τ n =

100…000

τ 1 ⋅ τ 2 ⋅ τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅ τ n−2 ⋅ τ n−1 ⋅ τ n =
τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n − 2 + τ n −1 + τ n =

…

δ1, 2
1

…

111…110

τ1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅τ n −2 ⋅τ n −1 ⋅τ n =
τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n −2 + τ n −1 + τ n =

111…111

0

τ1 + ... + τ i −1 + τ i + ... + τ n =

τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n − 2 + τ n −1 + τ n =

τ 1 ⋅τ 2 ⋅τ 3 ⋅ ... ⋅τ n − 2 ⋅τ n −1 ⋅τ n =
τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 + ... + τ n − 2 + τ n −1 + τ n =

5

…

δ n −1, n
1
τn
τ1

Please observe that in table 2, only the extremities (meaning the border time stamps, expressed by
the terms associated with weights w=000…000 and w=111…111) are coherent when operating
with τ. Therefore, we can safely state that when operating the terms present in a function equation
with respect to time (meaning, using τ and δ), only τ1=τ(t-t1) and τn=τ(t-tn) will be present in the
final expression (according to the specific function’s equation).
On the other hand, whenever the term in question is characterized by an ordered weight (i.e.,
w=000…01…111 or w=111…10…000), that term will contribute to the final expression only by
pinpointing a time interval (tk-1, tk) by means of δ.
The other terms present in the analysed logic expression are either logic “1” (disjunctive) or “0”
(conjunctive).

4. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Let there be a logic function y=f(a,b,c,d,…). According to the time constants method (Beister[1],
McCluskey[2]), we define the individual in-out pathways by virtually replicating all gates
characterized by a fan-out larger than one, replace the gates with their equivalent ideal gates (zero
delay) plus their specific propagation time (delay operator) and propagate all delay operators
from output → input. Finally, we will reach a structure that will present all individual in-out
pathways and their specific delays followed by an ideal logic circuit.
Let us consider that logic variable a (input vector component) crosses n distinct paths towards the
output, so that primary input variable a generates n distinct secondary variables (a1,a2,…,an)
characterized by n distinct delays (t1, t2,…,tn). We assume that the secondary input vector has
been organized so all specific path delays respect t1<t2<…<tn-1<tn.
Therefore, a change in input variable a will generate a sequence of changes in the secondary input
variables (a1, a2,…,an) ordered and spaced in time according to (t1, t2,…,tn). Subsequently,
because the secondary input vector is driving an instantaneous ideal logic circuit, we shall
observe a sequence of transitions in the circuit’s output.
Considering the definition of τ, we can write:

6
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ax(t)=axinitial⊕τ(tx-t)

(4.1.)

where axinitial is the initial value from which ax evolves. Note that ax(t) will maintain axinitial level
until we reach tx time stamp and switches to the complementary value afterwards.
The function’s expression becomes:
y(t ) = f [a1 (t ), a2 (t ),..., an (t )] = f [a ⊕ τ 1 (t1 − t ), a ⊕ τ 2 (t 2 − t ),..., a ⊕ τ n (t n − t )]

(4.2.)

Ultimately, a logic function can be expressed in a conjunctive or disjunctive form, therefore,
considering y(t) presented by eq. 4.2 and the properties presented in table 2, we conclude that
only a strictly limited and well determined number of terms will be present.
To present how this works, we shall first consider a particular case – only three secondary
variables for the primary input variable considered, a1, a2, and a3, characterized by t1, t2, and t3,
respecting t1< t2< t3. Afterwards, we shall generalize to n secondary variables.
The function’s expression becomes:
y (t ) = α 000 a1 (t ) ⋅ a2 (t ) ⋅ a3 (t ) + α 001 a1 (t ) ⋅ a2 (t ) ⋅ a3 (t ) + ... + α111a1 (t ) ⋅ a2 (t ) ⋅ a3 (t )

(4.3.)

y(t ) = [α 000 + a1 (t ) + a2 (t ) + a3 (t )] ⋅ [α 001 + a1 (t ) + a2 (t ) + a3 (t )] ⋅ ... ⋅ [α111 + a1 (t ) + a2 (t ) + a3 (t )] (4.4.)

where, αw,y,z {0,1} and is defined as follows:
•

αw,y,z= 0→term characterised by weight wyz is not present;

•

αw,y,z=1→term characterised by weight wyz is present.

For further computations we’ll consider the function’s expression presented by eq. 4.3.
Computations for the other form (eq. 4.4.) are similar.

y(t ) = α 000 a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 (t ) + α 001 a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 + ... + α111a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 (4.5.)

with a being the initial value for the variable switching during the process. Now, we shall operate
each term and reduce it according to the properties presented for τ.

w=000→ a ⊕ τ1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = (aτ1 + aτ1 )(aτ 2 + aτ 2 )(aτ 3 + aτ 3 ) = aτ1τ 2τ 3 + aτ1τ 2τ 3 = aτ 3 + aτ1

(4.6.)

w=001→ a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = (aτ1 + aτ1 )(aτ 2 + aτ 2 )(aτ 3 + aτ 3 ) = aτ1τ 2τ 3 + aτ1τ 2τ 3 = aδ 2,3 + a0 = aδ 2,3 (4.7.)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
w=111→ (a ⊕ τ 1 ) ⋅ (a ⊕ τ 2 ) ⋅ (a ⊕τ 3 ) = (aτ 1 + aτ 1 )(aτ 2 + aτ 2 )(aτ 3 + aτ 3 ) = aτ 1τ 2τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2τ 3 = aτ 1 + aτ 3 (4.8.)
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Following the same procedure and using the properties listed above, we find:
Table 3. REDUCED TIME-DEPENDENT SECONDARY TERMS
weight
000

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = a τ 1τ 2τ 3 + aτ 1 τ 2 τ 3 =

aτ 3 + aτ 1

001

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ = aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2τ 3 =

aδ 2 , 3

010

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 == aτ 1τ 2τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 =

011

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2τ 3 =

aδ 1, 2

100

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = aτ 1τ 2τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 =

aδ 1, 2

101

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2τ 3 =

0

110

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = aτ 1τ 2τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 =

aδ 2 , 3

111

a ⊕ τ 1 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 2 ⋅ a ⊕ τ 3 = aτ 1τ 2 τ 3 + aτ 1τ 2τ 3 =

0

a τ 1 + aτ 3

Therefore, the function’s expression becomes:

y(t ) = α 000 [aτ 3 + aτ 1 ] + α 001aδ 2,3 + α 011aδ1, 2 + α100 aδ1, 2 + α110 aδ 2,3 + α111[aτ 1 + aτ 3 ]

(4.9.)

Note that only the border terms influence the final expression ( a ⋅ τ 3 + a ⋅ τ 1 if α000=1, meaning a
term with weight w=000 - a1 ⋅ a2 ⋅ a3 - is present, and / or a ⋅ τ 1 + a ⋅ τ 3 if α111=1, meaning a
term with weight w=111 - a1 ⋅ a2 ⋅ a3 - is present).
Considering that the time stamps are ordered t1<t2<t3, the individual time intervals (t1,t2) and/or
(t2,t3) will be pinpointed by δ1,2 and δ2,3 if α011 and α001, respectively, are logic 1 and / or δ1, 2 and

δ 2,3 if α011 and α001, respectively, are logic 1.
Please observe that in the final expression, we have succeeded in significantly decreasing the
number of terms involved. Also note that considering eq. 4.9, we can trace the output’s behaviour
with respect to time.
First, we identify the influence that each member of eq. 4.9. has on the overall output presented in
Table. 4.
Table. 4. OUTPUT TRACE FOR VARIABLE a
t1

tinit

t2

1. α000=1⇒y(t)=
2. α001=1⇒y(t)=
3. α011=1⇒y(t)=
4. α100=1⇒y(t)=

a
0
0
0

0
0
a

5. α110=1⇒y(t)=

0

6. α111=1⇒y(t)=

a

t3

tfinal

a

0
a
0
0

a
0
0
0

0

a

0

0

0

a
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•

The border terms (w=111 and w=000 – lines 1 and 6) will never generate a hazard by
themselves, independent of variable a’s initial value.
tinit

t1

•

t3

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

tfinal
0
1
1
0

The terms characterized by a uniform ordered weight will generate a static hazard.
tinit t1
t2
t3
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

α001=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
α011=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
α100=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α110=1and a=0⇒y(t)=

•

t2

1
0
0
1

α000=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α000=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
α111=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α111=1and a=1⇒y(t)=

Static hazard for “1”↓”0”transition
Static hazard for “1”↓”0”transition
Static hazard for ”0”↑”1”transition
Static hazard for ”0”↑”1”transition

A dynamic hazard will be present if a combination of border terms and ordered weight
terms is encountered
tinit
α000=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α110=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
Overall behavior
α000=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
α011=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
Overall behavior
α111=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α100=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
Overall behavior
α111=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
α001=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
Overall behavior

t1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

t2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

t3
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

Dynamic hazard for “0”↑”1” transition

Dynamic hazard for “1”↓”0” transition

Dynamic hazard for “0”↑”1” transition

Dynamic hazard for “1”↓”0” transition

Additionally, please observe that the previous analysis presents us with a way to mask an existing
dynamic hazard. If we encounter such a situation, all we should do is activate the appropriate
term (if algebraically possible) that will fill in the glitch forming the dynamic hazard. Possible
cases are listed below:
Table. 5. HAZARD MASKING CASES
CASE 1
tinit
α000=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α110=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
Initial behavior
α100=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
Final overall behavior

t1
1
1
1
0
1

t2
0
0
0
1
1

t3
0
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

Dynamic hazard for a→”0”↑”1”
Added term (if possible)
Hazard masked
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CASE 2
α000=1and a=1⇒y(t)=

tinit

t1

t2

t3

0

0

0

1

α011=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
Initial behavior
α001=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
Final overall behavior

0
0
0
0

1
1
0
1

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

CASE 3
tinit
α111=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
α100=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
Initial behavior
α110=1and a=0⇒y(t)=
Final overall behavior

0
0
0
0
0

CASE 4
tinit
α111=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
α001=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
Initial behavior
α011=1and a=1⇒y(t)=
Final overall behavior

1
0
1
0
1

t1

t2
0
1
1
0
1

t1

Dynamic hazard for a→”1”↓ ”0”
Added term (if possible)
Hazard masked

t3
0
0
0
1
1

t2
0
0
0
1
1
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1
0
1
0
1

Dynamic hazard for a→”0”↑”1”
Added term (if possible)
Hazard masked

t3
0
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

Dynamic hazard for a→”1”↓ ”0”
Added term (if possible)
Hazard masked

The instrument presented above works when dealing with minterms / maxterms. Obviously, this
is not always the case. However, whenever we address a term that is not complete (meaning that
it lacks input components), we shall analyse whether its weight is ordered. If not, no further
inquiries are required, as the term will not generate anomalous behaviour. On the other hand, if
the weight is ordered, the term should be expanded to canonical form (without altering the
function’s truth value) and an analysis performed.
In case of an n-component secondary input vector (a1, a2,…,an) generated by primary input
variable a, characterized by t1, t2, …, tn ordered timestamps (t1<t2<…<tn), the function’s
expression becomes:

y (t ) = α 000...000 [aτ n + aτ 1 ] + α 000...001δ n−1,n + ... + α 000...01...111aδ i −1,i + ... + α 011...11...111aδ1, 2 +

+ α100...000 aδ1, 2 + ... + α111....10..000 aδ j −1, j + ... + α111...110 aδ n −1, n + α111...110 [ aτ 1 + aτ n ] (4.10.)
Therefore, the function’s output trace is presented by Table.6.
Once again, note that we have succeeded in significantly decreasing the number of terms
involved. Just identifying the presence of specific terms (border and/or weight ordered) will be
enough to conclude whether anomalous behaviour is present. Furthermore, in particular
situations, we can also pinpoint the methodology for masking the anomalous behaviour, should
this be our goal.
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Table. 6. GENERAL OUTPUT TRACE FOR VARIABLE a
tinit
α000…000=1→y(t)=

t1

t2

t3
0

0

…
…

tn-2

tn-1

tn

tfinal

0

0

a

0
0
0
0
…
0
0
0
0
0
…
a
……………………………………………………
α001…111=1→y(t)=
0
0
a
0
…
0
α011…111=1→y(t)=
0
a
0
0
…
0
α100…000=1→y(t)=
0
0
0
…
0
a
α110…000=1→y(t)=
0
0
0
…
0
a
……………………………………………………
α111…100=1→y(t)=
0
0
0
0
…
a
α111…110=1→y(t)=
0
0
0
0
…
0
α111…111=1→y(t)=
a
0
0
0
…
0

a
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

a

0

α000…001=1→y(t)=
α000…011=1→y(t)=

a
0

a

The singular presence of a term with the weight ordered is a sufficient condition for the presence of a
static hazard.

5. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The previous paragraph presented how to determine whether a logic function output exhibits
anomalous behaviour. Another approach is required, if our goal is to determine the occurrence of
an anomalous pulse(s) on a logic circuit’s output and eventually determine its dynamic
parameters.
Basically, we shall determine the secondary input vector and its associated delays vector using
already established methods (J. Beister[1], McCluskey[2]). At this point, we will use the TDLVs
(τ and δ) to express all variables considering the time variable. We reduce the logic function’s
expression to a minimal one (Boolean rules), and we will attempt to identify the hazard
generating patterns (static or dynamic).
Notation rules:
 delay for NOT gate

→ tN / and associated τN=τ (tN-t)

 delay for AND gate

→ tA / and associated τA=τ (tA-t)

 delay for OR gate

→ tO / and associated τO=τ (tO-t)

 delay for NAND gate

→ tNA / and associated τNA=τ (tNA-t)

 delay for NOR logic gate

→ tNO / and associated τNO=τ (tNO-t)

 tN+tO = tN+O / and associated τN+O=τ (tN+O-t), so.on.
To determine the time-dependent hazard generating patterns, we shall start from the circuit
patterns as presented by E.J. McCluskey and R.F. Tinder [2-3].
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5.1. Static - Case 1
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Algebraic description → y = x ⋅ x

Fig.1.Hazard generating circuit – case 1

→ path 1- tA / associated τA=τ(tA-t);
→ path 2- tN+tA=tN+A / associated τN+A=τ(tN+A -t);

Delays:

non inverting
inverting
(5.1.)

y(t ) = ( x ⊕ τ A ) ⋅ ( x ⊕ τ N + A ) = ( xτ A + xτ A )(xτ N + A + xτ N + A ) = xτ Aτ N + A + xτ Aτ N + A

Considering that tA<tN + tA=tN+A according to table 1, we know that τ A ⋅τ N + A = 0 and

τ A ⋅τ N + A = δ A, N + A , thus rendering the above equation as follows:
y (t ) = x ⋅ δ A, N + A

(5.2.)

Eq. 5.2. provides us with the static “0” hazard pattern.
One can easily observe that x=0 → y (t ) = δ A, N + A and x=1 → y(t)=0, meaning that for transition
x “0”↑”1”, the circuit’s output will exhibit a pulse valued ”1” beginning at tA and ending tN+A,
while for transition x “1”↓”0”, the circuit’s output will maintain a constant ”0” value.
5.2. Static - Case 2

Algebraic description → y = x + x

Fig.2.Hazard generating circuit – case 2

Delays:

→path 1- tO / associated τO=τ(tO-t);
→path 2- tN + tO = tN+O / associated τN+O=τ(tN+O -t);

non inverting
inverting

y (t ) = ( x ⊕ τ O ) + ( x + τ N + O ) = xτ O + xτ O + xτ N + O + xτ N + O = x(τ O + τ N + O ) + x(τ O + τ N + O )

(5.3.)
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Considering that tO<tN+tO=tN+O according to table 1, we know that τ O + τ N +O = δ O ,N +O and
τ O + τ N +O = 1 , thus rendering the above equation as follows:
y (t ) = x + x ⋅ δ O , N + O

(5.4.)

Eq. 5.4. provides us with the static ”1” hazard pattern.
One can easily observe that x=0→y(t)=1 and x=1→ y (t ) = δ O , N + O , meaning that for transition
x “1”↓”0”, the circuit’s output will exhibit a pulse valued “0” beginning at tO and ending at tN+O,
while for transition x “0”↑”1”, the circuit’s output will maintain a constant ”1” value.
5.3. Dynamic - Case 3

Algebraic description → y = x + x ⋅ x

Fig.3.Hazard generating circuit – case 3

Delays: →path1– tB+tO / associated τB+O=τ(tB+O -t);
→path2- tA+tO=tA+O / associated τA+O=τ(tA+O-t);
→path3-tN+tA+tO=tN+A+O/associatedτN+A+O=τ(tN+A+O-t);

non inverting
non inverting
inverting

y (t ) = ( x ⊕ τ B + O ) + ( x ⊕ τ A + O ) ⋅ ( x + τ N + A + O ) = ( xτ B + O + xτ B + O ) + ( xτ A + O + xτ A + O ) ⋅ ( xτ N + A + O + xτ N + A + O ) =
= x(τ B +O + τ A+Oτ N + A+O ) + x(τ B+O + τ A+O τ N + A+O )

(5.5.)

Considering that tA+O<tN+tA+tO=tN+A+O according to table 1, we know that τ A+Oτ N + A+O = 0 and
τ A+O τ N + A+O = δ A+O , N + A+O , rendering the above equation as follows:
y (t ) = xτ B+O + x(τ B+O + δ A+O ,N + A+O )

(5.6.)

Eq. 5.6. provides us with the dynamic “1” hazard pattern. One can easily observe that:
x=”1”→ y(t ) = τ B+O , meaning that for transition x”1”↓”0”, the circuit’s output will switch to
”1”↓”0” after tB+O, and no further transitions will occur afterwards (normal output transition – no
hazard present)
x=”0”→ y(t ) = τ B+O + δ A+O, N + A+O , meaning that for transition x”0”↑”1” and considering that
tB>tN+A (see the figure above), the circuit’s output will present a





“0” until tA+O,
”1” from tA+O to tN+A+O (term δA+O,N+A+O),
”0” between tN+A+O → tB+O, and
”1” after tB+O(term τB+O).
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Please observe that if tB≤tN+A, the output will switch to “1” after tB+O (term τB+O)≤tN+A+O (term
δA+O,N+A+O), rendering the hazard invisible (masked but not non-existent).
5.4. Dynamic - Case 4

Algebraic description → y = x ⋅ ( x + x )

Fig.4.Hazard generating circuit – case 4

Delays: →path 1– tB+tA / associated τB+A=τ(tB+A -t);
→path 2- tO+tA=tO+A / associated τO+A=τ(tO+A-t);
→path3-tN+tO+tA=tN+O+A/associated τN+O+A=τ(tN+O+A-t);

non inverting
non inverting
inverting

y(t ) = ( x ⊕ τ B +O ) ⋅ [(x ⊕ τ O + A ) + ( x ⊕ τ N +O + A ) = ( xτ B +O + xτ B +O ) ⋅ ( xτ O + A + xτ O + A + xτ N +O + A + xτ N +O + A ) =

= xτ B + O (τ O + A + τ N + O + A ) + xτ B + O (τ O + A + τ N + O + A )

(5.7.)

Considering that tO+tA=tO+A<tN+tO+tA=tN+O+A according to table 1, we know that
τ O+ A + τ N +O+ A = δ O+ A, N +O + A and τ O + A + τ N + O + A = 1 , thus rendering the above equation as follows:
y (t ) = x ⋅ τ B + O ⋅ δ O + A, N + O + A + x ⋅ τ B + O

(5.8.)

Eq. 5.8. provides us with the dynamic “1” hazard pattern. One can easily observe that:
x=”0”→y(t)=τB+O, meaning that for transition x “0”↑”1”, the circuit’s output will switch to
“0”↑”1” after tB+O, and no further transitions will occur afterwards (normal output transition – no
hazard present)
x=”1”→ y (t ) = x ⋅τ B+O ⋅ δ O+ A, N +O+ A , meaning that for transition x “1”↓”0” and considering that
tB>tN+A (see fig. 5.4.), the circuit’s output will present a
 “1” until tO+A,
 “0” from tO+A to tN+O+A (term δ O + A, N +O + A ),
 “1” between tN+O+A → tB+O,
 “0” after tB+O (term τB+O).
Please observe that if tB≤tN+A, the output will switch to “0” after tB+O(term τ B+O )≤tN+A+O (term
δ O + A, N + O + A ), rendering the hazard invisible (masked but not non-existent)
As a conclusion, we can state the following:
 Let t1,t2,…,tn, be n timestamps respecting t1< t2<…< tn,
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 Let there be a logic circuit implementing a logic function f(x,a0,a1,…,am-2), where
{x,a0,a1,…, am-2} is the logic function’s m-component input vector and x is the input
variable to be analysed.
 Let us assume that input variable x is characterized by n distinct in→out paths, therefore
generating an n-component secondary input vector {x1, x2,…, xn} with associated
specific propagation delays of {t1, t2, t3,…, tn}
 Rewrite the secondary logic function’s equation:
F= f(x1, x2,…, xn, a0, a1,…, am-2)

(5.9.)

with respect to TDLV (τ,δ) using xk=x⊕τk, for k⋲{1,2,…, n}
F= f(x⊕τ1, x⊕τ2,…, x⊕τn, a0, a1,…, am-2)

(5.10.)

and reduce its expression according to (τ,δ) properties:
F= f(x, τ1, τ2,…, τn, δ1,2,…, δi-1,i,…, δn-1,n, a0, a1,…, am-2)
where x is the initial value for input variable x.
By determining a specific combination for the remainder of the input vector {a0, a1,…, am-2} that
would render the logic function’s expression identical to one of the patterns presented above, we
can state that hazard exists and we can specify the moment of the time when it occurs.
Assuming that tinit<tα<tβ<tω<tfinal, the logic function’s expression is reduced to:
 F = x ⋅ δ α ,β

- static “0” beginning at tα and ending at tβ

 F = x + x ⋅ δ α ,β

- static “1” beginning at tα and ending at tβ

 F = x ⋅τ ϖ + x ⋅ (τ ϖ + δα ,β )

- dynamic “0” begins at tα and ends at tω

F = x ⋅ τ ϖ ⋅ δ α ,β + x ⋅ τ ϖ

- dynamic “1” begins at tα and ends at tω



6. ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
6.1. Analysis example 1:

Fig.5. Analysis example – circuit 1
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Each component of the primary input vector is characterized by two distinct in→out paths.
However, analysis will be performed only for variables a and b. Variable c, although
characterized by two paths, does not exhibit a complementary relationship between them, so it
will not generate a hazard (E.B.EICHELBERGER [6]). We have computed for each path its
specific propagation delay time and defined the secondary input vector by associating with each
path a unique secondary variable derived from a primary one (as presented in fig.5.). For
presentation purposes we’ve considered the circuit to be implemented using classic logic gates.
The method works the same for any technology chosen to implement the circuit analysed.
Table. 7 CIRCUIT 1-PATH DELAYS FOR VARIABLE a and b
Path delay
ta1
ta2
tb1
tb2

FAST Schottky
13.2 ns
18.2 ns
18.2 ns
19.8 ns

LS TTL
37 ns
52 ns
52 ns
59 ns

Please note that ta1 < ta2 and tb1 < tb2.
6.1.1. Analysis for input (a) transition
Function’s expression considering the secondary inputs becomes:

f (a1 , a2 , b, c) = a1 ⋅ (b + c) + a2 ⋅ b ⋅ c

(6.1.)

Function’s expression with respect to TDLV (τ,δ) is:

f (a,τ a1 ,τ a 2 , b, c) = (a ⊕ τ a1 ) ⋅ (b + c) + (a ⊕ τ a 2 ) ⋅ b ⋅ c =

= a ⋅ [(b + c ) ⋅ τ a1 + b ⋅ c ⋅ τ a 2 ] + a ⋅ [(b + c ) ⋅ τ a1 + b ⋅ c ⋅ τ a 2 ]

(6.2.)

Now, we can perform the analysis on variable a by assuming values for the (b+c) and b ⋅ c
terms:
 (b + c ) = b ⋅ c = 0

→ f(a,τa1,τa2,b,c)=0; NO output anomalies present (output is a
constant “0”)

 ( b + c ) = 0, b ⋅ c = 1

→ NO solution for the logic equations system → this situation
will never occur

 (b + c ) = 1, b ⋅ c = 0 → f ( a , τ a1 , τ a 2 , b, c ) = a ⋅τ a1 + a ⋅τ a 2 → both transitions for a will
provide a singular transition on the output (τa1 respectively τ a1 ) → NO output anomalies
present

(

)

(

)

(b + c ) = b ⋅ c = 1 → f ( a , τ a1 , τ a 2 , b, c ) = a ⋅ τ a1 + τ a 2 + a ⋅ τ a1 + τ a 2 → Considering ta1<ta2 and

the (τ,δ) properties, we know that τ a1 + τ a 2 = δ 1, 2 and τ a1 + τ a 2 = 1 , thus rendering the function’s
equation to be:
(6.3.)
f = a ⋅ δ1, 2 + a
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Eq. 6.3 presents a pattern identifying a static “1” hazard for input transition a “1”↓”0” and b=0,
c=1. By placing the time origin at the moment variable a switches, the output will evolve as
presented in fig.6.:

Fig.6. Output waveform for input a transition “1”↓”0”

The analysis for input b follows a similar path

6.2. Analysis example 2:

Fig.7. Analysis example – circuit 2

Each component of the primary input vector is characterized by two distinct in → out paths.We
have computed a specific propagation delay time for each path and defined the secondary input
vector by associating with each path a unique secondary variable derived from a primary one (as
presented in fig.7.).
Table. VIII CIRCUIT 2-PATH DELAYS FOR VARIABLES a,b,c
Path delay
ta1
ta2
tb1
tb2
tc1
tc2

FAST Schottky
13.2 ns
18.2 ns
18.2 ns
19.8 ns
19.2 ns
19.8 ns

LS TTL
30 ns
52 ns
30 ns
52 ns
52 ns
52 ns

Please note that ta1<ta2 and tb1<tb2. However, we encounter a most interesting situation when we
consider variable c. In the case of LS TTL implementation, both paths are characterized by the
same propagation delay time, meaning that although this input variable respects all conditions
that would make it a candidate for hazard analysis, we do not need to analyse the circuit’s
behaviour when variable c switches because any complementary output switch should occur at
the same moment of time, therefore cancelling each other. In the case of FAST Schottky
implementation, tc1 < tc2, so analysis should be performed.
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6.2.1. Analysis for input (c) transition
Function’s expression considering the secondary inputs becomes:

f ( a, b, c1 , c 2 ) = a ⋅ (b + c2 ) ⋅ (a + c1 ) ⋅ b

(6.4.)

Function’s expression with respect to TDLV (τ,δ) is:

f ( a, b, c, τ c1 , τ c 2 ) = a ⋅ (b + c ⊕ τ c 2 ) ⋅ (a + c ⊕ τ c1 ) ⋅ b == a ⋅ b ⋅ (c ⊕ τ c 2 ) =

= c ⋅ a ⋅ b ⋅τ c2 + c ⋅ a ⋅ b ⋅τ c2

(6.5.)

In this case, only τc2 is present in the function’s expression, meaning that only one delay will be
visible at the circuit output (tc2) if the proper conditions are met (a=1, b=0)
→ No anomalous behaviour possible →
variable c switch will not generate an output anomalous behaviour under any circumstances.
6.2.2. Analysis for input (a) transition
Function’s expression with respect to the secondary input vector is:

f (a1 , a2 , b, c) = a1 ⋅ (b + c ) ⋅ (a2 + c) ⋅ b = a1 ⋅ a2 ⋅ b ⋅ c + a1 ⋅ b ⋅ c

(6.6.)

Function’s expression with respect to TDLV (τ,δ) is:

f ( a,τ a1 ,τ a 2 , b, c) = (a ⊕ τ a1 ) ⋅ (a ⊕ τ a 2 ) ⋅ b ⋅ c + (a ⊕ τ a1 ) ⋅ b ⋅ c =

(

)

(

= a ⋅ b ⋅ c ⋅τ a1 ⋅ τ a 2 + b ⋅ c ⋅ τ a1 + a ⋅ b ⋅ c ⋅ τ a1 ⋅τ a 2 + b ⋅ c ⋅ τ a1

)

(6.7.)

Now, we can perform the analysis on variable a by assuming values for b ⋅ c and b ⋅ c terms:
 b ⋅ c = b ⋅ c = 1 → NO solution for the logic equations system
 b ⋅ c = b ⋅ c = 0 → f(a,τa1,τa2,b,c)=0; NO output anomalies
 b ⋅ c = 0, b ⋅ c = 1 → both transitions for a will provide a singular transition on the output
(τa1 respectively τ a1 ) → NO output anomalies present
 b ⋅ c = 1, b ⋅ c = 0 → Considering ta1<ta2 and the (τ,δ) properties, we know that

τ a1 ⋅ τ a 2 = 0 and τ a1 ⋅τ a 2 = δ1, 2 , thus rendering the function’s equation to be:

f = a ⋅ δ1, 2

(6.8.)

Eq. 6.8. presents a pattern identifying a static “0” hazard for input transition a “0”↑”1” and b=1,
c=0. By placing the time origin at the moment variable a switches, the output will evolve as
presented in fig.8.:

Fig.8. Output waveform for input a transition “0”↑”1”
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7. CONCLUSION
Both approaches presented will either improve or ease the use of the classic methods while
maintaining their reliability. Please bear in mind that it is not our intention to state that the classic
techniques are failing, but we simply wish to demonstrate that the same results may be reached
using less computation, and if we use the second approach, the outcome will provide more
information as far as timing is concerned.
The first approach presented may be used when the behavior of a combinational logic circuit
needs to be analyzed. One can easily determine if the CLC’s output may present a hazard simply
by identifying specific terms in its expression. At this point, we may choose not to use that circuit
or perform structural changes (if possible) to mask the hazardous behavior. However, choosing
the second approach (masking anomalous behavior) comes with a cost, as masking is performed
by entering redundant terms into the logic function equation or by using dummy gates to equalize
the different path propagation delays. That means an increase in the implementation cost and a
decrease in speed.
The second approach, if used to analyze an already implemented CLC, will provide detailed
information on the output’s behavior with respect to the time axis. Having this information
available, we shall be able to design a hierarchically superior circuit that uses the present circuit’s
outputs in such a manner that the time frames, when the circuit output is malfunctioning, are not
to be considered.
The second approach also presents us with a possible development path in the area of
asynchronous automata. It is well known that the proper design and operation of these devices is
dependent on strict timing specifications. The proposed approach is to design the automaton as a
synchronous machine, use the methodology presented to map the outputs of the input group of
functions CLC (next state CLC – Mealy or Moore) and define and design a variable time pulse
generator to be used as a synchronizing signal (instead of a fixed parameter clock signal) that will
use the earliest mapped moment of time to change the state of the automation. Thus, the
automaton will not be an asynchronous one but rather a pseudo synchronous one. The advantages
would be the ease of design and less susceptibility to timing issues while retaining most of the
advantages of the asynchronous structure, such as high speed and fast response.
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ABSTRACT
Interactive Digital Storytelling (IDS) is concerned with the creation of a new media art form
that allows real-time interaction with a developing narratives. IDS is important learning,
training, testing and entertainment tool. This paper makes a systematic review that compares
several approaches used in (IDs) in terms of user interaction type, degree of interaction
importance, classification of approaches types, and comparing approaches in terms of some
performance factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Storytelling is the process of creating narrative structures or engaging with them, which is
pervasive in many aspects of children’s life. It has different definitions such as: "Storytelling is
one of the oldest methods of communication and learning" [Tharrenos et al, 2015]. As [Nuri et al,
2013], the storytelling is an important way to share experiences, thoughts, and imaginations
between people in term of verbal statements. In a child's world, the storytelling is a great tool to
reflect children's feelings. A storytelling is a good way for learning about identity and
communication as it enables the exploration of one's inner world [Benjamin, 1998]
Interactive Digital Storytelling (IDS) is concerned with the creation of a new media art form that
allows real-time interaction with a developing narrative [Stefan Rank et al, 2012]. [Lathem SA,
2005] defined Digital storytelling as a combination of traditional, oral narration with different
types of multimedia (like: image, text, video and music) with communication tools. As
[Benjamin, 1998], there are three functions that narrative should serve, and must be carefully
analyzed to produce a good story: cognitive, social and emotional function.
There are three levels of the story creation. The first level is the storyline or plot; which is a series
of chronology and causally related events that make up the story’s content. Storyline can be a
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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script-based or a character-based. The second level is the narrative, which is a representation of
the plot from a particular point of view. The third level is the presentation, which is a realization
of the story in a particular medium [Mariat et al, 2002]. Good story line should adhere of
Fraytiys triangle [Jeroen, 2012].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Standard Fraytiys triangle. (b) Another form of Fraytiys triangle.

As shown in figure 1, rising action describes the events that occur and actions that are undertaken
previous to the story’s climax. The climax features the highest peak in dramatic tension.
Thereafter, there is a falling action. Lastly, denouement addresses the resolution of the conflict
and the final release of tension.
As [Edrilei, 2014], the story telling systems can follow three basic approaches: plot-based,
character-based and hybrid approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section introduced the literature review. A
discussion of storytelling approaches in terms of types, user interactivity types, approaches tools,
implementation and testing, and performance factors are presented next. In the final section, the
conclusion and future work is introduced.

2. RELATED WORK
Several researchers interested in the interactive storytelling field. Some of them considered the
interactive storytelling as a good entertainment tool as [Edirlie, 2014]. This is accomplished by
allowing the user easily to interact with the system through the "paper and pencil" approach.
Other researchers used interactive stories as an educational tool, such as [Nuri, 2013]. They
proposed StoryTech, which is a smart storytelling toy that features a virtual space and a real
space. [Raidle, 2007] proposed an approach that combines believable agents and intelligent
scenario direction. This was used for social and cultural training, which consider the use of the
storytelling techniques as a training tool. [M. Seif Al-Nasr, 2013] made questioner on narrative
interactive to determine the user background in interactive storytelling. The user interpretations,
emotions and behavioral response to Façade are analyzed. Where Façade, which is one of the
most well-known interactive storytelling systems, depends on the drama manager that manages
the narrative progression. It does so by trying to module the narrative so that it corresponds to a
desired story arc such as the one of Freytag’s triangle
Marc Gavazza and others described the planning techniques to control autonomous characters in
order to make interaction with virtual character [M Gavvzza et al, 2005].
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Rafael Perez described a computer model for plot generation based on emotion and tension
between characters, implemented using MEXICA which is a computer model of a cognitive
account of creative writing purposed by Rafael Perez in 2001 [P.Y Perez, 2007].
Edirilie Soares presented paper and pencil approach as a storytelling system that is based on
augmented reality and used SVM to recognize the user sketches [Edirlie et al, 2014].
Nuri Kara introduced StoryTech, which is a smart storytelling toy that features a virtual space
that includes computer based graphics and characters, and a real space, which includes plush
toys, background cards, and a communication interfaces based on mixed reality [Nuri et al,
2013].
Mariet et al used agent techniques to produce a virtual storyteller, where the storyline created by
the action of characters is guided by director agent. Yundong et al used agent technology to
present DIRACT, which is an approach to create characters that do not make a difference
between director or actors' characters [Yundong et al, 2010], [Mariat et al, 2002].

3. DISCUSSION
The following section discusses the different digital story telling approaches.

3.1. Interactive Storytelling Approaches Types.
As shown in table 1, the digital story telling approaches are classified into three types: Characterbased approaches, Plot-based approaches and Hybrid approaches.
Table.1 interactive storytelling approaches.

Author

Approach Title

Storytelling
approach type

Application
based app

[Yundong et al, 2010]

DIRACT

Character-based

Real-time

[Edirlie et al, 2014]

Paper and pencil

Hybrid approach

Real-time

[Polbo et al, 2005]

CBR Plot Generation

Character-based

Natural language
recognition

[P.Y Perez, 2007]

MEXICA

Character-based

Natural language
recognition

[Nuri et al, 2013]

StoryTech

Plot-based

Real-time

The approaches were classified based on the story derivative way. In the Character- based
approaches, the story development depends on character decision. The main disadvantage of this
system is that it is less adhere of Fraytyis triangle. In Plot-based approach, the characters have no
autonomy and they are less consistence in the scene since the characters are often
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interchangeable. The Hybrid approaches are used to bridge the gap between the plot-based
approach and character-based approach.

3.2 User Interactivity Types
As [Linssen, 2012] Interactivity means having at least some control over the narratives. From this
definition, we can say that interactivity has different degrees. As shown in the table 2, the user
interaction types are divided into three levels or degrees: limited, medium and high. By limited
interaction, we mean that the user influences little parts in the story or storytelling level. Where in
medium interaction, the user influences a whole level of the storytelling. High interaction means
that the user can influence all the story levels or parts.
The user interaction in most approaches compared in table 2 is limited or low in the approaches
that are used or meant by speech recognition. This is due to the difficulties in the recognitions of
different languages and child's speech. Where the interaction is high in real time approaches, such
as: [Edirlie et al, 2014],[Yundong et al, 2010] and [Nuri et al, 2013].
Table 2. Comparison between interactive storytelling approaches in terms of user interaction.

Author

Approach title

User interaction type

Degree of
importance

[Y.- G
Cheongh et
al ,2008]

Framework for authoring
interactive narrative

Participants (Speech)

Limited

Author (authoring tool)

Medium

[Han YU et
al, 2008]

Goal-oriented system

Character creation (as
agents)

Medium

[M Riadle et
al, 2003]

Automated Scenario Director

Speech to be changed

Limited

[M Gavazza
et al, 2004]

Interacting with Virtual
Characters

Physical interaction Speech

Medium

[M Gavazza
et al, 2005]

Dialogue Generation in
Character-based Interactive
Storytelling

(Future work) Embodying
the user as one of virtual
characters

High

[Edirlie et al,
2014]

Paper and pencil

Drawing on paper

High: real-time

[M.O Raidle
et al, 2007]

Interactive narrative system

As one of virtual characters

High
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[P.Y Perez,
2007]

MEXICA

Give the initial state

Limited

[C.B
Callaway,
2002]

Narrative prose generation

Give the story request

Limited

[Nuri et al,
2013]

StoryTech

Put objects on the receive
panel

High: real-time

[U Spierling,
2002]

Setting the scene

Give the story requests

Limited

[David et al,
2009]

Learning to Influence
Emotional Responses

Answering some given
question to drive the
narrative

Limited

[Yundong et
al, 2010]

DIRACT

As a director virtual
character (agent)

High: real-time

[Mariat et al,
2002]

Virtual story teller

Create characters and give
priority

Medium

[Polbo et al,
2005]

Plot generation based on
CBR

Query for a new story from
old others

Medium

3.3 Tools Classification
The interactive storytelling approach can benefit user in many ways. The interactive storytelling
used techniques can be classified as a tool of authoring, education, entertainment, and training.
The classified techniques can be further classified into several story level influences, as shown in
table. 3.
Table 3. Comparison between interactive storytelling approaches in term of technique used and how to
benefit the user.

Author

The approach used

Used technique

Tool

Story level
influence

[Y.- G
Cheongh et
al ,2008]

Framework for
authoring interactive
narrative

Branching graphs
and AI planning

Authoring

Storyline
(Script-based)

[Han YU
et al, 2008]

Goal-oriented
system

Multi agent system

(Storyline)
Authoring(Character
creation)

Presentation
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[Edirlie et
al, 2014]

Paper and pencil

Augmented reality,
svm

Entertainment tool

Presentation

[Nuri et al,
2013]

RFID interactive
panel

Mixed reality

Entertaining,
educational and
measuring tool

Presentation

[David et
al, 2009]

Influence emotional
responses

YouTube video

Tool to derive
narrative by player
(one time)

Narrative

And pre-authoring
text
[Yundong
et al, 2010]

DIRACT

Multi agent system
(inheritance)

Authoring
(character creation)

Presentation

[Mariat et
al, 2002]

Virtual story teller

Multi agent system
(intelligent agent)

Authoring
(automatic story
line)

Storyline

Combine narrative
control, believable
character agents
and drama manager

Authoring and
training tool

Storyline

Case-Based
Reasoning CBR,
Natural Language
Generation NLG

Authoring tool

[M.O
Raidle et
al, 2007]

Believable agents

[Polbo et
al, 2005]

Plot generation
based on CBR

(Characterbased)

(Characterbased)
Storyline
(Characterbased)

As shown in table 3, the interactive storytelling techniques can be used as a very good authoring
tool and can help the user with low experience in authoring to create their own stories such as
those used in [Yundong et al, 2010], [M.O Raidle et al, 2007] and [Mariat et al, 2002]. From
table 3, you can notice that most of interactive storytelling authoring tool approaches are using
agent techniques; that is the behavioral and emotional agent designed to serve the storytelling
attracting the users and giving them more chances and abilities to produce a good story. On the
other hand, the approaches that used a simple way to interact at most real-time approaches are
considered as a good entertainment tool.

3.4. Interactive storytelling approaches implementation and testing.
Some of the approaches used or suggested to make interactive storytelling are implemented and
tested. Others were either implemented or just tested. As shown in table 4.
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Table 4. Implemented and tested approaches.

Author

Approach title

Implemented

Tested

[Edirlie et al,
2014]

Paper and Pencil

Yes

Yes (for effectiveness and
satisfaction)

[Han YU et al,
2008]

Goal-oriented system

Yes

Yes (usability)

[Polbo et al,
2005]

Plot generation based
on CBR

No

No

[P.Y Perez,
2007]

MEXICA

Yes

Yes (interestingness, novelty,
predictability)

[Yundong et al,
2010]

DIRACT

No

Technical test (usability)

[Edirlie et al, 2014] mentioned that their approach was implemented and tested by questionnaire
contains 54 questions derived from the IRIS evaluation Toolkit, and the participants were high
school students. Where [P.Y Perez, 2007], made a questionnaire using a story developed in
MEXICA and MINSTREL in order to compare MEXICA and MINSTREL in terms of
interestingness, novelty and predictability.[Yundong et al, 2010] made a case study to evaluate
the approach usability.

3.5 Comparison of performance factors.
Table 5, summarized the surveyed approaches according to the performance factors: speed,
accuracy, usability and reuse. Speed means the time needed to respond to user interaction.
Accuracy is the ability to satisfy user purpose. Usability means the easiest to use the approach.
Reuse is the ability of the use of elements from old stories to create a new story.
Table 5: comparison between approach in term of speed, accuracy and user interface

Author

Approach title

Speed

Accuracy

Usability

Reuse

[Edirlie et
al, 2014]

Paper and pencil

Good (one
interaction
per minute)

83%
because of
some
limitations
in
recognition
algorithm

Satisfaction user
interface because
of the easy way to
interact with the
system

No
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[P.Y
Perez,
2004]

MEXICA

----

More than
MINSTREL

------

Yes

MINSTREL

-----

Less than
MEXICA

-------

Yes

[Han YU
et al,
2008]

Goal-oriented

-----

Good

Friendly user
interface saves
development time
and cost

No

[Polbo et
al, 2005]

CBR plot
generation

Not
implemented

Not
implemented

Not implemented

Yes

[Yundong
et al,
2010]

DIRACT

Not
implemented

Not
implemented

Ease to use

Yes

[P.Y Perez, 2004], made a comparison between MEXICA and MINSTREL, where those two
approaches were the most farmhouse at that time. He mentioned that the stories produced by
MEXICA were more interesting, but some time they were poorly written. As we can see in the
table, paper and pencil approach seems to be good in usability. However, for the accuracy, there
were some limitations because of recognition algorithm, or some time in user sketches.
Approaches in [Polbo et al, 2005] and [Yundong et al, 2010] was not implemented, but it was
mentioned that these approaches allowing the reuse by their construction.

4. CONCLUSION
Storytelling is the oldest way to communicate, learn, entertain and share experiences and
thoughts among people. Furthermore, it is an effective way to reflect the feeling and people social
background. Interactive Digital Storytelling (IDS) is the way to share stories over the world.
There are many approaches used in IDS. They are classified into three basic groups: characterbase, plot-based and hybrid approach, depending on the way that they follow to build the story.
There are several approaches in terms of user interaction types and tools; where it is found that
the most important are: low, medium, and high levels. Some of the approaches were
implemented and tested, while others were not. The paper compares different approaches in terms
of accuracy, speed, reuse, and user satisfaction.
As a conclusion, we can conclude that the real time approaches were the best for entertainment;
because of the high interaction with it. Where the most appropriate approach for authoring and
training are better to be implemented using agent technology. In terms of usability, the
approaches with friendly user interface, had the better satisfaction.
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ABSTRACT
Security System for Data using Steganography and Cryptography (SSDSC) is a set of hardware
and software components that will be used to send secured documents through the internet.
Some of the software will be loaded into a microcontrollers in order to increase the complexity
and security. The data will be encrypted using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
algorithm with a key from the Raspberry PI microcontroller and hide it inside an image using
Least Significant Bit (LSB) algorithm, the data will be invisible. The image will be transmitted
and received through the internet, the receivers will extract the hidden data from the image and
decrypt it to have the original data with the image.
Complicating the steps of hiding and encryption will reduce the possiblity of intrusin of secured
documents, and the process will be trasparent to the user to increase security without affecting
the normal steps and the behavior in secured documents exchange.

KEYWORDS
Steganography, Cryptography, LSB algorithm, AES algorithm..

1. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the art and science of concealing communication. The goal of steganography is
to hide the existence of information exchange by embedding messages into unsuspicious digital
media covers [1]. Cryptography, or secret writing, is the study of the methods of encryption,
decryption, and their use in communications protocols [2]. Both techniques manipulate data to
ensure the security of information, but the concept of steganography differs from cryptography.
Cryptography obscures the meaning of a message, but it does not conceal the fact that there is a
message. The goal of cryptography is to make data unreadable by a third party, whereas the goal
of steganography is to hide the data from a third party. Both techniques have an ancient origin,
but the modern field is relatively new. Cryptography and steganography are fundamental
components of computer security [1]. In the current trends of the world, the technologies have
advanced so much that most of the individuals prefer using the internet as the primary medium to
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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transfer data from one end to another across the world. Data security basically means protection
of data from unauthorized users or hackers and providing high security to prevent data
modification.
In this paper, we present a system that is able to encrypt documents, hide it in an image and send
it in one side, and then retrieve it in the other side. It uses a graphical interface to facilitate the use
of the system and have the ability to transmit and receive through the public internet while
keeping documents secured.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The SSDSC can be used in many applications across the world, such applications will include the
general secondary exams in Palestine, it will reduce the burden of carrying and distributing
exams to hundreds of schools, other beneficiaries of the SSDSC are Banks, between branches and
between the bank and its clients. No matter how large or small your company is, you need to
ensure the security of your information assets, so you can use this system to protect your
information. Other applications of SSDSC is online elections, internet banking, medical-imaging
and others.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & SOLUTION
The SSDSC system consists of software and hardware. The software part will be loaded into a
microcontroller attached to the computer at both sides in order to increase its complexity, and to
secure the process of extracting data and decryption.
Raspberry Pi is small single-board Linux computer that is used to execute codes instead of
computers in some environments. Here, it is used to store keys to be used in data exchange, and
codes to implement the encryption and digital steganography.
Figure1 shows the system components and processes that consists of five parts namely: Text,
Image, PC, Microcontroller (Raspberry Pi) and internet.

Figure1: SSDSC System Components
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The system works according the following steps:


First step, Insert the text and image to the application.



Secondly, the text will be encrypted and then hidden within the image.



Thirdly, connect the microcontroller with the computer, and then the microcontroller
work on the text and apply encryption.



Fourthly, upload the image that contains the information encoded on the server.



Fifthly, the client access to the server and download the images that contain encoded
information.



Finally, the computer will work on the extraction of encrypted data of the image, then
break this encryption to have the original data (file).

4. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The data will be encrypted on the Raspberry Pi using AES algorithm. The AES stand for
Advanced Encryption Standard which is substitution/permutation network cipher. It take 128-bit
plaintext and 128, 196 or 256 bit key, depending on the number of rounds [2].
Advanced Encryption Standard, also known as Rijndael is a symmetric-key block cipher
published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [2].
The criteria is defined by NIST for selecting AES falls into three areas: Security, Cost, and
Implementation. The AES algorithm is used in this system to encrypt the data which is called the
cipher data. The key is 256 bits size, it is generated on the Raspberry Pi.
The cipher data will be hidden in image. The most important method will be lagged the hiding is
the implementation of the feature extraction of the images in which algorithms are used to detect
and isolate various desired portions or shapes (features) of an image. The selected portion is not
important in scene. It is particularly important in the area of recognition. The algorithm is Object
detection in a cluttered scene using point feature matching. This process is implemented using
Matlab code.
A popular digital steganography technique is so-called least significant bit (LSB).Least
significant bit (LSB) insertion is a common, simple approach to embedding information in a
cover image [3]. The least significant bit (the 8th bit) of some or all of the bytes inside an image
is changed to a bit of the secret message. When using a 24-bit image, a bit of each of the red,
green and blue color components can be used, since they are each represented by a byte. In other
words, one can store 3 bits in each pixel. An 800 × 600 pixel image, can thus store a total amount
of 1,440,000 bits or 180,000 bytes of embedded data [4].
The object detection algorithm used to extract the features of the image. It is detect the object
which is not important in scene .Then the cipher data will be hidden using LSB algorithm in this
object.
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The system will read the image and convert it into grayscale. The features will be extracted using
object detection in a cluttered scene using point feature matching algorithm to determine the parts
which is not important in scene. If the capacity of these parts is suite for hiding the cipher data in
it, the system will choose the pixel and hide the data. The cipher data will be divided into sub
data when the capacity is not enough and testing the condition again. The data will be hidden in
the image which is called stego-image .The changes in color of the bits will not able to be notice
from the users.
Virtual Private Network is a client server application based on tunneling protocols that are used
in making private connection based on public infrastructure like the internet. Here, it is assumed
that the sender and the receivers use the internet as an infrastructure, and VPN software is
installed to assure privacy.

5. RESULTS
Here, the results of the steps explained earlier to extract the features of the image; object
detection algorithm code detected a specific object (Engineering building in Palestine Polytechnic
University campus). The ciphered data is hidden in this image.
Figures 2,3,4 and 5 are the results of selecting image and hiding the secured data in specific parts
according the features of the selected images.
Figure 2 shows the reference image containing the object of interest (Engineering building) and
the target image containing a cluttered scene (image of a different objectives).

Figure 2 The reference image and the target image

Figure 3: Display matched features
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Figure 4: Display the detected object.

Figure 5: Detected object image which is used to hide the data

After implementing the LSB algorithm, we obtained the following results:

Figure 6: The hidden text.

Figure 7 : Stego-image.
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6. TESTS
When the system hided the data, the images before and after the hiding is approximately the
same. The difference between the images locate the pixels position of the hidden data.
In image comparison, figures contains the first image (carrier image), the second image (stegoimage), and the histogram for the both and result of the test.
A histogram is a graphical representation of the distribution of numerical data. It is an estimate of
the probability distribution of a continuous variable (quantitative variable) in an image processing
context, the histogram of an image normally refers to a histogram of the pixel intensity values.
This histogram is a graph showing the number of pixels in an image at each different intensity
value found in that image [5].

Figure 8: The result of the comparison between the carrier image and stego-image which is approximately
the same.

Figure 9: The difference between the carrier image and stego-image.
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Figure 10: The percentage of similarity and differences between the two images.

Figure 9 shows a small sequence of dots resulted from the difference between the two images, and
figure 10 shows the number of hidden bytes compared to the image size, and the percentage of
similarity between the two images.
A website will be used by the users to upload and download the files. The administrator of the
webserver need to login to the website using a username and a password. The files will be added
or removed by the administrator who is responsible for the distribution of these files to the other
authenticated users. Other users will use the same website to login in and download the
documents. Figure 11 shows the login page on the web server.

Figure 11: Access to the web server

The security in this system is integrated from different protocols and services:
•

Encryption with keys using AES.

•

Steganography using images

•

Hardware security using microcontrollers.

•

Signing in using username and password.

•

Virtual Private Network (VPN) to open a private connection using the internet as a public
service.
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7. CONCLUSION
The “Security System for Data using Steganography and Cryptography” has been designed and
tested. The system designed to encrypt the data using AES algorithm, extract the features of the
image to detect the places that are suitable to hide the cipher data in. The data will be extracted
from the image and retrieve the original data and image.
Adding hardware components made the system more secured because the encryption keys are
distributed with hardware itself, this added value will make it difficult for intruders to have a
copy of this hardware including the software embedded in the system.
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ABSTRACT
The Computer Network Laboratory of Computer Science department in Tsinghua University
provides experimental environment for undergraduate computer network serial courses offered
by CS Dept. In order to meet the demand of different elective students, we combed experimental
teaching system of computer network serial courses, then designed and implemented a remote
network laboratory supported multi-level network practice. We mainly deployed three series of
experimental system: Virtual Network Experiment System based on commercial network
equipment, Network Protocols Experiment System named NetRiver and IPv4/IPv6 Transition
Technologies Experiment System based on 4over6 tunneling technology. With the help of our
network laboratory, the following goals can be achieved: 1) Remote. Students can access
experimental environment from classroom, dormitory and etc.; 2) Multi-level. Experimental
contents include both network principle and commercial realization, include both classical
sliding window protocol, IPv4 or IPv6 data transceiver protocol, IPv4 or IPv6 data forwarding
protocol, routing protocol and up-to-date IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies. Every network
course can construct experimental content by combination of them; 3) Up-to-date. We
introduced the latest technology in the field of computer network research, such as IPv6
network protocol and 4over6 tunneling technologies.

KEYWORDS
remote laboratory, laboratory education, experimental equipment, computer network

1. INTRODUCTION
The Computer Network Laboratory is an important part of the Computer Teaching Experiment
Center in Computer Science department of Tsinghua University. The Lab provides experimental
environment for undergraduate computer network serial courses offered by CS Dept. At present,
the development of the laboratory mainly considers the following two aspects: Multi-level
network practice and Innovative experimental method.
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The consideration of the multi-level network practice comes from the fact that the lab serves
different courses which have different target students and different teaching goals. We mainly
divided the courses into three categories: Computer Network Curriculum as selective course for
all the non-computer major students; Computer Network Principles Curriculum as compulsory
course for the computer major students and Special Training in Computer Network Curriculum as
limited optional course for the computer major students. The experimental teaching objectives of
the three types of curriculums are different from each other, simultaneously they have common
parts. So in order to achieve the goal of supporting different courses, we can deploy or implement
serials of computer network experimental equipment and design variety of candidate
experimental projects which can be effectively selected and combined.
Innovative experimental methods meet the demands of the tremendous development of electronic
and computer techniques. The development of Internet technology, especially the development of
the Cloud Computing technology, provides a strong support for the innovation of experimental
methods. The experimental combination of the PCs and special experimental equipment in the
past was gradually replaced by more flexible experimental methods. The remote experimental
platforms based on C/S mode or B/S mode are more popular with students. With the help of
them, students can flexibly arrange experiment time and perform the experiment in classroom,
dormitory, library and everywhere can access Internet.
Based on the above two points, we combed the knowledge of different computer network
courses, designed and implemented three kinds of network experimental platforms to support
multi-level network practice. These experimental platforms support remote experiment and be
scalable to support the different number of elective students.
In this paper, we will introduce our attempt in trying to improve the computer network laboratory
education in Computer Science department of Tsinghua University. We will first discuss the
teaching system of computer network curriculums in section 2 secondly proposed our principles
of designing computer network laboratory platforms in section 3, finally present the
implementation of computer network laboratory education in Tsinghua University in section 4,
and multi-level network practice supported by the principles will be presented simultaneously.

2. TEACHING SYSTEM OF COMPUTER NETWORK EXPERIMENT
Computer network experimental courses is not isolated, must be closely combined with the
computer teaching curriculum system. Computer science emphasizes practice, so most of
computer courses of CS Dept. in Tsinghua are provided with the corresponding experimental
part. Figure 1. provides a brief description on the teaching system of computer experiment.
We used a tree-shaped model to describe the teaching system and divided computer experiment
into five parts: Basic Experiment as the trunk which is the necessary prerequisite to other parts;
four directions including Computer System Experiment, Software System Experiment, Computer
Network Experiment and Application Technologies Experiment as leaves which represent the
four secondary disciplines of CS and can be studied simultaneously.
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Figure 1. Teaching system of computer experiment

The Computer Network has been an independent secondary discipline of CS in 2015 in China
because it plays a more and more important role in the economic development of our country. In
the past we placed computer network courses into Application Technologies direction. Like MIT
[1] and Stanford [2], we set the Computer Network Principles Curriculum as follow-up course of
Computer Compose Principle Curriculum. Now we adjust them into parallel courses based on the
following understanding:
•

With the data structure knowledge and programming skills obtained in Basic Experiment,
students can study network principles and protocols well, while Computer Compose
Principle Curriculum focus on the principles of one local computer system include
processor, memory, and etc.

•

As an independent branch of teaching system, only a 48 hours required course is not
sufficient. We added Special Training Serial Curriculums in which more deep practice is
carried out as follow-up course of main curriculums in different directions such as
Special Training in Operating System Curriculum followed Operating System
Curriculum, Special Training in Compilation Principles Curriculum followed
Compilation Principles Curriculum. Meanwhile we added Specialty Practice Serial
Curriculums in junior summer semester, in which students complete a project with
integrated knowledge of each direction. So Computer Compose Principle Curriculum
belongs to Computer System Experiment and have its own subsequent Special Training
Serial Curriculums and Specialty Practice Serial Curriculums.

Now we can draw up curriculum system of computer network experiment in Figure 2. In this
figure, Computer Network Curriculum as selective course for all the non-computer major
students is not drew up because of its separation from the teaching system of CS.
Computer Network Experiment spent 8 credit laboratory hours is a part of Computer Network
Curriculum. This course is target at non-computer major students who are not expected to master
thorough computer knowledge and programming skills. The curriculum teaches the principles of
computer networks rather than network engineering or network buildup. So observation and
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analysis on network protocols rather than programming and implementation are expected in the
experiment.

Figure 2. Curriculum system of computer network experiment

Computer Network Principles Experiment belong to Computer Network Principles Curriculum
and worthy of 24 credit laboratory hours. It is a compulsory course for the computer major junior
students in fall semester. The curriculum teaches the principles of computer networks with the
classics textbook of “Computer Network” edited by Andrew [3]. Elective students with a strong
foundation in computer programming are willing to comprehensively study the key network
techniques and re-implement the important network protocols by hand.
Special Training in Computer Network followed Computer Network Principles Experiment is a
full-time practical training course spend 48 hours. 24 credit laboratory hours spent in Computer
Network Principles Experiment are not sufficient to do comprehensive practice in network
protocols and cannot accommodate frontier network knowledge and technology. Special Training
in Computer Network aims to be the appropriate successor.
Specialty Practice in Network Security is also a full-time practical training course. The 200 hours
will be used to complete a project for Network Security. A set of special experimental equipment
is dedicated to the course. This is beyond the scope of this paper.

3. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGNING COMPUTER NETWORK LABORATORY
PLATFORM
In view of the discussion above, we propose several principles in designing computer network
laboratory platforms (Figure 3.):

Figure 3. Principles in designing computer network laboratory platform
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Multi-level

We dedicate to design laboratory platform for three main courses: Computer Network
Experiment, Computer Network Principles Experiment and Special Training in Computer
Network. Computer Network Experiment pay attention to observation and analysis on network
protocols. Computer Network Principles Experiment encourage reimplementation the important
network protocols. Specialty Practice in Network Security continue to strengthen the former
mission and introduce new network technology.
•

Remote

Internet technology, especially Cloud Computing technology, create possibilities for remote
experiment and cloud-based experiment [9-11]. Students can flexibly arrange experiment time
and perform the experiment in classroom, dormitory, library and anywhere can access Internet.
We wouldn't consider software-based virtual network devices like [9, 10] because of their unreal
results. We’d like to publish real physical network devices to students in Internet, thus they can
interact with real equipment.
•

Scalable

Capacity of experiment course, especially the elective courses, fluctuates wildly from year to
year. The laboratory platforms should be scalable according to student number. As remote
experiment resource according to the planning requirements of the last section, it should be easier
to be deployed and released.
•

Up-to-date

Network technology have been developing rapidly and new technologies continue to appear.
Students like to practice on rich and up-to-date network technologies including IPv6 network
protocol, IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies and wireless network technology. In the original
laboratory, these experimental contents could not be supported. So we must continuously design
and implement new laboratory platforms to keep pace with the times.
In the past work, there are many kinds of experimental methods:
•

Commercial network equipment: Students are curious of how the real network instruments
including switches and routers work. Although network buildup which should be included in
engineering elective course is not the focal point of our experiment, interacting with them we
can analysis the work principles of network protocols through packet capture software.

•

Visual learning tools: The tools use images or Flash to display the results of interaction with
the simulated network device [4, 5]. They are often used to rapidly verify the correctness of
operating and configuration on device and are suitable for novice learning such as Cisco
Networking Academy [6]. But we cannot capture the intermediate results of interaction, and
then the protocol analysis cannot be carried out.

•

Network programing: Operating system provides API for user-end network programing such
as Winsock and Linux socket. But the core network protocol stacks are encapsulated in
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system modules and transparent to user. Students are difficult to operate the network
protocols.
•

Network simulation tools: There are so many tools of this type: OPNET, J-Sim, NS-2, NS-3,
KivaNS and etc. They play a great role in scientific research. But we think they are not
suitable to undergraduate experimental teaching no matter use them directly [7] or wrap them
with a friendly front end [8]. These tools are not intuitive and require deep knowledge and
experience. Students have to spend a lot of time to learn the manuals.

•

Virtual machines: Use VMs, we can do network experiment remotely [9, 10]. But also we
need guest OS to provide software-based virtual router, firewall and VPN.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER NETWORK LABORATORY
EDUCATION
4.1. Computer Network Laboratory Equipment
Based on the above discussion, we propose three categories of experimental methods to support
multi-level experiment:
4.1.1. Virtual Network Experiment System
We deployed cloud-based virtual network experimental platform of Ruijie Corporation [13] to
support remote experimental environment based the real network devices. Figure 4. depicts one
experimental group with Virtual Network Experiment System and now we deployed 8 groups.
Each group consists of a set of real physical network devices include one router, one layer 3
switch and one wireless AP.
Cloud-based virtual network experimental system is a special industrial control computer using
virtualization technology which can simultaneously load multiple VM images running Windows
or Linux. There are 10 physical connection channels between the system and layer 3 switch. So it
can simulate 10 PCs.
Uplink to Internet
Virtual Network
Experiment System

Wireless AP

Layer 3 Switcher

Router

PCs

Figure 4. A experimental group with Virtual Network Experiment System
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There are two main ways to do experiment: The first way is using PC to do the traditional local
experiment. The other way is using virtual terminals produced by virtual network experimental
system to do remote experiment. Students remotely access Virtual Network Experiment System
through browser and log in the VM OS generated by system. For students, it seems that the real
network devices are around them now.
It seems strange in Fig. 4. that the router is out of proper place. In a classic network topology, the
router should be laid between the uplink and switch. But when students do router experiment
remotely, they will probably lose the link because the router not retain it. So our solution is using
the lookback interface as experimental interface instead of uplink interface when do the router
experiment.
With the help of packet capture software like WireShark [14], students can observe and analysis
explicit working process of the network protocols in our experimental environment. A group
package analysis based experiment supported are list in Table 1:
Table 1. Experiment supported by virtual network experiment system
Tag

Experiment Name

111

FAT AP with single SSID

112

FAT AP with multiple SSID

113

AP bridge in one vlan

Experiment Object
Configuration on wireless AP with single SSID in FAT
mode
Configuration on wireless AP with multiple SSID in
FAT mode
Bridge the same vlan using two APs

114

AP bridge in different vlans

Bridge different vlans using two APs

121

ARP protocol

Analyse principle of ARP protocol

122

802.3 package

Analyse package of 802.3

123

802.1Q package

Analyse package of 802.1Q

124

STP BPDU

Analyse package of Spanning Tree protocol

125

MSTP BPDU

Analyse package of Multiple Spanning Tree protocol

126

Loop effect

Analyse Loop effect without Spanning Tree protocol

127

LLC forward

Analyse package forwarding of ARP protocol

131

Static route

Config and Analyse static route

132

RIP

Config and Analyse RIP protocol

133

OSPF

Config and Analyse OSPF protocol

141

TCP

Analyse TCP protocol

142

UDP

Analyse UDP protocol

151

DHCP

Config and Analyse DHCP protocol

152

DHCP relay

Config and Analyse DHCP relay protocol

153

FTP

Config and Analyse FTP protocol

154

HTTP

Config and Analyse HTTP protocol
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“Tag” in this table plays a role in category: The first number distinguishes the platforms: “1” for
Virtual Network Experiment System, “2” for Network Protocols Experiment System and “3” for
IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies Experiment System; the second represents the layer of
TCP/IP 5-layer network protocols, for example “2” means data link layer; the last one is
sequence number of the same layer experiment in one system.
The pros and cons of the system include: 1) It suits the non-computer major students without
strong programming skills to study basic network principles. And also can be a foundation
correlation method to the majors when they realization network protocols by programing; 2) It
creates possibilities for remote access to real physical network equipment instead of softwarebased virtual device. Meanwhile traditional local experimental environment reserved; 3) It is
scalable by adding the number of groups; 4) With the help of Ruijie wireless AP and 4G switch,
wireless experiment is added to the laboratory.
4.1.2. Network Protocols Experiment System (NetRiver)
We designed and implemented the Network Protocols Experiment System named NetRiver to
support programing experiment. Early version named NetRiver 2000 was released in 2007 [12].
New version of NetRiver 3000 was released in 2015. The topology is depicted in Figure 5.
Internet
Remote PCs

Remote PCs

Management
Sever

Local PCs

Test
Sever

Test
Sever

Local PCs

Figure 5. A experimental group with Virtual Network Experiment System

The system consists of a management server, variable number of test server and a user-friendly
integrated development software client.
Management server is used to manage the students’ information, experiment content. The results
of experiment can be submitted to the server, then the statistical results are generated
automatically for instructors. The visual client provides edit, compile, execute and debug
environment. Test server acts as the key of the system. The TCP/IP 5-layer network protocols
have been realized in it, meantime a serial of APIs are open to students. Students can
conveniently focus on specified segments of these network protocols according to experimental
requirements, without concerning about the context. After that students can test their tasks with
the test server, contrary to which, in a real network environment this type of experimental data
packages will be discard as error data.
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Students can edit, compile, execute and debug offline in any PC client. They realize the
experiment code of network protocol segment, call the APIs provided by the system to constitute
the complete protocol stack. Now they can login the management server and get the allocated test
server. Test server will verify the task program by interacting with client.
This system uses scalable script description to define experiment content. Teachers can easily add
new experiment content to it. Now the network protocols programing-based experiment are list in
Table 2.
Table 2. Experiment supported by virtual network experiment system
Tag
221

Experiment Name
Sliding window
protocol

Experiment Object
Realize sliding window protocol in Andrew textbook

231

IPv4 sending and receiving

232

IPv6 sending and receiving

233

IPv4 transmission experiment

Achieve the function of IPv4 Protocol in host protocol
stack
Achieve the function of IPv6 Protocol in host protocol
stack
Achieve the function of IPv4 in router protocol stack

234

IPv6 transmission experiment

Achieve the function of IPv6 in router protocol stack

235

RIP protocol

Achieve RIP protocol in router protocol stack

236

Protocol state machine

Achieve state machine in BGP protocol

237

IPSec

241

TCP

Achieve IPSec protocol
Achieve encapsulation and sending, receiving of TCP,
analyzing process of TCP message

The pros and cons of the system include: 1) It is a protocols programing-based system. It helps
students to study key network technologies which are hidden in system core of host OS or
network devices’ OS and difficult to practice. So it can be the key chain of practice for network
direction computer major undergraduates; 2) Experimental resources of the system is being
released online, students can finish the job remotely; 3) The main performance bottleneck locate
in test server. But the number of test servers can also be increased by register in management
server. 4) The achievement comes from IPv6 core router finished by Tsinghua, so it maintains the
advanced nature of the technology.
4.1.3. IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies Experiment System
We developed new experiment system because IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies have emerged
as hot researches. The work principles of IPv4/IPv6 Transition are also hidden in OS of hosts and
network device. Some configuration-based experiment can be carried out with real commercial
equipment. But programing-based experiment are seldom touched. Figure 6. describes process of
the new system.
Main-body text is to written in fully (left and right) justified 11 pt. Times New Roman font with a
6pt. (paragraph) line spacing following the last line of each paragraph, but a 12pt. (paragraph)
line spacing following the last paragraph. Do not indent paragraphs.
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1 Client request
the IPv4/v6
router for IPv4
address

2 Router allocate
IPv4 address and
tell client the IPv6
address of router

4 When the router receives IPv4
packet, it encapsulates into 4over6
packet according to the destination
address and port of source client

2
1

IPv6
Android
Client

3

隧道
3

TCP Header

4

IPv4 Server

IPv4/v6 Router

Client transmit 4over6
packet

IPv6 Header

IPv4 Internet

IPv6 Internet

IPv4 packet

3

When the router receives 4over6 packet,
it decapsulates packet, record the
destination address and port of source,
then it will replaces the IPv4 source
address to public address

Figure 6. IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies Experiment System

In this scene, a user who has only IPv6 Internet wants to access the IPv4 server in IPv4 Internet.
The work-flow will be:
•

Client request the IPv4/v6 router for IPv4 address by broadcasting.

•

Router responds to the request and allocate IPv4 address to client and tell client the IPv6
address of router.

•

Client transmit 4over6 packet.

•

When the router receives 4over6 packet, it decapsulates this packet, records the
destination address and port of source, then it will replaces the IPv4 source address to
public IPv4 Internet address.

•

When the router receives IPv4 packet from IPv4 server, it encapsulates into 4over6
packet according to record of the destination address and port of client.

Now we have two parts to work at: IPv6 client and IPv4/IPv6 router. We call the IPv6 client as
client of IPv4/IPv6 Transition Technologies Experiment System, IPv4/IPv6 router as the server.
In order to supplement the Android programing skill of undergraduates who have seldom practice
on it in other courses. We deliberately user an Android mobile device as the client that a PC is
also ok.
So two important experimental projects come out from Figure 6 (List in Table 3):
In the last semester, we only let the students to realize the client. The server was made into an
Industrial Personal Computer which is more stable and reliable and deployed in campus network
of Tsinghua. So the students can test their client remotely with the server.
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Table 3. Experiment supported by ipv4/v6 transition technologies experiment system
Tag

Experiment Name

331

Client implementation

332

Sever
implementation

Experiment Object
Design and Implementation of client of IPv4/IPv6
Transition Technologies Experiment System
Design and Implementation server of IPv4/IPv6
Transition Technologies Experiment System

The client running in Android OS can be divided into two parts: front-end and back-end.
Front-end is the UI programing in JAVA. The main functions include:
•

Monitor the network and get the IPV6 address of the uplink physical interface.

•

Start the back-end.

•

Set the timer and refresh UI.

•

Show the network information.

•

Star the VPN service of Android OS.

Back-end programing in c interacts with the server. The main functions include:
•

Access the server.

•

Get the IPV4 address of the downlink virtual interface.

•

Read/write virtual interface.

•

Decapsulate IP packets.

•

Communicate with the server by IPv6 socket

•

Send keeplive message to the server

The server can also be deployed in Linux system. The main functions include:
•

Create IPV6 socket, listen to the communication between the client and IPv4 server.

•

Maintain the virtual interface, implement I/O on virtual interface.

•

Maintain IPV4 address pool, allocate address to new client.

•

Maintain the information table of clients, save the mapping relations between IPv4
address and IPv6 socket.
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•

Read the data in IPV6 socket from client, handle the control message.

•

Implement decapsulation function to data received by IPV6 socket, then write them to the
virtual interface.

•

Implement encapsulation function to data received by virtual interface, then send them to
client.

•

Listen to clients and send keeplive message.

The pros and cons of the system include: 1) The programing-based practice on IPv4/IPv6
transition technologies give a great challenge to computer major students. It can be good start to
be network professionals; 2) The server of the system can be deployed in Internet, students can
implement the client locally and test it with the server remotely; 3) It is very easy to add the new
server if the server resource is insufficient; 4) IPv4/IPv6 transition technologies are new and
popular.

4.2. Computer Network Laboratory Curriculum
With the support of laboratory equipment above, we can arrange the proper combination of
experimental contents for the three Computer Network Laboratory Curriculum. Table 5 list the
experimental contents in the latest semester.
Table 5. Experimental arrangement for computer network laboratory curriculum

Layer
1
2

Computer Network
Experiment
Tag
Time (hour)
111
1
114

1

126

0.5

127

0.5

132
133

Computer Network
Principles Experiment
Tag
Time (hour)

5
Amount

114

1

221

8

1

232

8

132

1

1

233

8

133

1

234

8

237

8

331

28

3

4

Special Training in
Computer Network
Tag
Time (hour)
111
1

141

0.5

142

0.5

151

1

153

1
8

24
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Computer Network Experiment face the non-computer major students. Package analysis based
experiment are more suitable. So they only get in touch with Virtual Network Experiment
System. The experimental project covers all layers of the network protocols, and as many kinds
of real network device as possible are introduced to students.
Computer Network Principles Experiment focus on working principles of network protocols. As
a computer major student, he’d better to grasp the essentials of relative theoretic curriculum.
Programing-based experiment are more suitable. Network Protocols Experiment System
(NetRiver) is the best choice. But because of the limited time, only the most critical experimental
contents are required.
Special Training in Computer Network is the continuation of Computer Network Principles
Experiment. Two aspects are taken into account: More challenging tasks and neglected basic
operation skills. For the former, IPv4/IPv6 transition technologies experiment which will take at
least 20 hours for a well-skilled student are introduced. For the latter, small-scale network buildup experiment and package analysis based experiment are required. This is a result of feedback
analysis on past students. Quite a few computer major students don’t know how to build up a
LAN when they go to work. Some of them cannot distinguish wireless AP from wireless router.
More experimental projects are supported by the three major system. It gives us the opportunity
to alternate experimental contents every year. The projects list in TABLE IV can be replaced by
equivalent ones.
Text
Title
Authors
Addresses
emails
Abstract heading
Abstract text
Keywords heading
Keywords
Section headings
Sub-section heads
Sub-sub-sections
Body text
Figures
Figure captions
References

Alingnment
Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre
Left
Left
Left
Left,
left, ..
Left
Left
Left
Full (left/right)
Centre
Centre
Left

Font
20 pt. TNR, bold, small-caps
13 pt. TNR
12 pt. TNR
11 pt. italic TNR
13 pt. bold italic TNR, small caps
10 pt. italic TNR
13 pt. bold italic TNR, small caps
10 pt. italic TNR
14 pt. bold TNR, small caps
12 pt. bold TNR
11 pt. bold TNR
11 pt. TNR
11 pt. TNR
10 pt. TNR (as shown)

Followed by:
24 pt. line sp.
12 pt. line sp.
18 pt. line sp. (last)
6 pt. line sp.
12 pt. line sp.
6 pt. line sp.
18 pt line sp.
6 pt. line sp.
6 pt. line sp.
6 pt. line sp.
12 pt line sp. (last)
6 pt. line sp.
12 pt. line sp.
6 pt. line sp

5. CONCLUSIONS
According to the teaching system of computer network experiment in CS Dept. Tsinghua
University, we proposed the principles of designing computer network laboratory platform:
multi-lever, remote, scalable and up-to-date. Then we design and implement three types of
network experimental equipment: Virtual Network Experiment System based on commercial
network equipment, Network Protocols Experiment System named NetRiver and IPv4/IPv6
Transition Technologies Experiment System based on 4over6 tunneling technology. These
devices satisfy our designing principles. By proper combination of the experimental contents
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supported by them, we set up computer network laboratory education for the three experiment
courses: Computer Network Experiment for non-computer major students, Computer Network
Principles Experiment for computer major students and Specialty Practice in Network Security
for network professional students.
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ABSTRACT
Microwave imaging is one of the most promising techniques in diagnosis and screening of
breast cancer and in the medical field that currently under development. It is nonionizing,
noninvasive, sensitive to tumors, specific to cancers, and low-cost. Microwave measurements
can be carried out either in frequency domain or in time domain. In order to develop a
clinically viable medical imaging system, it is important to understand the characteristics of the
microwave antenna. In this paper we investigate some antenna characteristics and discuss
limitations of existing and proposed systems.

KEYWORDS
Microwave imaging, breast cancer, UWB antenna

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is being one of the most frequent form of cancer that leading cause of cancer deaths
in women worldwide. Around 50% of breast cancer cases death because the detection of the
cancer is typically late. The early detection of tumor could save a lot of lives. Around 7% of
women with breast cancer are diagnosed before the age of 40 years. Survival rates are worse
when compared to those in older women [1,2].
Thus the role of cancer screening has become increasingly important leading to a demand in
eﬀective diagnostic measures; in particular non-invasive cancer diagnoses.
X-ray mammography is the most frequently used tool for breast cancer requires medical expertise
to accurately diagnose the presence of tumor. The number of cancers found with mammography
alone is very much less than that found with both mammography and physical examination.
Other limitations include having high false negative and false positive rates [3].
Such large false negative which can be as large as 30% and false positive: on average, 75% of
breast biopsies prompted by a “suspicious” mammographic abnormality prove benign which lead
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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to increased healthcare cost, unnecessary medical procedures and the distress and anxiety on the
part of the patient [4]. Other important concerns ,is that screening mammography is less sensitive
in women with radio-graphically dense breast tissue prevalent in younger women, where it has
been shown that X-ray mammography has failed to detect up to 30% of cancers greater than 5
mm in diameter [5], due to its relatively poor soft-tissue contrast.
The other drawbacks include variability in radiological interpretation, and a slight risk of
inducing cancer due to the ionizing radiation exposure. Frequent monitoring is difficult because
of health concerns related to exposure to ionizing radiation.

2. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE TISSUES
A large scale studies determine the dielectric properties of a variety of normal, malignant and
benign breast tissues, measured at the microwave range has been conducted in the USA [6]. The
potential for using microwaves for detecting breast tumors is based on the concept of tissuedependent microwave scattering and absorption in the breast to exploit the contrast in the
dielectric properties of malignant and normal breast tissues.
It has been widely assumed that normal breast tissue is largely transparent to microwaves because
they are featured with a low relative permittivity and conductivity at the microwave frequency
bands, whereas lesions, which contain more water and blood are characterized by a high relative
permittivity and conductivity at the microwave frequencies and hence they cause a significant
backscatter [7]. Microwave breast cancer detection is based on the difference in the dielectric
properties between healthy (ϵr=9 and ϭ=0.4 S/M) and malignant (ϵr=50 and ϭ=7 S/M) for
example [8].

Figure 1: Electrical behavior of normal and malignant tissues at different microwave frequencies
acquired by applying four-term Cole-Cole parametric dispersions models [9].
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3. MICROWAVE IMAGING TECHNIQUES
There are three different methods in microwave imaging for breast cancer detection, passive,
hybrid, and active.

3.1 Passive Microwave Imaging
In passive microwave imaging based on the fact that microwave pulses causes the cells
temperature inside the breast increases, and due to different characteristics different tissues
have different temperature. The produced image in this method shows measured temperature.
In this method, the tumor is detected as points with higher temperature due to its
characteristics [10–11].

3.2 Hybrid Method Microwave
In hybrid method, microwave and acoustic are combined together. Because tumors absorb
higher energy compare with normal tissue they expand more. This expansion causes pressure
waves. Using a focused ultrasound transducer these waves can be detected [12].

3.3 Active Microwave Imaging
In active microwave imaging, breast is illuminated by a microwave transmitter and the
scattered waves are received. There are two approaches for image making, tomography and
radar-based microwave imaging. In tomography, by analyzing the received scattered waves,
we try to reconstruct the permittivity distribution of the breast tissues.
The higher permittivity shows tumor compare with low permittivity as normal tissue. In radarbased microwave imaging based on the strong scattered waves, tumor is detected. There are
several researches using this method for breast cancer detection [13–15]. Based on the design,
patient lies on supine or prone position and an antenna array locates on the breast. An UWB
pulse is transmitted sequentially from each antenna. The scattered signal received and
analyzed, and using these signals and space time beam forming method an image is created.
Because tumors have a stronger backscattering compare with normal breast tissues, locations
related to malignant tumors have higher energy level in the image.

4. MICROWAVE ANTENNAS EMPLOYED IN IMAGING
Antenna is the key element of the microwave imaging system that radiates and receives signals
to or from nearby scattered objects. Many medical antennas have been designed and realized
over the years. Some are patented, some are successful while others have never had the spread
that was intended. Antenna technology for medical applications is a major research field.
The primary requirement for the UWB imaging antennas to be used in the 3D time domain
non-linear super resolution inverse scattering microwave imaging techniques is low dispersive
behavior (linear phase) over the operating bandwidth of 1-4 GHz.
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There are many challenges for designing UWB antenna includes the ultra-wideband
performance of the impedance matching, (i.e. good impedance matching “S11< -10 dB” in the
band of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz), small size, minimum distortion, stable radiation pattern, and stable
gain. Currently, there are many antenna designs that can achieve broad bandwidth to be used
in UWB systems.
Various microwave antennas are used across the world by different microwave medical
Imaging groups. This section details four such antennas which are either used in medical
imaging applications or are identified as potential solutions to be used. In what follows, a
discussion on each of these antennas will be made.

4.1 Dipole and Monopole Antenna
The dipole antenna is reasonably compact and lightweight, however, its bandwidth is not very
large and, when excited by an impulse, the reflections of the impulse from the ends of the
dipole are evident as a long, ringing, impulse response which, as discussed above, is
undesirable.
The end-reflection problem can be eased by placing lossy material at the dipole ends in order
to reduce the reflected wave (and hence the Q of the antenna), or by placing resistors at a
quarter-wavelength distance from the ends of the antenna. The latter technique was used as far
back as the early 1960s to create a travelling-wave antenna, although the varying electrical
distance from the resistors to the ends of the dipole arms makes this a rather bandwidthlimited approach and it also requires the length of the dipole to be greater than a halfwavelength [16].
A resistively loaded monopole constructed by soldering together chains of 32 resistors has
also been presented, with a quoted efficiency of 25% and very good impulse-radiation
characteristics. In general, as the electrical size of the antenna reduces, the amount of resistive
loading must be increased to maintain bandwidth, and efficiency reduces.
By using monopole antennas the entire imaging region can be illuminated by placing them
close to the target, whereas in other antennas the distance has to be greater in order to provide
sufficient illumination coverage. Space advantage offered by the monopole transmitters can
prove to be very useful for systems using multiple transmit/receive channels. In a medium
such as air or deionized water this type of antenna is notorious for producing exciting currents
[17]. Demonstrate that the isotropic radiation pattern of the monopole does not serve to
degrade imaging performance in the near field context, rather it actually increases the image
quality obtained.
In order to realize a clinically viable system a fixed array data acquisition design may be
desired. Planar monopole antennas are considered as promising candidates for microwave
imaging. Many modern designs try to add more enhancements in terms of side lobe level (SLL)
and the size.

4.2 Bow-Tie Antenna
The design of an efficient wideband coplanar strip line fed bow-tie antenna with improved
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bandwidth, low cross polarization and reduced back radiation [18]. The new antenna is
constructed by structurally modifying the conventional micro strip bowtie antenna design; this is
achieved by attaching an image plane. The antenna is designed as a patch on a single layered
substrate with εr = 4.28 and thickness of 1.6mm.
The coplanar strip line is designed to have an input impedance of 50Ω in order to couple the
antenna effectively with the measurement system. The parameters, such as the distance to the
image plane, flare angle of the bow, and dimensions of the antenna, are found to affect the
bandwidth. These parameters are optimized to enhance the performance. The antenna exhibits
unidirectional radiation pattern with enhanced bandwidth reduced back radiation and low cross
polarization in the operational band and thus making it suitable for Confocal Microwave
Imaging (CMI). A typical wideband bow-tie antenna with coplanar strip line feed for CMI is
shown in Figure 2. CMI employs back scattering to locate breast cancer tumors, so the antenna
employed is required to focus the microwave signal towards the target and collect the back
scattered energy . A 2:1 Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) bandwidth of 45.9% is obtained for the
designed 4x4cm bow-tie antenna in air, which has a flare angle of 90°. The antenna operates in
the band of 1850MHz - 3425 MHz with a return loss of -53dB. It is reported that in corn syrup
the bandwidth is enhanced to 91% in the range of 1215 MHz – 3810 MHz with resonant
frequency of 2855MHz and return loss of -41dB[19].

4.3 Vivaldi Antenna
The Vivaldi antenna that satisfies the requirements for imaging systems in terms of bandwidth,
gain and impulse response, albeit at the expense of significant volumetric size. In addition to the
bandwidth requirement, the antenna supports the sub nanosecond pulse transmission with
negligible distortion to achieve precision imaging without ghost targets. Later in 2006 designed
a Vivaldi antenna that reduced its physical dimensions such that it can be incorporated in a
compact microwave imaging detection system whilst maintaining its ditortionless performance
[20]. A typical Ultrawideband Antipodal Vivaldi antenna operates over an Ultrawideband
(UWB) from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz with a peak gain of 10.2dBi at 8GHz. These characteristics
show that the Antipodal Vivaldi antenna has the potential to be used in medical imaging
applications. The antenna is capable of radiating an impulse with little distortion, and their
Superior directionality results in useful gain. This type of antenna is commonly used in
commercial systems.

4.4 Pyramidal Horn Antenna
Horn Antennas are capable of radiating an impulse with little distortion, and their directionality
results in useful gain. This type of antenna is commonly used in commercial systems, including
those produced by Geophysical Survey Systems, The antennas are known for their higher
aperture efficiencies but are constrained to certain applications due to their limited bandwidths.
However, the bandwidth of the horn antennas can be increased significantly by adding metallic
ridges to the waveguide and flared sections. Numerical and experimental investigations of
pyramidal horn antennas with double ridges have been reported [21]. A designed a modified
version of the ridged horn antenna in which the waveguide section is eliminated and one of the
two ridges is replaced by a curve metallic plane terminated by resistors. Later in 2003 Susan C.
Hagness and her team presented a complete numerical and experimental study of a specific
realization of this design, wherein the antenna is customized to centimeter scale dimensions for
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operation in the microwave frequency range 1 to 11 GHz [22]. The pyramidal horn is connected
to the outer conductor of the coaxial feed and serves as the ground plane, providing a current
return path. Because of the coaxial feed, the ground plane configuration eliminated the need for
a UWB Balun. The dimensions of the horn antenna are chosen according to the physical size
required and operating frequency range.
This antenna yields VSWR of less than 1.5 over the frequency range and fidelity of
approximately 0.96 in both the simulation and experiment [22]. The antenna has been tested
under low loss immersion medium and achieved similar VSWR and fidelity. Overall it is
evident that this type of antenna can be useful for biological sensing and imaging application.

4.5 Stacked-patch Antennas
While stacked-patch antennas are well known to have good operating bandwidths, the
bandwidths achieved are usually of the order of 30 % [23]. The stacked patch antenna
developed at the University of Bristol was designed from the outset to radiate directly into
breast tissues, and furthermore achieves a bandwidth of approximately 77 %. It achieves this
without resistive loading, and, in fact, FDTD models demonstrate that even if the losses in the
surrounding tissues are removed, the bandwidth is practically unchanged.

4.6 Log periodic and spiral antennas
Although both log periodic and spiral antennas can operate in the UWB frequency band (3.110.6 GHz), they are not suitable for imaging applications because they have large physical
dimensions as well as their dispersive characteristics and severe ringing effect [23].

5. SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL MICROWAVE IMAGING SYSTEMS
Investigated operational systems with the characteristics are described in Table 1.
Origin
Dartmouth College
University of Bristol

Antenna configuration
2-8 antennas mechanical
scanning, laser camera
system
60 antennas ceramic fitting cups

Targets
500+patients
95 patients

University of Calgary
McGill University

1 Antenna mechanical scanning
16 antennas two
perpendicular arcs

Pilot clinical experiments 9 patients
13 healthy patients

ETRI, Korea

16 antennas Dartmouth
inspired

Dogs Suitable for humans

Carolinas Medical

24 antennas 2-D dynamic
phenomena

Anesthetised pig

University of Michigan

36 bow ties, 3 circular
arrays

Acrylic spheres or
hyperthermia

Supélec

2 large horns w. retinas

Tube with water in cylinder
w. Triton X-100 mixture

University of Manitoba

1 Vivaldi antenna

Misc. dielectric cylinders

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
Politecnico

8 monopole antennas

Metal cylinder in glycerin/ water

Technical
Univ. of
Catalonia

1 fixed, 1 on linear
positioner

Misc. rods and cylinders Clay balls
in paraffin
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6. CONCLUSION
The role of cancer screening and detection has become increasingly important leading to a
demand in eﬀective diagnostic measures; in particular non-invasive and non-ionizing cancer
diagnostics. Microwaves, along with other methods, are actively pursued as an alternative to
existing imaging modalities, which may help reduce the number of false• positive and falsenegatives, especially in challenging cases radiographically dense breast tissue.
Microwave imaging is based on the significant dielectric contrast between normal and cancerous
breast tissues at microwave frequencies. The technique is considered particularly promising due
to the relatively short required penetration depth and the accessibility from different angles.
Nevertheless, there are challenges associated with this modality. In terms of experimental
implementation, the challenges include the design and fabrication of UWB antenna elements and
arrays, the management of the aperture size and scan time, etc. Recent research suggests the use
of microwaves for breast tumor detection, in particular the ultra-wideband (UWB) frequency
region, offering a promising trade-off between imaging resolution and tissue penetration depth.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Twitter Sentiment Analysis (TSA) has become a hot research topic. The target of
this task is to analyse the sentiment polarity of the tweets. There are a lot of machine learning
methods specifically developed to solve TSA problems, such as fully supervised method,
distantly supervised method and combined method of these two. Considering the specialty of
tweets that a limitation of 140 characters, emoticons have important effects on TSA. In this
paper, we compare three emoticon pre-processing methods: emotion deletion (emoDel),
emoticons 2-valued translation (emo2label) and emoticon explanation (emo2explanation).
Then, we propose a method based on emoticon-weight lexicon, and conduct experiments based
on Naive Bayes classifier, to validate the crucial role emoticons play on guiding emotion
tendency in a tweet. Experiments on real data sets demonstrate that emoticons are vital to TSA.

KEYWORDS
Social Media, Social Network Analysis, Text Mining, Sentiment analysis, Tweets, Emoticon

1. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment Analysis (SA) [1] is a computational study of how opinions, attitudes, emoticons and
perspectives are expressed in language. With the development of social network and dramatic
development of big data, SA has been applied to a variety of domains to solve practical problems,
such as understanding customer feedback, brand analysis, understanding public opinions,
financial prediction, etc. Therefore, SA has become an important and hot research topic, which
has attracted a large number of researchers from domains of machine learning, data mining and
natural language processing (NLP). Theoretically, there are 3 classes of sentiment: positive,
negative and neutral. However, most of the researchers usually focus on polarity classification:
classifying sentence or document as positive or negative, which is two-way classification
problem. Since SA has been formulated as machine learning based text classification problem by
[2] [3] [4], machine learning methods have become the most important methods to solve SA
problem.
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Twitter is one of the most popular online social networking service today, which allow users to
send and read short messages called tweets. With tweets, people can share with other people what
they are doing and thinking [5]. According to recent statistical data1, as of March 2016, there
have been more than 310 million monthly active users and 330 million tweets are generated every
day. The most important feature of Twitter is that every tweet is a message up to 140 characters.
It is because of this character limitation that emoticon become very important in tweets, since
emoticon can help people better express their emotion in a short message. However, most of the
researchers have dismissed emoticons as noisy information and delete them in the pre-processing
process. Nevertheless, we will explore the influence of emoticons on SA in this paper.
Very often SA is applied on movies review and news article [3] [4] [6]. Compared with movie
reviews and news articles, tweets have a lot of difference [7]. On the one hand, tweets are shorter
and more ambiguous than movie reviews and news articles because of the limitation of words.
On the other hand, tweets contain much more misspelled words, slang, modal particles and
acronyms because of the casual form. Considering these difference, the traditional SA methods
for movie reviews and news articles are not appropriate for Twitter Sentiment Analysis (TSA)
problem. Actually, many novel SA methods have been specifically developed for TSA, which
include fully supervised method and distantly supervised method. With manually labelled data,
fully supervised methods like Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) and support vector machine
(SVM) are more accurate, but labelling data manually is more labour-intensive and time
consuming. With data collected by Twitter API, distantly supervised methods are more efficient
but less accurate. [8] even combined these two methods and developed the emoticon smoothed
language models (ESLAM) for TSA.
In this study, we explore the effects of emoticons on TSA. At first, we compare three emoticon
pre-processing methods: emotion deletion (emoDel), emoticons 2valued translation (emo2label)
and emoticon explanation (emo2explanation). After that, we propose a method based on
emoticon-weight lexicon to explore the influence of emotion on TSA. Experiments on real data
sets demonstrate that emoticons are vital to TSA.

2. RELATED WORK
SA [1] has been a popular research topic over the past decades. Before [2], knowledge-based
method dominated this domain. However, in [2], authors show that machine learning techniques
like naive Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machine can outperform the knowledgebased baselines on movie reviews. After that, machine learning based methods have become the
most important methods for SA.
With the rapidly growth of Twitter, more and more researchers started to focus on TSA. Most of
earlier works on TSA are fully supervised methods. In [9] [10], authors use traditional SA
methods on normal text form to solve TSA problems. Authors propose target-independent SA
based on SVM in [11]. In [12], authors present a dynamic artificial neural network to handle
TSA.
Recently, different supervised methods are proposed. Authors in [13] utilize Twitter API to get
training data which contain emoticons like :) and :(. They use these emoticons as noisy labels.
1
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Tweets with :) are thought to be positive training data and tweets with :( are thought to be
negative training data.
In [8], authors present the ESLAM which combine fully supervised methods and distantly
supervised methods. Although a lot of TSA methods have been presented, few of them explored
the influence of emoticons on TSA, which motivates our work in this paper.

3. EXPLORE EFFECTS OF EMOTICONS
In this section, first we present our basic TSA classifier based on Naive Bayes (NB). Then, we
introduce an emoticon lexicon which contain 50 most commonly used emoticons. After that, we
present 3 emoticon pre-processing methods: emoDeletion, emo2label and emo2explanation.
Finally, we propose a method based on emoticon-weight lexicon and introduce a strategy to
integrate emoticon-weight lexicon method with naive Bayes method.
3.1. Naive Bayes (NB) Model for SA
In this paper, we use a Twitter-aware tokenizer2 combined with a Naïve Bayes model as our basic
classifier. Refer to the Stanford Classifier3, here is the basic idea for the Naive Bayes:
We assume that:
•

n is the number of words appeared in training set T,

•

n_cj is the number of feature which belong to class j (cj) in training set T (j can be
positive or negative),

•

n_fi is the number of times feature i appeared in training set T,

•

n_fi_ci is the number of times feature i appeared in class j.

Then, we use the following equations to compute the probabilities p_cj and p_fi_cj:
_ =

_

 | |×

_ _ = _

_ _ 



| |×

(1)

(2)

While we have two classes (positive and negative), so |classes| = 2.
In (1) (2), the parameters ɛ and σ are smoothing parameters to avoid assigning zero weight to
unseen feature. In our experiment, we choose ɛ = 10−30 and σ = 1.0 (Laplacian smoothing).
With (1) (2), we can compute negative weight and positive weight of every feature:
_ _

, = log 

2
3

_
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(3)
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After get weights of all features, we can compute the weights of sentences according to Naive
Bayes assumption.
Assuming that tweet t consists of n features, then the weights of the tweet t will be:
_ ! ", = ∑$% ,

(4)

Finally, we will compute the possibilities of the sentence belonging to negative class and positive
class:
Wt ,neg

P (t | neg ) =

e
Wt ,neg

(5)

Wt , pos

e

+e

Wt , pos

P (t | pos ) =

e
Wt ,neg

e

(6)

Wt , pos

+e

3.2. Emoticon Lexicon
Our emoticon lexicon is based on a Twitter emoticon analysis4 which collected a large number of
most commonly used emoticons. We choose the top 50 emoticons as our emoticon lexicon.
For every emoticon, we give a polarity value which can be negative or positive, a specific
translation and a weight. This lexicon is showed in Table 1. We will use this emoticon lexicon in
subsequent parts.
Table 1. Emoticon Lexicon

Emoticon

Value

Translation Weight

:) :D :-) ;) XD :] =) (: ;-) =D =] :-D ^_^ (8 :o) (;=o 8)
;o) (= [: 8D :]
:o ;O o:
=P :-P ;P =P
;D ;]
\m/
:( D: =( ): ;) :[ ;( =[
=/ :-/ :\ ;/ :-/ =\
:’(
:@
:|

POSITIVE

happy

1

POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE

surprise
playful
wink
salute
sad
annoyed
crying
angry
indifferent

1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

3.3. Emoticon Pre-processing Methods
EmoDeletion: In this emoticon pre-processing method, we just delete all the emoticons defined
in emoticon lexicon in TABLE 1 from the training data.

4
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Emo2label: This emoticon pre-processing method is pretty simple and straightforward. We give
all the emoticons a 2-valued label: NEGATIVE or POSITIVE. We give a label of NEGATIVE to
those emoticons with negative meanings and give a label of POSITIVE to those emoticons with
positive meanings. This kind of translation is not so close to natural language, but it is more
intuitive and robust because it could avoid some translation errors. For both training data and test
data, when we find any emoticon defined in emoticon lexicon, we replace it with its 2-valued
labels in pre-processing.
Emo2explanation: When two people communicate face to face, they could notice the expression
like “smile” or “frown” made by the other. For example, A is frowning and says to B “I’m fine”.
If C asks B the recent situation of A, B will not ignore A’s expression but translate A’s
expression naturally. B will say: “I saw some days ago. She said she was fine but I noticed she
was frowning. So I think maybe she met some trouble.” Such like that, almost every emoticon
can be described as a verbal word and it is much easier for a computer to recognize a word rather
than an emoticon since most of the features extracted by classifier are words. Because of the
similarity of some emoticons, we organize emoticons into emoticon synonymy sets, which we
define as groups of emoticons with the same translation (see TABLE 1). From both training data
and testing data, when we find any emoticon defined in emoticon lexicon, we replace it with its
translation in pre-processing. For example, a tweet “This movie so cool!! :)” are translated into
“This movie so cool!! happy” after pre-processing.
3.4. Emoticon-Wight Lexicon Model (EWLM) for SA
In polarity classification, we place a text into negative or positive class. Similarly, we use a polar
weight to define an emoticon which is a character sequences. For an emoticon with positive
meaning, we give it the value 1, otherwise, we give it the value -1 [14]. The format of an
emoticon-weight lexicon is (emoticon, weight), for example, (:), 1), (:(, -1).
When classifying a text, we consider both emoticons and verbal cues, and combine the two
factors to get an integrated assessment to the text. The framework is as below [Figure 1]: Firstly,
we load a set of tweets for analysing sentiment. Then, the classifier split it into different tweets.
For each tweet, we check if this tweet contains emoticon.

Figure 1. Framework architecture
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We compare each word in the tweet with the emoticon lexicon entries. If there exist emoticons
which match the emoticons in lexicon, we compute the emoticon score of this tweet and combine
this score with words score. Otherwise, we just use the words score which is given by the NB
classifier. When the tweet i contains emoticon, ei = 1, otherwise ei = 0. i.e.
 = &

0,
) *)!+) + !,! + /
1, .+! *)!+) + !,! +

(7)

For every tweet, the NB classifier gives us two probabilities piw(neg) and piw(pos) for classifying
verbal cues. If piw(neg) > piw(pos), the NB classifier places the tweet into negative class.
Otherwise, the tweet is placed into positive class. When ei = 1, the emoticon score of ith tweet sie
equals the sum of weights of each emoticon. Assuming that the number of emoticons in ith tweet
is Ni (Ni > 0), and the weight of jth emoticon is W_emoj, we have:
3


0 = ∑$%
_12

(8)

The emoticon-weight lexicon helps us to deal with only emoticons. The NB classifier deals with
verbal cues. Hence, we need a combination strategy to combine EWLM with NB classifier, to get
a final classification result.
As above, sie is the sum of weight of emoticons in tweet i, which is not in the range of (0, 1). We
use the Sigmoid function to convert the range of sie into a new range which is between 0 and 1,
because we need to combine this value with a probability value which is between 0 and 1 given
by the NB classifier. With Sigmoid function, we can compute P_EWLM:
45678 9!|): = 0+;*)+<90 :

(9)

45678 9!| ;: = 1 − 0+;*)+<90 :

(10)

The sentiment of both emoticons and verbal cues can be computed as a probability of being
negative or positive. We use α as a factor, which decides the importance of the emoticon in a
tweet, to integrate these two probabilities and get the final probabilities. pi(pos) is the probability
of the ith tweet being positive, and pi(neg) is the probability of the ith tweet being negative. If α ≥
0.5, verbal cues play a more important role. Otherwise, the emoticon occupies a greater
proportion on analysing sentiment.
4 9 ;: =∝× 43?9@: + 91−∝: × 45678 9 ;:
4 9): =∝× 43?92: + 91−∝: × 45678 9):

(11)

(12)

The classification ci of ith tweet is defined as a function of its final probabilities pi(neg) and
pi(pos):
)+!+C,
 = B
;E!+C,

+ 4 9): ≥ 4 9 ;:/
+ 4 9): < 4 9 ;:

(13)
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4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
4.1. Data Set
We use the publicly available Sanders Corpus5 as our experiment data, which consist of 5513
manually labelled tweets. These tweets involved with four different topics: Apple, Google,
Microsoft, and Twitter. After removing the no English tweets, spam tweets, re-tweets and
duplicate tweets, and setting the classes to be balanced, we get 952 tweets for polarity
classification, including 476 negative tweets and 476 positive tweets. There are 200 tweets which
contain emoticons in the whole data set (which means approximately 21% tweets contain
emoticons).
We take the following measures to pre-process the data:
1. Replace the Twitter usernames which start with @ with USERNAME.
2. Replace urls in tweets with URL.
3. All words are changed to their lower cases. With these pre-processing measures, we can
reduce the influence of meaningless strings and extract more representative features.

4.2. Experiment Setting
We assume that the total number of data, including training data and test data, is X (= 952). For
every experiment, we randomly sample the same amount of tweets (say Y, Y = 16, 32, 64...) for
both negative class and positive class as our training set, and use the rest X − 2Y tweets as our
test set. In order to avoid the experiment contingency, every time we will conduct 60 times
experiments independently and get the average performance, which is more accurate.

4.3. Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our experiments by the values of accuracy and Macro-level F1score. Accuracy is the percentage of correctly predicted data in all test data. The Macro-level F1score is the average of the F1-scores of the positive and negative classifiers, where F1-score is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall. F1-score is related with precision and recall calculated by
the simplified formula [14]:
G1 =

H×IJ2 ×K
IJ2 K

(14)

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
5.1. Effects of emoticon pre-processing methods
We conduct experiments based on NB model to compare with and without emoticon preprocessing methods and explore the influence of emoticons. In this experiment, we use different
number of training data (i.e. 2Y = 32,64,128,256,512,768). The results are illustrated by Figure 2
with accuracy and Figure 3 with Macro-level F1-score.

5
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Figure 2. Effects of emoticon pre-processing methods measured by Accuracy

Figure 3. Effects of emoticon pre-processing methods measured by Macro level F1 score

From Figure 2 and Figure 3, we can easily see that emo2label has the best performance among
the proposed emoticon pre-processing methods.
5.2. Effects of Emoticon-Weight Lexicon Model
We compare the performance of the NB model with and without EWLM to judge if EWLM can
help the NB model to raise the performance on TSA. In this experiment, we also use different
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training size to train the classifier and utilizer accuracy and Micro-level F1 score to evaluate the
classifier.
The experiment result is showed in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4. Effects of EWLM measured by accuracy

Figure 5. Effects of EWLM measured by Macro-level F1 score

From Figure 4 and Figure 5, it is obvious that EWLM can help the NB model to raise the
performance on TSA, especially when the training size is small. When the training size is big
enough, the data can provide more discriminating information for training the NB classifier, and
the NB classifier could achieve a better performance. In this condition, the improvement brought
by EWLM will become smaller. Anyway, the experiment results imply that the emoticons do
have important information which could help the NB classifier to achieve better performance on
TSA tasks.
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5.3. Effects of the Combination Parameter Alpha
Alpha is a significant factor to combine NB model with EWLM. When alpha equals 1, there will
be only NB model to conduct TSA task. When alpha is smaller, the EWLM will play a more
important role in the combined classifier. In this experiment, we try different value of alpha to
check which value of alpha is best. The experiment results can be seen in Figure 6 (training size
equals 128) and Figure 7 (training size equals 512).

Figure 6. Effect of combination factor alpha with 128 training data

Figure 7. Effect of combination factor alpha with 512 training data
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The experiments result in Figure 6 and Figure 7 clearly show that the combination strategy is
better than the single NB model or single EWLM. Furthermore, we can see that when alpha take
values from 0.1 to 0.3, the classifier can achieve the best performance. Also, in the experiment
with 512 training example, we can notice that when alpha becomes larger, the performance of the
classifier will not be influenced a lot. This is because a large manually labelled training data can
provide enough discriminating information for the TSA classifier.
Our results could clearly indicate that considering emoticon into classifier is a necessary addition
on sentiment analysis and whether a tweet contains emoticon or not, our methods will not weaken
the performance. If no emoticon in data, the performance of our methods is same with NB
classifier.

6. CONCLUSIONS
With the significance of sentiment analysis being recognized and the popularity rate of emoticon
in social network getting higher and higher, the role of emoticon cannot be ignored on polarity
classification. Our key contribution in this paper lies in validating the important role emoticon
plays in conveying overall sentiment of a text in TSA though a series of experiments.
We compare 3 emoticon pre-processing methods and emoticon-weight lexicon method on the
base of Twitter aware tokenizer and NB Model. We propose a combination strategy using factor
alpha to integrate the Emoticon-Weight Lexicon with classifier. The result shows that the usage
of emoticon-weight lexicon model improves the performance of NB model on TSA task. We can
get the conclusion that some emoticons dominate the sentiment of a tweet and conquer the
emotion of verbal cues.
As our results are very promising, we assume several directions for further work. First, we will
look for some authoritative help to improve our emoticon dictionary and set more detailed score
for emoticon weight to show its intensity of emotion. Second, we will study the impact of number
of emoticons in experimental data on our emoticon weight lexicon.
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ABSTRACT
Providing security and privacy to Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPL) is very challenging.
DSPL is becoming the system with high vulnerability in which the security is a difficult task and
critical for it to operate. Adaptive security is able to automatically select security mechanisms
and their parameters at runtime in order to preserve the required security level in a changing
environment. This paper presents a literature review of security adaptation approaches for
DSPL, and evaluates them in terms of how well they support critical security services and what
level of adaptation they achieve. This work will be done following the Systematic Review
approach. Our results concluded that the research field of security approaches for DSPL is still
poor of methods and metrics for evaluating and comparing different techniques.

KEYWORDS
Dynamic Software Product Lines; DSPL; Adaptive Security; Systematic Review

1. INTRODUCTION
Software product lines (SPL) have been used successfully in industry for building families of
systems of related products, maximizing reuse, and exploiting their variable and configurable
options.
DSPL extend the concept of conventional SPL by enabling software-variant generation at
runtime and produce software capable of adapting to such fluctuations. In contrast with
traditional SPLs, DSPL bind variation points at runtime, when software is launched to adapt to
the current environment, as well as during operation to adapt to changes in the environment.
Building a product line that dynamically adapts itself to changing requirements implies a
deployment of the product configuration at runtime. It also means that the system requires
monitoring capabilities for detecting changes in the environment. As a response to these changes,
the system adapts by triggering a change in its configuration, providing context-relevant services
or meeting quality requirements. Dynamic software reconfiguration is concerned with changing
the application configuration at runtime after it has been deployed.
From the security point of view, dynamically changing DSPLs are a challenge, as static security
mechanisms are not able to offer an optimal security level for the varying situations. Moreover, it
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
pp. 79–89, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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is impossible at design-time to anticipate all situations in which a DSPL application will be
utilized. These challenges cause a need for self-adaptive security, which is able to select security
mechanisms and tune their parameters at runtime.
Currently, several security adaptation approaches exist. On the one hand, approaches concentrate
on adapting a particular security mechanism or supporting a specific security attribute. On the
other hand, some approaches are generic; that is, they support different attributes and
mechanisms. Hence, it is difficult to select the most suitable adaptation approach for different
usages. Moreover, it is difficult to know what research steps are needed in the future.
The objective of this paper is to give an overview of the state of the art in the adaptive security
issues for a DSPL by doing a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on simple and clear question
in this regard. In particular, we identify and compare different security adaptation approaches for
DSPL, and evaluate them in terms of how well they support critical security services and what
level of adaptation they achieve.
In the section 2 we describe our method for conducting the review. Results are presented in
Section 3. Section 4 answers our questions. Finally, the Conclusion and future work Section close
the paper.

2. METHOD
The aim of this study is identifying and comparing different security adaptation approaches for
DSPL. We used guidelines proposed by Barbara Kitchenham [1] for performing our study. The
main steps are explained in the next parts of this section.

2.1. Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR)
Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) is a rigorous method for assessing, reviewing and
aggregating research results. Unlike an ordinary literature review consisting of an annotated
bibliography, SLR analyzes existing literature with reference to specific research questions on a
topic of interest. Furthermore, it can be considered as much more effort prone than an ordinary
literature survey.

2.2. Research Questions
RQ1: What is the focus of research in adaptive security of DSPL?
RQ2: What are the claimed benefits of self-adaptive security in DSPL and what are the tradeoffs
implied by self-adaptive?
RQ3: how can DSPLs autonomously evaluate changes and threats in their environment in order
to adaptively reconfigure themselves?
RQ4: What are the limitations of the existing approaches, and interesting areas for future
research?
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Regarding to RQ1, We were looking for researches and case studies need to get insight in the
research trends in adaptive security of DSPL, providing context for the study.
Regarding to RQ2, it was important for us to know the claims associated with adaptive security,
the evidence that exists for these claims and the tradeoffs implied by this adaptive security.
Regarding to RQ3, we want to know how applications with stringent safety requirements require
security mechanisms that reduce human intervention when DSPL features change.
The goal of RQ4 is to help deriving conclusions from the study.

2.3. Research Process
Our search process for review was based on online searching in famous online databases which
are addressed as table1. Since these databases cover almost all major journals and conference
proceedings, manually review of journal was not required. Review has been carried on by mean
of search facilities in these databases and using appropriate logical expressions. In first stage, our
focus was on title and abstract of articles found in search process and select appropriate and
relevant studies. If there was any doubt, our decision was based on reviewing it at one glance.
TABLE 1. STUDIES RESOURCE
Source

Address

Scopus
IEEE Xplore
ACM Digital Library
Springer Link
Science Direct

www.scopus.com
ieeexplore.ieee.org
Portal.acm.org
www.springerlink.com
www.sciencedirect.com

2.4. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Our primary goal is to understand the claims and supporting evidence of adaptive security in
DSPL, we excluded papers about theoretical aspects, as well as surveys and roadmap papers. We
also excluded short papers of 1 or 2 pages.
There were some papers that were relevant to our study indirectly in our defined process. This
will strengthen our review, because all relevant documents were included and our review covered
sufficiently direct and indirect studies in this research.
All studies are assessed through a quality check, which is an inherent part of a thorough literature
study. Checking the originality and quality of the studies is important for data synthesis and
interpretation of results later on.

2.5. Quality Assessment
For assessing studies we defined the following questions:
QA1: Does study agree with existence of the focus of research in adaptive security for DSPL?
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QA2: Does the security of DSPL recognise the need for adaptation?
QA3: Does study report any similar practices in the claimed benefits of adaptive security in
DSPL and the tradeoffs implied by self-adaptive security?
QA4: Does study report show how to face securely unexpected risks and activate appropriate
countermeasures to respond to new threats?
QA5: Is it possible to avoid specifying all the behaviours in advance for Autonomous and
Adaptive Security?
We scored questions as bellow:
QA1. Y (Yes) study explicitly agrees with existence of any objectives; P (Partially) study
implicitly agrees and N (No) study disagrees with existence of any objectives.
QA2. Y, study explicitly agrees with existence of any needs; P, study implicitly agrees and N,
there is no need for adaptation.
QA3. Y, the authors address one or more similar practices; P, some of the ones practices could be
tailored and customized in the second and N, there is no similar and adaptable practices in
them.
QA4. Y, the authors report provide sufficient arguments; P, so not enough and N, there is no
argument.
QA5. Y, study addresses possibility to avoid specifying all the behaviours in advance for
Autonomous and Adaptive Security; P, study partly agrees (or implicitly) and N, there is
no possibility.
We defined Y=1, P=0.5 and N=0 or Unknown where information is not clearly specified. All
authors assessed every article and if there is no agreement in scoring, we discussed enough to
reach agreement.
We defined Y=1, P=0.5 and N=0 or Unknown where information is not clearly specified. All
authors assessed every article and if there is no agreement in scoring, we discussed enough to
reach agreement.

2.6. Data Collection
These data were extracted from each article:
• The full source and references
• The author(s) information and details
• Research issues
• Main ideas
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All articles were reviewed and data was extracted and checked. This idea was chosen for better
consistency in reviewing all papers and improving quality of review.

2.7. Data Analysis
Our collect data was organized to address:
•

Whether study agrees with existence of the objectives of adaptive security for DSPL or
not? (Addressing RQ1)

•

Whether study agrees with existence of any needs for adaptation or no? (Addressing
RQ1, RQ2)

•

Whether study mentions similar practice/concept in either methods or no? (Addressing
RQ3)

•

Whether study provides sufficient arguments to face securely unexpected risks and
activate appropriate countermeasures or no? (Addressing RQ2 and RQ4)

•

Whether study agrees with existence of possibility to avoid specifying all the behaviours
in advance for Autonomous and Adaptive Security or not? (Addressing QR5)

•

Whether authors believe that this area is promising or no? (Addressing QR5)

3. RESULTS
In this section we explain results of our review.

3.1 Search Results
Table 2 shows the results of our selection procedure. In this table, results of searching in all
databases are provided, but, some of the studies were repeated in more than one online database,
so, final number of unique studies selected for our review was distinguished after elimination of
repeated articles. Final selected studies are listed in table 3.

3.2 Quality Evaluation of Studies
During this phase, we found that some of the selected articles discussing security in general or
only the SPL, but, they do not provide any valuable information to our research, so, we decided
to delete them from scope of our study. Assessment of each study was done by means of criteria
explained in section 2.4 and the scores for each of them are shown in table 4.

3.3 Quality Factors
For assessing results of our quality questions, we use average of total scores. This average is
useful for some questions, but it is not useful for some other. For instance, we cannot answer the
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question about possibility of integration with average of scores because of the nature of the
question; instead, we use negative ideas for rejecting possibility.
TABLE 2. RESULTS OF STUDY SELECTION PROCEDURE
Source
Search Results
Scopus
91
IEEE Xplore
85
ACM Digital Library
22
Springer Link
36
Science Direct
04
Total
238
Repeated articles
Finally selected articles

Selected Studies
7
10
5
7
1
30
12
18

TABLE 3. SELECTED STUDIES FOR CONDUCTING REVIEW
ID
S1

Strategies for Variability
Transformation at Run-time

Authors
O.
Haugen
and al. [2]

S2

Self-Adaptive Software:
Landscape and Research Challenges

M.
Salehie
and al. [3]

S3

Security Requirements Engineering
Framework for Software Product
Lines

D.
Mellado
and al. [4]

S4

S5

S6

S7

Title

A Security Requirements
Engineering Tool For Domain
Engineering In SPL

J.
Rodríguez
and al. [5]

Claims and Supporting Evidence for
Self-Adaptive Systems: A Literature
Study

D. Weyns
and al. [6]

Non-functional Properties in
Software Product Lines - taxonomy
for classification
Automated Planning for Feature
Model Configuration based on
functional and non-functional
requirements

Main Topic

Year

the security of DSPL recognises
the need for adaptation

2009

Self-protecting is the capability of
recovering from their effects and
detecting security breaches

2009

To describe a security
requirements engineering in order
to facilitate the development of
secure SPLs
how to provide automated support
through which to facilitate the
application of the security quality
requirements engineering process
for SPL
Claims versus the tradeoffs of
adaptive security

2010

2011

2012

M.
Noorian
[7]

The adaptive security attribute
should be measured at runtime.

2012

S. Soltani
and al. [8]

Adaptive security is a nonfunctional requirements in DSPL

2012
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A Systematic Review of ModelDriven Security

H.
Nguyen
[9]

S9

Runtime Monitoring and Auditing of
self-adaptive systems

D. H.
Carmo
and al.
[10]

S10

Comparison of Adaptive Information
Security Approaches

S8

S11

S12

S13

Architecture and Knowledge-Driven
Self-Adaptive Security in smart space

Limitations and prospects of
adaptive security

A. Evesti
and al.
[12]

Self-adaptive security as an
applicable solution to anticipate all
the possible changes at designtime.

An overview of Dynamic Software
Product Line architectures and
techniques

R. Capilla
and al.
[13]

A Systematic Survey of SelfProtecting Software Systems

E. Yuan
and al.
[14]
F.
Cuppens
[15]

S15

Dynamic Reconfiguration of Security
Policies in Wireless Sensor Networks

Mónica
Pinto and
al. [16]

S16

Representing and Configuring
Security Variability in Software
Product Lines

V.
Myllärnie
mi [17]

S17

Security Systems Engineering
Approach in Evaluating Commercial
and Open Source Software Products

Jesus
Abelarde
[18]

Trustworthy variant derivation with
translation validation for safety
critical product lines

J.
Almendro
s-Jiménez
and al.
[19]

S18

How to avoid specifying all the
behaviours in advance for
Autonomous and Adaptive
Security

A. Evesti
and al.
[11]

Policy -Based Language for
Autonomous and Adaptive Security

S14

How to improve the productivity
of the development process and
quality of the resulting secure
systems

Challenges and solutions are
necessary to support runtime
variability and adaptive security
mechanisms in DSPL models and
software architectures.
autonomic systems capable of
detecting and mitigating security
threats at runtime
how to simultaneously address
both adaptive and autonomy in
DSPL
self-protection solution based on
the combination of dynamic
adaptation and reconfiguration of
security
Security variability can be
represented and distinguished as
countermeasures
The amount of security resources
and time necessary to
accommodate proper security
evaluations is underestimated.
Propose a general technique of
checking correctness through
translation validation to
automatically verify runs of a
variant derivation tool.
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2013

2013

2013

2014

2014

2014

2015

2015

2016

2016
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TABLE 4. QUALITY EVALUATION
Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Average

QA1
Y
Y
P
P
P
Y
N
P
Y
P
N
P
N
P
P
N
Y
Y
0,58

QA2
P
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
P
Y
P
N
P
Y
P
N
Y
P
Y
Y
0,72

QA3
N
P
Y
P
Y
Y
P
Y
P
P
P
N
P
Y
N
Y
P
Y
0,61

QA4
Y
Y
P
Y
P
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
P
Y
P
Y
0,83

QA5
Y
Y
Y
P
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
P
P
P
Y
Y
Y
P
Y
P
0,83

4. DISCUSSION
In this part, the answers to our study questions will be discussed.

4.1. What is the Focus of Research in Adaptive Security of DSPL?
Most of the articles agree that there are the objectives of research in adaptive security for DSPL.
By reviewing them, it seems that this research focus is derived from the following concerns:
category of the study, subject, concrete focus and application domain. Overall, fifty eight percent
of the studies focus on one or more activities of adaptive security (monitoring, analyzing,
planning, execution), runtime models, multiple control loops and on reflection [10]- [19].
More than two thirds of the articles agree that the security of DSPL recognise the need for
adaptation in order to achieve the required security level. On the one hand, a survey by D. Weyns
et al. [6] reveals that the existing security approaches DSPL are not generic, but rather
approaches focus on specific security objectives. Furthermore, a study of Yuan et al. [14]
compares over 30 self-protection approaches and shows that most existing approaches focus on
the part of the adaptive control loop, instead of covering the entire adaptation loop.In the adaptive
security approaches, such as: Self-Adaptive Security in smart space [12], Self-Adaptive Software
[3], Strategies for Variability Transformation at Run-time [2], A Security Requirements
Engineering Tool For Domain Engineering In SPL [5] and Runtime Monitoring and Auditing of
self-adaptive systems [10], Architectural Approach for Self-managing Security Services in [17][18], authors notice that any of these approaches support all security objectives but concentrate
on specific and pre-selected objectives.
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4.2. What are the Claimed Benefits of Self-Adaptive Security in DSPL and what are the
Tradeoffs Implied by Self-Adaptive?
Eight studies examine the claims versus the tradeoffs of adaptive security and clearly demonstrate
that the researches mainly report on claimed benefits, while little attention is given to the
implications of adaptive security. It is remarkable that the efficiency/performance ratio is almost
the only quality attribute with a negative effect due to the adaptive security [11]. We also
evaluated the type of claims that have been made to the quality attributes and found that the
dominant demand is improving quality attributes of the software. The main reported tradeoff
implied by the adaptive security is the top performance [6]-[18].
4.3. How can DSPLs Autonomously Evaluate Changes and Threats in their Environment to
Adaptively Reconfigure Themselves?
Most of the articles agree that it is possible to have an autonomous and adaptive security in DSPL
[10]-[15]-[19]. Mónica Pinto and al. [16] present an approach to building adaptive security at
runtime. They extend SPLs by adding the ability to automatically derive changed configurations
by monitoring the context, and to automatically reconfigure the security application while it is
running. The adaptation platform of this approach provides a conceptual model and reference
architecture for adaptive system. A. Evesti and al. [12] address SPL that allow mobile devices in
smart space to download software configurations on-demand. When a device enters a particular
context, the application provider service must deduce and create a variant for the device. As
devices enter a context, their unique capabilities must be discovered and dealt with efficiently and
correctly. D. H. Carmo and al. [10] present a new approach where they meet challenges in
adaptive security construction and execution by combining certain aspect oriented and model
driven techniques in order to deal with complexity through abstractions used both to specify the
dynamic variability at design time and to manage run time adaptations.
4.4. What are the Limitations of the Existing Approaches and Interesting Areas for Future
Research?
The issue of security in SPL is long, but most solutions are based on the assumption that the SPL
is a closed environment. Given current trends, where the SPL is dynamic and open system, these
solutions are not sufficient to ensure the adaptive security [4]. Although there are researchers
working in this field and solutions are provided to be better, but the mechanism of adaptive
security for DSPL is not yet mature. In addition, the existing security solutions are based on the
features of the current DSPL; since DSPL reveals more and more new features that may be
supported in the future; the adaptive security mechanism has to be modernized and new security
issues have to be identified [1]-[9]-[11].
The majority of articles are optimistic about the potential prospects of this promising area. The
research should focus on the following areas: -1- Policy, model and design of the security
architecture -2- Securing the management and sharing of knowledge...etc.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of this literature study was to summarize existing research on engineering selfadaptive software systems and shed light on the claimed benefits and provided evidence of
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adaptive security in DSPL. The study shows that the existing adaptive security approaches widely
cover the information gathering. However, comparative approaches do not describe how to
decide on a method for performing adaptive security DSPL or how to provide knowledge input
for adapting security. Therefore, these areas of research are promising.
As an emerging topic, we expect that promising new research will bring better and integrated a
self-adaptive security solution for Mobile Devices based on the combination of the MAPE- K
reference model and DSPL approach.
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ABSTRACT
Security is one of the inherent challenges in the area of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). At
present, majority of the security protocols involve massive iterations and complex steps of
encryptions thereby giving rise to degradation of quality of service. Many WSN applications are
based on secure group communication. In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for secure
group key management with simultaneous multiple groups. The scheme uses a key-based
approach for managing the groups and we show that membership change events can be
handled with less storage, communication and computation cost. The scheme also offers
authentication to the messages communicated within and among the groups.

KEYWORDS
Group key, Key management, Sensing Node, Secure Group Communication, Key Tree.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Network is a collection of sensor nodes with limited capabilities in terms of
battery, computation, storage etc. The data that flows in among the sensor nodes in WSN consists
of physically captured data from the readings of sensors, a mobile code, security using key
management techniques, and location information of the sensor nodes. Owing to the lesser
amount of obtainable of computational origin in the miniature sensor nodes and wireless
communication social, WSN endures from probable security threat aspects [1]. There are
basically two types of attacks in sensor network, e.g., active and passive attacks [2]. The
malicious nodes can enhance their attacking capabilities by intruding the private information
from mobile codes as well as by accessing the information pertaining to the positioning of the
nodes [3]. Using various eavesdropping techniques, it is possible for the malicious node to
incorporate malicious programs on the mobile code and thereby spreading the malicious mobile
code in the entire network. The malicious node can also use the position information to identify
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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the best node to invoke their attacks thereby potentially making security breach. Owing to the
wireless medium of communication in WSN, it is very challenging task to identify the malicious
nodes and design a security policy to deny the access in the network. The malicious nodes are
quite capable enough to access the entire network using potential computers and sophisticated
communication equipments. The malicious nodes can also seed themselves in the network
environment without even getting caught [4]. It is said that sink is considered as the most reliable
core of the wireless sensor network that stores significant information about the security
protocols, readings of sensors, and routing information. These are very critical in group
communication. In small scale sensor network, it is easier to capture the data, process it, and
forward to sink. But in random and dynamic network of large size, it usually doesn’t go by single
hop communication. The nodes are formulated in groups, where each group member interacts
with other group member to forward the processed data from one point to another. The process of
data aggregation completely fails without group communication. Hence, it is very important that
a robust security technique is to be developed to address the security issues in group
communication system in WSN. Cryptography [5] is the most frequently adopted technique to
incorporate security while performing group communication in WSN.
However, conventional cryptographic algorithms like SHA, AES, although have good security
features, suffer from limitations too. Hence, keeping all these issues in mind, the paper introduces
a scheme for secure group key communication with multiple groups. Remaining part of the paper
is ordered as follows: Section 2 discusses background of research work followed by key
management scheme in section 3. Authenticated group communication is presented in section 4
and section 5 summarizes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
The study towards secure group communication is more than a decade old and there are various
techniques that have been introduced by the various researchers. This section discusses some of
the recent studies found in standard research manuscript that focuses on i) secure group
communication and ii) key distribution mechanism.
Cheikhrouhou et al. [6] have discussed a protocol for ensuring secure group communication
using elliptical curve cryptography over ring based topology of wireless sensor network. The
authors have discussed their outcomes considering storage cost which was found to be efficient
compared to existing techniques. However, the limitation of the scheme is the dependency of key
storage of size 160 bits. Wang et al. [7] have proposed a predistribution policy considering
hexagonal grids consisting of groups and keys. Miettinen et al. [8] have presented a security
protocol by incorporating an authenticated pairing system based on key context. Furtak and
Chudzikiewicz [9] have used asymmetric key pair as well as electronic signature to provide
secure authentication in wireless sensor network. Xi et al. [10] have presented a key estimating
process that is done in faster manner as compared to attacker. However, various attackers have
various patterns of generating attacks, the authors have not discrete mentioned the names of the
attack. Moreover the outcomes of the study were not found to be benchmarked.
Hence, it can be seen that there exists various security protocols in the research papers with
advantages and limitations. The prime trade-off found in all the study is dependency of
broadcasting the key. We comment that broadcasting of the key is very sensitive operation and is
highly prone to capture if proper encryption scheme is not implemented. Another trade-off found
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is majority of the schemes are based on enhancement of conventional cryptographic scheme with
less novelty in mathematical approaches. The third trade-off seen in all the studies is about the
key sizes, which is 128, 216, 160, or 512 bits. Although the key sizes seem to be smaller but as
majority of the existing approaches store this, grossly the sizes of the matrix holding the keys
becomes eventually larger.
Many schemes for group key management have been proposed in the literature for WSN [11, 12,
13, 14]. But all these schemes consider a single group communication scenario. Aparna et al. [15]
have discussed a scheme for secure group communication with multiple groups which is based on
logical key trees. A combination of key-based and secret share-based approach is used for
managing the group keys. Purushothama et al. [16] have proposed a group key management
scheme for simultaneous multiple groups with overlapped membership. The scheme is based on
key-user tree structure with substantial reduction in storage and rekeying cost. But both of these
schemes are proposed for conventional networks. In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for
secure group communication for WSN with multiple groups.

3. KEY MANAGEMENT SCHEME
We propose a scheme for group key management with multiple groups. A group consists of n
sensing nodes and there are at most m simultaneous groups that need to be established. The nodes
are numbered s1, s2…sn and groups are numbered G1, G2… Gm. A logical tree in constructed for
each group Gi, for i =1,2...m. The height of the tree for group Gi depends on the number of
sensing nodes in Gi and it is log2k if there are k (k ≤ n) nodes in the tree. The tree is maintained by
the central node. It constructs a separate key tree for each group. Each sensing node shares a
private key with the central node which is used for confidential communication. The group key
(GK) is at the root of the tree and is used for confidential communication with the group
members. An interior node with two child nodes forms a subgroup and keys associated with the
subgroup are called secondary keys. These keys are named either kij for j=1,2…m or kp-l
depending on whether they have two child nodes or one child node. The key is named kij if it is
the root of the subtree with leftmost child si and rightmost child sj and it is named kp-l if it is the
root of the subtree with one child node (left or right). kp is the leftmost or rightmost child
(whichever exists) of this subtree and l is the level number. Secondary keys (keys along the path
excluding group key and private key) are used to encrypt new group key. Next we discuss group
formation phase followed by computation and distribution of group key.

3.1 Group Formation Phase
The proposed scheme uses Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) scheme [17] and a binary tree with two
keys at each level. The central node is responsible for group formation and rekeying operations. It
assigns each sensing node a unique id (UID) which is a binary string of length p where p =
log2n where n is the number of sensing nodes. A sensing node si, which wishes to join the group
Gj sends a join request of the form JOIN (UIDi, Gj) to the central node where UIDi is the unique
identification number of si. A node wishing to join more than one group sends individual join
request to each group. A node can send a request to join more than one group in which case it
will be a member of more than one key tree.
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3.2 Rekeying Strategies and Protocols
We use key based approach for managing group keys and secondary keys. Whenever a node is
compromised, it is evicted from the group(s) to which it belongs. Similarly, whenever a new node
enters a monitoring area it is added to the group. In either case there is a membership change and
hence the group key needs to be changed to prevent a new group member from reading past
communications and old group member from reading current and future communications.
Whenever there is a membership change, the central node updates the key tree, computes the new
group key and distributes it to the existing nodes securely. In the following subsections we
discuss the protocols for joining and leaving a group(s) represented by key tree(s).
3.2.1 Joining a key tree
A new node si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) wanting to join a group Gj (1 ≤ j ≤ m), sends a join request of the form
JOIN (UIDi, Gj) to the central node (CN). Upon receiving this join request from si, the CN checks
the node’s identity and whether it is allowed to join the group Gj. If so, the CN updates the key
tree by creating a node for si and ensures backward secrecy by changing the keys along the path
from root till its parent and communicating them to appropriate users. The CN computes new
group key

GK 'j for

group Gj and sends it to current members of Gj by encrypting it with old

group key GKj. For the new node, the CN sends the keys along the path by encrypting them with
PKi, private key of si. For example, consider an initial key tree with multiple groups shown Fig.1.
In the figure s-nodes represent the sensing nodes and nodes labeled PK from PK1 to PK11
represent the private keys of s1 to s11. The k-nodes represent the secondary keys and root nodes
labeled GK1, GK2, GK3 represent the group keys.

Fig 1 : Initial key tree with 3 groups

There are 3 simultaneous groups G1, G2, G3 with four members, s1, s2, s3, s4 in G1, 3 members s3,
s5, s6 in G2 and 6 members s4, s7, s8, s9, s10, s11 in G3.
Now, suppose a new node s12 wants to join group G3 in Fig.1, it sends a join request JOIN
(UID12, G3) to the CN. If the requesting node is allowed to join, the CN updates the key tree as
shown in Fig.2. The keys that must be changed are K11-2 and GK3. The CN changes K11-2 to K1012
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'

and randomly selects a new group key GK 3 . The changed keys and the new group key are
communicated to appropriate nodes by sending the following rekeying messages:
'

1. CN →{s12} : E PK12 (K12-1, K1012, G K 3 )
'

2. CN →{s10, s11} : E K1011 (K1012), EGK 3 (G K 3 )
'

3. CN →{s4, s7, s8, s9} : EGK 3 (G K 3 )

Fig.2 Key Tree after s12 joins G3.

Suppose, now s13 wants to join both G2 and G3, it sends join requests to both the groups. It sends
JOIN(UID13, G2) and JOIN(UID13, G3) to the CN. If the requested node is allowed to join G2 and
G3, the CN updates the key tree as shown in Fig.3. The keys that must be changed are K12-1,
'

K1012, GK 3 , K6-1 and

GK 2 .

The new keys are sent to appropriate nodes by generating the

following rekeying messages:
1. CN →{s13} : E PK13 (K613,

GK '2 , K1213, K1013, GK 3'' |)

'

2. CN →{s6} : EGK 2 ( GK 2 , K613)
'

3. CN →{s3, s5} : EGK 2 ( GK 2 )
4. CN →{s12} :

E PK

12

(K1213), EK1213 (K1013),

E GK ( GK 3'' )
'
3
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5. CN →{s10, s11} :
6.

EK

1011

CN →{s4, s7, s8, s9} :

(K1013),

E GK

E GK ( GK 3'' )
'
3

''

'
3

( GK 3 )

Fig. 3 : Key Tree after s13 joins G2 and G3.

When a member joins a group Gj with k members, then at most log2k keys have to be changed,
2log2k encryptions are required and log2k rekey messages have to be built to communicate the
changed keys to the appropriate members of the group. For a member joining i number of groups,
the number of keys to be changed, number of encryptions required and number of rekey
messages to be sent are∑   , 2∑   , ∑   respectively where nj is the
number of nodes in group Gj.
3.2.2 Leaving a key tree
After a node leaves a group, current group key can no longer be used for future communications
and a new group key must be selected and distributed securely to the remaining group members.
In addition, all other keys which are known to the leaving node must also be changed to ensure
forward secrecy. A leaving node may be a member of a single group or more than one group.
Depending on how many groups it belongs to and how many groups it wants to leave, the CN
updates the key tree accordingly. Suppose a node s4 which is a member of G1 and G3 wants to
leave group G3, it sends leave request of the form LEAVE (UID4, G3) to CN. Upon receiving this
request CN removes it from G3 and changes the keys along the path as shown in Fig.4. The keys
''

''

'''

that must be changed are GK 3 , K47, K49. GK 3 Changes to GK 3 , K47 changes to K7-1and
K49changes to K79. The new keys are conveyed to the existing members of the group by sending
the following rekey messages :
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Fig. 4 : Key Tree after s4 leaves G3.
'''

1. CN→{s7} : E PK 7 (K7-1), E K 7−1 (K79), E K 79 ( GK 3 )
'''

2. CN→{s8,s9} : E K 89 (K79), E K 79 ( GK 3 )
3. CN→{s10, s11, s12, s13} :

EK

'''

1013

( GK 3 )

Now, suppose s3 wants to leave both G1 and G2, it sends leave request to both the groups. It sends
LEAVE (UID3, G1) and LEAVE (UID3, G2) to CN. The CN removes s3 from the trees representing
'

'

''

G1 and G2. The key K34, changes to K4-1, K35 changes to K5-1, GK1 to GK1 and GK 2 to GK 2 .
The resulting key tree is shown in Fig. 5 below. The new keys are communicated to
corresponding nodes by generating and sending the following rekeying messages :
'

1. CN →{s4} : EPK 4 (K4-1), EK 4−1 ( GK1 )
'

2. CN →{s1, s2} : E K12 ( GK1 )
''

3. CN →{s5} : EPK 5 (K5-1), E K 5−1 ( GK 2 )
''

4. CN →{s6, s13} : E K 613 ( GK 2 )
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Fig.5 : Key Tree after s3 leaves G1 and G2.

When a member leaves a group Gj with k members, then at most log2k keys have to be changed,
2log2k encryptions are required and log2k rekey messages have to be sent to the appropriate
members of the group to communicate the changed keys.
3.2.3 Changing the group membership
A node wishing to move from one group to another sends a move request to CN. Move request
can be implemented as leave request followed by join request. For example, a node moving from
Gi to Gjcan be interpreted as leaving group Gi and joining group Gj. The CN must ensure forward
secrecy for group Gi and backward secrecy for group Gj by changing the keys along the path in Gi
and Gj. Consider the key tree in Fig.5. Now, suppose s4 wants to move from G1 to G2, it sends a
move request of the form MOVE (UID4, G1, G2) to the CN. The CN now removes the node for s4
from G1 and inserts it to G2. The resulting key tree is shown in Fig.6. CN constructs the following
rekeying messages and sends to the appropriate nodes:

Fig.6 : Key Tree after s4 moves from G1 to G2.
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''

1. CN →{s1,s2} : E K12 ( GK1 )
2. CN →{s4} : EPK 4 (K45,

GK '2'' )
'''

3. CN →{s5} : EPK 5 (K45), E K 45 ( GK 2 )
'''

4. CN →{s6, s13} : E K 613 ( GK 2 )
For a member moving from group Gi to group Gj, the number of keys to be changed, number of
encryptions required and number of rekey messages to be sent are log2ni+ log2nj , 2(log2ni +
log2nj) and log2ni + log2nj respectively where ni and nj are the number of nodes in groups Gi
and Gj respectively.
Each member of the group needs to store hj – 1 secondary keys and one group key where hj is the
height of the tree in group j for j = 1 to m. A node needs to store ∑ (ℎ − 1) secondary keys
and i number of group keys if it is a member of i number of groups.

4. VERIFYING AUTHENTICITY IN GROUP COMMUNICATION
Verifying authenticity of the sender is an important issue in secure group communication which
provides protection against masquerade attack. For example, when a sender node si sends a
message to group Gk, (1≤ k≤ m), the members of Gk must identify that the sender is si and it is not
some other node sj trying to impersonate si. In this section, we provide a protocol for
authenticated group communication. When a node si wants to send a message to group Gk, it first
sends a request to CN which includes the node’s identity, group identity and a challenge C. The
CN in turn sends a authentication key AKi to si encrypted with private key PKi and hash of AKi to
the members of Gk encrypted with group key GKi. si, now computes hash of AKi and sends the
message M along with H(AKi) to group members encrypted with group key GKi. Upon receiving
this from si, group members decrypt it, compare the received H(AKi) with the one received from
the CN. If both match the group members are sure of the sender and accept the message sent by
si. Otherwise they discard the message. The use of challenge assures the group members that this
is a fresh message and no old message has been replayed. Thus the protocol in Fig.7 provides
authenticity as well as confidentiality in group communication. In the protocol we use the symbol
|| to denote concatenation operation.
1. si→ CN :

[UIDi || Gi || C]

2. CN→si :

E PK i [AKi || f(C)]

3. CN →Gi :

EGK i [H(AKi) || f(C) || UIDi]

4. si→Gi : EGK i [M || H(AKi) || f(C) || UIDi]
Fig.7: Protocol for authenticated group communication.
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5. CONCLUSION
Secure group communication is an increasingly popular research area having received much
attention in recent years. Group oriented applications in WSN demand for the security services to
achieve the secure group communication. A common method is to encrypt messages with a group
key so that entities outside the group cannot decode them. Therefore, key management is a
fundamental building block for secure group communication systems. This paper introduces a
key management scheme for WSN with multiple simultaneous groups. We have used a key-based
approach for managing the groups and in case of membership change events the communication
and computation costs are logarithmic in nature. The paper also provides a protocol for
authenticated group communication.
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ABSTRACT
The increase need for services to handle a plethora of business needs within the enterprise
landscape has yielded to an increase in the development of heterogeneous services across the
digital world. In today’s digital economy, services are the key components for communication
and collaboration amongst enterprises internally and externally. Since Internet has stimulated
the use of services, different services have been developed for different purposes prompting
those services to be heterogeneous due to incompatibles approaches relied upon at both
conceptual and exploitation phases. The proliferation of developed heterogeneous services in
the digital world therefore comes along with a range of challenges more precisely in the
integration layer. Traditionally, integration is achieved by using gateways, which require
considerable configuration effort. Many approaches and frameworks have been developed by
different researchers to overcome these challenges, but up to date the challenges of integration
heterogeneous services with minimal user-involvement still exist. In this paper, we are exploring
the challenges of heterogeneous services and characteristics thereof with the aim of developing
a seamless approach that will alleviate some of these challenges in near future. It is therefore of
outmost importance to understand the challenges and characteristics of heterogeneous services
before developing a mechanism that could eliminate these challenges.

KEYWORDS
Integration, heterogeneous, dynamic-integration, services, and heterogeneous-services.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid evolution of internet connectivity and service enterprises has raise potential interaction
with many other service enterprises across the globe. In this context, the services are defined as
an abstracted, logical view of actual programs that exchange messages between provider agent
and requester [1]. A service is also defined as an abstract resource that represents a capability of
performing tasks that form a coherent functionality [2]. The key to these services is loosely
coupled nature, where the service interface is independent of the implementation. The increasing
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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number of heterogeneous services has made a significant drawback on the scalability, integration
and the performance of the services [3]. Heterogeneous service in this context is defined as a
uniqueness of services that are developed on different environments using different techniques
and architectures to complete a specific purpose. These services have to interact with each other
to achieve a certain business goal. As the development of services is increasing in enormous way
across the domain, there is a need to find appropriate approach that will allow these
heterogeneous services to be dynamically integrated without using hard-wiring approaches,
which are tiresome [3]. There are traditional methods of integrating these heterogeneous services;
however these traditional methods are not adequate as the require user-intervention when there is
a change in service that need to be integrated. The traditional methods have some problems, such
as the code complexity more difficult to maintain, lead the efficiency of the bottleneck easily [4].
It is therefore, essential to develop a method that will enable dynamic integration of the
heterogeneous services without the need for user-intervention.
This paper is focusing on identifying the challenges of heterogeneous services integration;
describe the characteristic of heterogeneous services and discussing the advantages and
limitations of the existing integration models.
The remainder of the paper will discuss the heterogeneous services integration in Section 2.
Section 3, will discuss the characteristics of heterogeneous services, the challenges of
heterogeneous services which is the core of this paper will be discussed in Section 4 of this paper.
The related work on what other researchers developed to alleviate these challenges will be
discussed in section 5. Section 6 will conclude the paper with the recommendations of what
needs to be developed to eliminate these challenges.

2. HETEROGENEOUS SERVICE INTEGRATION
Most of the services are heterogeneous, which means they are executed under different platforms,
designed using different architectures and programming languages [5]. Heterogeneous services
are services that are developed by diverse vendors for different purposes on different platforms,
using different architectures; different protocols and different languages [6]. These heterogeneous
services need to be integrated. Heterogeneous service integration is not a new phenomenal in the
field of integration. Integrating heterogeneous services in a dynamic manner may improve if it
could include prescriptive or solution-oriented knowledge where the result from scientific
justification (predicting, understanding or explaining phenomena) can be used in designing
solutions to this complex problems [7].
However, heterogeneous service integration has become major issue in the area of integration.
This is motivated by complexity of these heterogeneous services and independent services when
they need to communicate with one another to achieve a specific business goal. Service
integration has to be performed for these services to communicate.
Service integration in this context is defined as the integration of discrete IT services components
into a coherent set of end-to-end service bound by Operation Level Agreements (OLAs) and
Services Level Agreements (SLAs) [9]. The service integration is a challenge when these
heterogeneous services need to interact. There are certain aspects that make these services to be
heterogeneous, which results to challenge when these services need to be integrated. The
following section will discuss in details the characteristics of heterogeneous services.
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3. HETEROGENEOUS SERVICES CHARACTERISTICS
Inter-enterprise integration is an essential requirement for today’s successful business [10]. With
the aim of overcoming heterogeneity, various technologies and standards for the definition of
languages, vocabularies and integration patterns are being developed. However, before discussing
the pattern and the technologies that have been developed, there is a need to define the
heterogeneous services and the characteristic of these services. As the above section has defined
the heterogeneous services, this section will discuss the characteristics of these heterogeneous
services. After an extensive literature review and the empirical study that was conducted. We
have discovered that services are heterogeneous based on the following aspects; environment,
technology, architecture and programming language [11]. As Hajiji mentioned in 2012, there are
many fundamental aspects that synthesize the heterogeneity in these services [12]. The
heterogeneity of services is also characterized by 4 fundamental aspects.
1. Environment- Due to execution environment, as some services are developed to be executed on
different environments such as Mobile Services, Cloud Services, Desktop services, Web
Services, ATM Services and many more. These services are explicitly developed to run on these
environments for a specific purpose.
2. Systems and Technology- There are several services that run on specific system. Some
services are developed to run on Android, some on IOS, while some run on Linux, Windows and
Mac OS. Systems and technology are making these services heterogeneous.
3. Architecture- Architecture is another fundamental aspect that differentiates services. Some
services are developed for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and some on Enterprise
application Integration (EAI) while some other architecture allows services to return a JSON and
while some are allowed to return Extensible Mark-up Language (XML).
4. Programming Language- This is another component that makes services to be heterogeneous.
Some services are developed using php while others are developed using Java, C++ and C#. This
makes services to be heterogeneous as they are difficult to integrate due to different programming
languages [9].
These above characteristics are granting a challenge on service integration environment. As the
figure 1 below depicts, services can be heterogeneous because of the deployment environment,
could be mobile, desktop or laptop, and the architecture that is used to develop the services.
However these services can be heterogeneous but they need to talk to each other to share
information.
As it shown in the picture, these services are deployed in different environment; they are using
different architecture and different technology. There are services that are deployed for mobile
phone, there are services that are created for desktops and there are services are designed for
laptops, however these service needs to interact with each other. It is therefore critical to integrate
these services in a dynamic manner. A manner that will not require user-intervention, as it delays
the progress of integration task. In the following section, this paper will discuss in details the key
challenges of heterogeneous service integration.
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous Service Integration [9]

4. CHALLENGES OF HETEROGENEOUS SERVICE INTEGRATION
In today’s world, many enterprises use services as a main core of communication. The challenge
that most organizations are facing is to provide a method that could allow dynamic integration of
heterogeneous service, a method that can allow these services to work together to address
business goals that constantly evolve [13]. There are several heterogeneous services that have
been developed by different vendors, such as mobile services, cloud services, web services and
others [14]. Most of these services are integrated manually by using Application programming
interface (APIs), Adapters, ESBs and many more. This led the companies to lose profit in their
business as the integration task becomes cumbersome for the developer, as he/she needs to be
involved when integrating these services. These services has varied and multiple integration
points. This Increases the challenge of integrating heterogeneous services on the fly. Each service
is independent and performs its own task, which might be valuable to a cohesive system. The
other challenge that makes it difficult for integration is multiple data models and multiple
instances of the services. Achieving a seamless flow of information requires a significant
integration method. A method that can scale with business needs as new applications and
platforms appear. The current methods of integrating heterogeneous services are very tedious,
inflexible and time consuming when the services change requirements [14].
One of the aspects that make these services to be complex to integrate is the 4 mentioned
fundamental characteristics that are mentioned above. As these services run on different platform,
environment, and system and developed using different programming languages. It makes it
difficult to integrate them as they are heterogeneous. Most of the services are currently integrated
using manual approach which is to develop an API for each service that needs to be integrated.
When there is a change on a service an API has to be modified which make it unmanageable
when there is increase in number of services. Hence this manual method is regarded as an
inadequate method [14].
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Integrating heterogeneous services in order to connect their functionality is utmost importance for
promoting deployment dynamic integration of heterogeneous service. It is therefore important to
understand the characteristic of these heterogeneous services and explore the challenges of
integrating them in order to develop a mechanism to that will enable dynamic integration of these
services. A method that will allow heterogeneous services to integrated with a minimal userinvolvement. Hence we are exploring the challenges so that we can develop a method that will
alleviate these challenges in near future.
Many studies have been conducted to resolve the issue of heterogeneous service integration. The
following section will discuss more in details about the related work.

5. RELATED WORK
The challenges of heterogeneous service integration is not a new phenomenal in the field of
integration. Many researchers have explored the different paradigm to develop solutions that can
eliminate these challenges of heterogeneous service integration. However, up to today, the
challenges have not been resolve completely. A new service integration system was developed by
Huiyang (2006) to resolve the existing challenges. This system only allows the integration of
services at a component level [7]. In this system a user can insert common service logic to their
business logic [7]. The system establishes an agent between service components; this was done to
allow the request and orchestration to identify the components in a correct manner [7]. However,
this system requires a developer’s intervention to integrate, modify and change certain service
requirements.
Another agent-based web service integration model was developed by Yu, et al (2008) to
integrate the services and ensuring the Quality of Services (QOS) of the integration system [8]
This QOS-based integration was developed to improve services integration efficiency and
minimize the integration cost through the selection mechanism. However, this mechanism
worked for integrating services but it does not eliminate the user-involvement challenge when the
change is required on a services. Another integrated model was proposed and the integration
framework of component-based was constructed by Shaoba et al (2010) to solve the problems of
heterogeneous service integration [4]. This integration model was done for user management and
user access control and register service component. This framework was mainly used to
standardize enterprise business processes, to coordinate the data processing, and to build
configurable enterprise service bus; data management modules [4].This framework has achieved
data synchronization between heterogeneous systems but has not solved the problem of
heterogeneous service integration with a minimal user-involvement. Hence, there is a need to
develop a mechanism that will dynamically integrate heterogeneous services without a need for
user-intervention. The following table will give more advantages and limitations of the current
methods of integration.
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Table1: Comparisons of integration models

Integration model

Advantages

Limitations

ESB

Services are connected to this logical
bus through smart connectors, which
encapsulate
system
functionality
and provide a layer of abstraction
between bus and application.

Requires ongoing management of
message versions to ensure the intended
benefit of loose coupling. Though ESB
systems can require a significant effort
to implement, they produce no
commercial
value
without
the
subsequent development of SOA
services for the ESB. ESB have lot of
upfront overheads. When using ESB
there is a need to define canonical
message format.

ESB use of open communication
standards, connectivity between bus
and applications is established.
ESB uses several integration points.
It’s easy to onboard new services and
new nodes when using ESB.

The developmental complexity.
It normally requires more hardware
than simple point-to-point messaging.
ESB becomes a single point of failure.
It requires analysis skills to configure,
manage and operate ESB.

EAI

EAI
solutions
provide
process
management
functionality
to
orchestrate inter-application message
exchanges, and an administration
console to monitor and track the
workings of the hub. Maintains
information integrity across multiple
systems. EAI focuses on sharing both
business data and business process.
EAI focus on integrating services on
the data level, application level and the
method level.

EAI is more on point-to-point effort,
which becomes unmanageable as
number of services increases.
EAI consume considerable time and
effort to deploy, and are subject to high
project failure rates.
Requires expect knowledge to integrate
services using EAI.
Require a fair amount of up front
design, which many managers are not
able to envision.
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Middleware

Middleware
enable
services
to
exchange messages, even though we do
not know the platform of other service.
It guarantees throughput, reliability and
efficiency.
It flexible to modify and separate
interfaces from the applications.
Independence of layers and database.
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It uses API to integrate services.
User-intervention is required whenever
there is a change in services that need
to be integrated. It is limited in terms of
scalability, each client adds overhead. It
uses low-level languages.
A small change is the environment
development can lead to major
downtime of real-time applications. It
is expensive.

Transparency and it easily customize
all components.

Due to these series of limitations on the existing models of integration, this is a reason why there
is a need to develop a method that will enable dynamic integration of heterogeneous service. Due
to advantages of dynamic integration model, it would be easy to integrate heterogeneous service
without a need of user-intervention. This could eliminate the challenges that many business
enterprise are facing. As we can identify the gap that needs to be closed, dynamic integration
could be a solution to this existing challenge. Dynamic integration would be a proper solution
because it does not need user-intervention. It does not need a developer to modify API as the
services will automatically update them. It would be scalable since services are integrated on the
fly. In these days is hard to live normally without having to rely on some kind of technology.
Technology is everywhere and used in different ways by all kinds of people in different work
areas. Enterprises are now exposing their business as services for global visibility and for
automation of business processes [15]. It is important to understand the current challenges and
what has been developed to eradicate this challenge. In future we will develop a dynamic method
of integrating heterogeneous service without a need of user-intervention.

6. CONCLUSION
The challenges of heterogeneous service integration are affecting multiple organizations. The
technology must be flexible and scalable in reconciling semantic differences amongst these
information exchange entities. It is therefore essential to have mechanisms that will dynamic
integrate heterogeneous services, to make integration as seamless as possible. Hence in this
paper, we described the challenges, characteristics of integration heterogeneous services, and
comparison of existing models of integration so that it can be easy to develop a method that will
close the existing gaps. In future we will develop a method that will allow dynamic integration of
these heterogeneous services.
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ABSTRACT
Single-channel speech intelligibility enhancement is much more difficult than multi-channel
intelligibility enhancement. It has recently been reported that machine learning training-based
single-channel speech intelligibility enhancement algorithms perform better than traditional
algorithms. In this paper, the performance of a deep neural network method using a multiresolution cochlea-gram feature set recently proposed to perform single-channel speech
intelligibility enhancement processing is evaluated. Various conditions such as different
speakers for training and testing as well as different noise conditions are tested. Simulations
and objective test results show that the method performs better than another deep neural
networks setup recently proposed for the same task, and leads to a more robust convergence
compared to a recently proposed Gaussian mixture model approach.

KEYWORDS
Single-channel speech intelligibility enhancement processing, Deep Neural Networks (DNN),
Multi-Resolution CochleaGram (MRCG), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)

1. INTRODUCTION
Single-channel speech intelligibility enhancement is more challenging than multi-channel speech
intelligibility enhancement, because information about the spatial sound propagation is not
available. In most cases, it is hard for a single-channel noise-reduction algorithm to know how
and to what extent to modify a specific parameter to improve speech intelligibility [1].
A lot of previous work has been designed on the prior knowledge or estimation of noise, such as
the a priori Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) algorithm, the Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE)
approach, the log-MMSE approach, the Wiener filter, and so on. They have all been shown to be
ineffective for intelligibility enhancement [1].
Two machine learning training-based methods have recently been proposed for intelligibility
improvement: the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)-based approach [2] and the Deep Neural
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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Networks (DNN)-based approach [3]. In 2006, an efficient way to train a multilayer neural
network was proposed [4] and a new area of machine learning emerged, which is called deep
learning, deep hierarchical learning or DNN [5],[6]. Key aspects of machine learning and
artificial intelligence have been widened by the techniques developed from deep learning [7]-[9],
and there are several active researchers in this area [10]. For speech intelligibility processing
using DNNs, in 2013 a DNN using 85 features as inputs was proposed for a speech recognition
task with hearing-impaired listeners [11]. In 2014, it was reported that the Multi-Resolution
CochleaGram (MRCG) feature set produced a better result in a multilayer perceptron neural
network, which is a simpler type of neural network [3].
Under some conditions, it has been reported that the DNN approach, which better represents the
state of the art in machine learning, generalizes better and better processes previously unseen data
patterns compared to the GMM method. The main goal of this paper is to evaluate the
performance of the DNN method proposed in [3] using objective measures under different
conditions (different types and levels of noise, mismatch between training set and testing set, etc.)
and to compare the performance with the GMM approach previously proposed for the same task
[2].

2. DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
2.1 Pretraining DNN with a Restricted Boltzmann Machine

Figure 1. RBM with 4 visible units and 3 hidden units.

Training deep neural networks is challenging, because training can easily get stuck in undesired
local optima which prevent the deeper layers from learning useful features. This problem can be
partially circumvented by pretraining, i.e., performing a step of unsupervised training before the
supervised learning step. The Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) method is a useful way to
conduct DNN training. A RBM is a simplified kind of a Boltzmann Machine with no visiblevisible units connections and hidden-hidden units connections. In a Restricted Boltzmann
Machine, a visible unit only has connections to hidden units, and reversely a hidden unit only has
connections to visible units. This special kind of structure provides the advantage that when a
visible unit is learning its optimal weights corresponding to a set of hidden units, the learning is
independent to other visible units. This advantage also applies to the training of hidden units.
Then the whole network can be trained in parallel. With the great progress made in graphics
processing unit processors (GPU), i.e., in parallel computing, this can become a great advantage.
Figure 1 shows a simple Restricted Boltzmann Machine with 4 visible units and 3 hidden units.
The "energy" of a Restricted Boltzmann Machine can be written as below:
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∑s b − ∑s s w
i i

i j ij

(1)

i< j

i

where s is the state vector s ={ v1 , v2 , v3 , … ,
visible units, m is the number of hidden units, and

vn , h1 , h2 , … , hm }, n is the number of
si is a component of s that can be a visible

unit or a hidden unit. If s j is the unit connected to si , then wij is the weight between si and s j

2.2 Restricted Boltzmann Machine Learning
Let unit i be a unit to update its binary state. The total input zi for this unit i is the sum of its
bias bi and the weighted products from connections to other units:
zi = bi +

∑s w

j ij

(2)

j

The probability for this unit to turn on or off is given by a logistic function:

prob ( si = 1) =

1

(3)

1 + e − zi

As mentioned earlier, the visible units only connect to hidden units. For a given state vector s , no
matter if the network is updated in any order, the network will eventually reach a stationary
distribution (equilibrium). Then for all possible binary state vectors u , the probability of vector
s can be given by the energy:

P(s) = e

E ( s)

∑ e E (u)

(4)

u

Given a training set of state vectors (data), the goal of the learning is to find the optimal weights
and biases to make the state vectors maximize the product of the probabilities that the Boltzmann
machine assigns to the binary vectors in the training set. By differentiating (4) using
∂E(s) / ∂wij = −si s j , it can be shown that:

∑
s

∂ log P(s)
= si s j
− si s j
data
model
∂wij

(5)

where si s j data is the state value of the data distribution and si s j model is the state value when
the Boltzmann machine is sampling state vectors from its equilibrium distribution. Then the
gradient ascent is surprisingly simple, because the differentiation

∑ ∂ log∂wP(s)
s

ij

only depends on

the states:

∆wij

∝

si s j

data

− si s j

model

(6)
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The update value ∆wij is the product of

si s j

data

− si s j

model

and the learning rate. The

learning rate can be constant or it can vary during the training steps to satisfy different situations.
To get the Boltzmann equilibrium distribution, we can follow the steps below:
1) Starting with a data vector on visible units, update all of the hidden units in parallel;
2) Update all of the visible units in parallel to get a “reconstruction” of the visible units;
3) Update all of the hidden units again until it is the equilibrium distribution.
This algorithm may take a long time to get to the equilibrium. It can be stopped at step 3) or
continue iteratively to update 1) and 2), this is called “contrastive divergence” and has been found
to work well in practice [12].

3. MULTI-RESOLUTION COCHLEAGRAM FEATURE
The multi-resolution cochleagram (MRCG) feature was originally proposed in [3]. The MRCG
feature is a multi-resolution power distribution of an acoustic signal in the time-frequency
representation. The cochleagram represents the excitation pattern on the basilar membrane in the
inner ear as a function of time. Four cochleagrams at different frequency resolutions are combined
to form the MRCG feature, including one high resolution cochleagram and three low resolution
cochleagrams.
The cochleagram is calculated in two steps. The input signal is first filtered by a gammatone filter
bank:
g fc (t ) = t N −1 exp[−2π t b( fc )]cos(2π fct )u(t )
(7)
where fc , the center frequencies, are uniformly spaced on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth
(ERB) scale, N is the order of the filter, u (t ) is the step function, and b( fc ) is the bandwidth
related to fc :
b( f c ) = 1.019 * ERB ( f c ) = 1.019 * 21.4 * log(1 + 0.00437 * f c )

(8)

b( f c ) increases as f c increases, which means that the frequency resolution decreases as the
frequency increases. The signal is then divided into frames. A cochleagram is the power of each
time frame and in each gammatone bank channel.

The MRCG feature can then be described as below:
1) Given an input, compute a 64-channel cochleagram (CG1) using 20 ms frames with 10 ms
frame shifts, and apply a log operation on the output in each time-frequency (T-F) unit;
2) CG2 is similar as CG1, but with 200 ms frames and 10 ms frame shifts;
3) CG3 is derived by averaging CG1 across a square window of 11 frequency channels and 11
time frames centered at a given T-F unit (zero padding is applied at the edges of CG1 when units
outside CG1 are needed in the averaging process);
4) CG4 is similar as CG3, but with a 23*23 square window;
5) Concatenate CG1-CG4 to obtain the MRCG feature.
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Delta and double-delta features (i.e., computing the differences of feature values at consecutive
times, and computing the differences of those differences) are widely used in speech processing to
capture temporal dynamics. Delta and double-delta features were thus also used on the MRCG
features generated above. Then the final MRCG feature set is obtained. Each time frame becomes
an MRCG feature set of dimension 64 by 12.

4. MRCG-DNN ALGORITHM
The MRCG-DNN algorithm is a kind of channel-selection algorithm. A channel-selection based
algorithm will retain the T-F bins where speech is dominant, and discard the T-F bins where noise
is dominant. The algorithm makes the retain/discard decision based on the SNR of each T-F bin,
compared to a threshold called the local SNR criterion (LC). In an ideal case, where separate
access to clean speech and noise-only signals is possible and the exact SNR can be computed,
using a channel-selection algorithm we can get the ideal binary mask (IDBM):
1 SNR > LC
B(k , t ) = 
0 otherwise

(9)

where B(k , t ) is the IDBM mask at channel (frequency) k and time t .
The IDBM has been shown to improve speech intelligibility at any input SNR level [1] (even as
low as -40 dB) . The IDBM is an unrealistic condition that can never occur in real life, but for
several reasons this result is important. In particular, the outcome of the IDBM can provide an
upper bound, so that the IDBM can be a criterion to estimate the performance of a practical
algorithm.
The MRCG-DNN algorithm uses a relatively large corpus of speech and noise sources, together
with the calculated IDBM as the input of a system to be trained. An overview of MRCG-DNN
algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Overview of the MRCG-DNN algorithm
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5. RESULTS
To test how the MRCG-DNN algorithm performs in different situations, we did some tests using
the HINT speech database [13], the TIMIT speech database (LDC93S1) [14], and noise from the
Aurora 2 database [15]. The HINT speech files have a 2 to 3 seconds length for each file, all from
the same male speaker. The TIMIT is a corpus of phonemically and lexically transcribed speech
of American English speakers of different genders and dialects. Each sentence is about 3 to 5
seconds long. The Aurora noise files contain different situations of noise, including babble,
airport, restaurant, and street. In the tests we have used these four kinds of noise.
In this paper, the Matlab™ code is based on two Deep Learning toolboxes: DeepLearnToolBox
[16] and DeepNeuralNetwork [17]. The bone structure of the first toolbox, a few active functions
of the second toolbox, and some improvements were combined together to perform the
simulations of this work.
In the following tests, 200 clean speech files are used for training (approx. 5-6 minutes of
recordings), and 70 clean speech files are used for testing (approx. 2-3 minutes of recordings). If
the training data is too short (i.e., less than 1 min) the result was found to be poor. If the training
data is too long, it can either cause the computer to run out of memory or to take too much
processing time. Using 5-6 minutes of recordings for training was found to produce a good result
with a relatively fast processing speed. As a comparison, in [18] 390 sentences were used for
training and in [3] 100 sentences were used. The sampling rate was set to 16000 Hz. The noisy
files were produced by randomly selecting a noise segment that has the same length as the clean
speech files and adding them together with the desired SNR. The tests were operated using
Matlab™ on a Windows 7™ (64-bit) system, with an Intel Core™ i5-4310M CPU, and 8 GB
memory.
To evaluate the estimated mask compared to the IDBM, a method called the HIT - FA (HIT minus
FA) metric is used, which has been shown to correlate well with human intelligibility [1]. The HIT
is the probability of correct detection (the percentage of target-dominant T-F units correctly
classified), while the FA is the probability of false alarm (the percentage of noise-dominant units
incorrectly classified). Both the HIT and FA need to be taken into account when evaluating the
performance of the binary mask estimate, and the HIT-FA is therefore a simple difference metric
that can be used to quantify the performance of the estimate.

5.1 Tests for simple noises
These first tests used the HINT database, which is a single speaker database. White, purple and
pink noises were used. The model was trained with -5dB, 0 dB and 5dB input SNR, and tests were
performed with -5dB SNR. For each noise that was tested, the DNN model was trained with
speech from the training set and additive noise consisting of only one noise type. The testing phase
was performed with speech from the test set and again additive noise consisting of only the same
noise type. Table 1 shows the HIT-FA results as well as URL links to the clean test male speech
sound file, the noisy sound files and the processed sound files.
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Table 1. Results for simple noises
Clean test speech
Noise type
HIT
white
84.2%
purple
92.3%
pink
78.5%

FA
2.6%
3.1%
20.2%

HIT-FA
81.6%
89.2%
58.3%

noisy
link
link
link

processed
link
link
link

From Table 1 we can see that the DNN model performs very well for white noise, and even better
for purple noise. The HIT rate is very high, while the FA rate is very low. The processed sound
files are also quite clear. On the other hand, the DNN model produces a much higher FA for pink
noise, and the processed file is highly distorted. The reason for this is that purple noise energy is
mainly in high frequency bands, while pink noise is mainly in low frequency bands, and human
voice is also mostly distributed in low frequencies. In the purple noise case, the DNN model can
easily separate them, it behaves as a kind of high-end low pass filter. In the pink noise condition,
the separation is more difficult for the DNN because of the increased frequency overlap between
speech and noise.

5.2 Same speaker for training and testing, same noise type for training and testing
In this test we used the HINT database which has a single speaker, with different sentences for
training and testing. We used four kinds of realistic noise: airport, babble, restaurant, and street.
We trained the DNN model with -5dB, 0 dB and 5dB input SNR, and then performed the testing
with -5dB SNR. For each type of noise we trained the model and then used the model to test
different sentences corrupted by the same kind of noise as the one used for training (but of course
using different noise segments). Table 2 shows the HIT-FA results and URL links to the clean test
male speech sound file, the noisy sound files and the processed sound files.
Table 2. Results with same speaker for training and testing, same noise type for training and testing.
Clean test speech
Noise type
babble
airport
restaurant
street

HIT
76.2%
80.3%
77.5%
78.2%

FA
7.3%
11.0%
9.9%
7.5%

HIT-FA
68.9%
69.3%
67.6%
70.7%

noisy
link
link
link
link

processed
link
link
link
link

From Table 2 we can see that the HIT rate of the estimated mask is relatively high and the FA rate
is low, regardless of the noise type. The resulting HIT-FA rate are fairly good and are comparable
with previous results from the literature [18]. When listening to the processed output files, it is
debatable if the intelligibility is really improved or not compared to the original noisy files, i.e.,
subjective listening tests would be required to fully determine this. In some cases (e.g. babble
noise) the intelligibility of the processed files appears to be better than for other cases (e.g. street
noise), so this indicates that the performance can be noise dependent. It should be noted that the
noises used for testing were challenging noises, but they are more likely to correspond to real
noise conditions in practice.

5.3 Different speakers for training and testing, same noise type for training and
testing
In this section, we used the TIMIT dataset with several different speakers for training and another
speaker was used for testing (but for the same female gender as the ones used in training). Four
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kinds of noise were used: airport, babble, restaurant, and street. We trained the DNN model with 5dB, 0 dB and 5dB SNR, and did testing at -5dB SNR. For each type of noise we trained the
model and performed the testing using the same type of noise (but different noise segments). Table
3 shows the HIT-FA results and URL links to the clean test female speech sound file, the noisy
sound files and the processed sound files.
Table 3. Results for different speakers for training and testing, same noise type for training and testing.
Clean test speech
Noise type
airport
babble
restaurant
street

HIT
83.8%
80.6%
82.2%
84.4%

FA
8.2%
6.9%
13.2%
6.0%

HIT-FA
75.6%
73.7%
69.0%
78.4%

noisy
link
link
link
link

processed
link
link
link
link

FromTable 3 we can see that the HIT rate of the estimated mask is relatively high and the FA rate
is low, regardless of the noise type. This indicates that in terms of HIT-FA rate the performance of
the MRCG-DNN method can be robust to different speakers, i.e., when the speakers used for
training differ from the speakers used in testing. Although it is possible to train simultaneously for
both male and female speech, our experience has been that better results are obtained when the
same gender is used for training and testing. In terms of intelligibility, as in the results of Table 2,
it is debatable if the intelligibility is improved in the processed sound files of Table 3, and the
performance seems to be better for some noise types (e.g. airport and street).

5.4 Training with 3 types of noise and testing with a fourth type of noise
For this test, we have used either the HINT dataset (single speaker) or the TIMIT dataset (different
speakers), as well as airport, babble, restaurant, and street noise. We trained the DNN model with
airport, babble and restaurant noise, then we tested the model with street noise. For the HINT
database the training and testing sentences were different but from the same speaker. For the
TIMIT database, training and testing were made with different speakers (of the same gender) and
different sentences. Table 4 shows the HIT-FA results and URL links to the clean test speech
sound file, the noisy sound files and the processed sound files.
Table 4. Results for training with 3 types of noise and testing with a fourth type of noise.
Clean test speech
Database
HINT database
Clean test speech
Database
TIMIT database

HIT
76.2%

FA
11.4%

HIT-FA
64.8%

noisy
link

processed
link

HIT
84.6%

FA
18.9%

HIT-FA
65.7%

noisy
link

processed
link

From Table 4, we can see that the HIT rate of the estimated mask is relatively high and the FA rate
is low. This indicates that in terms of HIT-FA rate the performance of the MRCG-DNN method
can in principle be robust to conditions where we have both different speakers and different noise
types between training and testing, as long as training is done with appropriate data (i.e., the
training speech should have some similarity with the test speech, the training noise should have
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some similarity with the test noise). But as observed in the previous results of Table 2 and Table 3,
for the results of Table 4 it is highly debatable if the intelligibility is improved.

5.5 Training with different levels of noise, testing with the same noise type at a
specific level
Here we used the HINT dataset (same speaker for training and testing, but different sentences),
and babble noise for training and testing. We trained the DNN model with -5dB, 0 dB and 5dB
SNR, then tested with -5dB SNR. We trained the DNN model with -7dB, -5 dB and 0dB SNR,
then tested with -5dB SNR. Finally, we trained the DNN model with -10dB, -7 dB and -5dB SNR,
and tested with -5dB SNR. Error! Reference source not found. shows the HIT-FA results and URL
links to the clean test speech sound file, the noisy sound files and the processed sound files.
Table 5. Results for training with different levels of noise, testing with the same noise type at a specific
level.
Clean test speech
SNR
-5dB, 0dB, 5dB
-7dB,-5dB, 0dB
-10dB,-7dB,-5dB

HIT
76.2%
74.8%
70.3%

FA
7.3%
6.6%
5.3%

HIT-FA
68.9%
68.1%
64.9%

noisy
link
link
link

processed
link
link
link

From Table 5 we can see that the HIT rate as well as the FA and HIT-FA rates of the estimated
mask all slightly drop from the top row to the bottom row. This indicates that training with data
having the same and higher SNR than the testing data may lead to a slightly higher HIT-FA rate.
Informally, the intelligibility in the sound files also seems to follow that trend.

5.6 Training with different local SNR criterion (i.e., thresholds used for binary
mask decision)
For this test, we used the HINT dataset (same speaker for training and testing, but different
sentences), and babble noise for training and testing. We trained the DNN model with -5dB, 0 dB
and 5dB SNR, and tested with -5dB SNR. We did this procedure 3 times, and the difference
between the 3 cases is that different local SNR criterion values were used (thresholds used for the
binary mask decision): 0dB, -5dB, and -10dB. Table 6 shows the HIT-FA results and URL links to
the clean test speech sound file, the noisy sound files and the processed sound files.
Table 6 Results of training with different local SNR criterion (thresholds)
Clean test speech
local SNR
HIT
criterion
0dB
74.3%
-5dB
76.2%
-10dB
79.9%

FA

HIT-FA

noisy

processed

8.8%
7.3%
11.7%

65.5%
68.9%
68.3%

link
link
link

link
link
link

From Table 6 we can see that the HIT rate of the estimated mask increases as the local SNR
criterion (threshold) decreases, but the HIT-FA rate doesn’t change too much. Listening to the
resulting processed files, we note (informally) that the intelligibility improves from the top row to
the bottom row. A higher HIT rate means that a higher percentage of target-dominant T-F bins are
kept, so based on these results we adopted a dynamic adjustment method during training in the
software program, to make sure that the HIT rate is at least 75%. If the condition is not fulfilled
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then we dynamically lower the local SNR criterion used for training. But overall, as in previous
tables, it is debatable if the processed files provide some intelligibility improvement over the
original noisy files.

5.7 MRCG-DNN compared with other approaches
In this section we use two other types of speech intelligibility enhancement approaches and
compare them with the MRCG-DNN approach: an DNN using 85 input features proposed in [11]
and an Amplitude Modulation Spectrogram (AMS)-GMM proposed in [18]. We used our own
implementation of the 85 input features DNN and the original code from [18] for the AMS-GMM.
The database and noise conditions were the same as the ones originally used in the 85 input
features DNN and the AMS-GMM. The IEEE speech database is also used as clean speech data in
this section [19].
For the DNN with 85 input features, the input data is passed through a 64 band gammatone filter.
Each subband is divided to 20 ms frames with 10 ms overlap. Each T-F unit extracts 85 features:
15 AMS features, 13 Relative Spectral Transform - Perceptual Linear Prediction (RASTA-PLP)
features, 31 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features, and 13 delta features for the
RASTA-PLP features. This method uses a DNN model for each subband, for a total of 64 DNN
models. The MRCG-DNN on the other hand only uses one DNN model for all subbands, so the
MRCG-DNN training takes much less time than the 85 input features DNN.
The results for the 85 input features DNN and the MRCG-DNN are compared in Table 7. They
both use the same DNN structure, and were trained for 100 iterations. “n6 noise” is a babble noise
produced by adding several TIMIT sentences together. We can see from Table 7 that the HIT-FA
for the MRCG-DNN is always significantly higher than for the 85 input features DNN, indicating
a better performance in terms of HIT-FA rate.
Table 7. Results for 85 input features DNN and MRCG-DNN.
85 input features DNN

MRCG-DNN

database

noise

HIT

FA

HIT-FA

HIT

FA

HIT-FA

HINT

n6 (babble)

62.9%

7.4%

55.5%

72.3%

6.4%

65.9%

IEEE

factory

46.2%

3.4%

42.8%

66.5%

3.8%

62.7%

The other method used for comparison is the AMS-GMM [18]. More specifically, in this approach
4 sub-GMMs are used in order to make the decision to set the TF binary mask to 1 or 0. The
results for the AMS-GMM and the MRCG-DNN are compared in Table 8. The HIT-FA of the
MRCG-DNN is slightly less (worse) than for the AMS-GMM method, but with a much lower FA
(better). Overall it can be said that the results of these two methods are fairly comparable for the
considered setup, in terms of HIT-FA rate. However, we also found that the AMS-GMM method
fails to find a clustering solution in some conditions (e.g., IEEE database speech with factory
noise), while the MRCG-DNN method always converges to a solution, so it was found to be much
more robust.
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Table 8. Results for AMS-GMM and MRCG-DNN.
AMS-GMM
database
IEEE

noise
speech
shapednoise

MRCG-DNN

HIT

FA

HIT-FA

HIT

FA

HIT-FA

93.4%

12.3%

81.12%

80.5%

3%

77.4%

In conclusion, the MRCG-DNN has a better HIT-FA than the DNN with other features (85 input
features DNN), and it is more robust than the AMS-GMM method, with a similar performance. In
addtion, the MRCG-DNN method is faster for training than the 85 input features DNN and the
AMS-GMM methods: the MRCG-DNN takes about half an hour of training time, while the 85
input features DNN and AMS-GMM both need more than three hours of training time. Therefore,
compared to other available methods, the MRCG-DNN was confirmed as a good choice for
attempting to improve speech intelligibility through maximizing the HIT-FA rate.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The MRCG-DNN approach was found to outperform other approaches that have appeared in the
literature for single-channel speech intelligibility enhancement processing, either in terms of
objective measures (HIT-FA rate) or in terms of robustness to converge to a solution. Using the
DNN method with “easier” noises (white noise, purple noise) lead to a better HIT-FA rate
performance because of the stationarity of the noise and the reduced overlap with the speech
content. For cases with more challenging noise conditions, the HIT-FA rate performance of the
different approaches was not as good and the true intelligibility improvement was more debatable.
Training with more data (clean speech data, noise data, or both) could be an option to attempt to
improve the performance, although that option may not always be feasible in real-life scenarios.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, visual tracking based on sparse principle component analysis has drawn much
research attention. As we all know, principle component analysis (PCA) is widely used in data
processing and dimensionality reduction. But PCA is difficult to interpret in practical
application and all those principal components are linear combinations of all variables. In our
paper, a novel visual tracking method based on sparse principal component analysis and L1
tracking is introduced, which we named the method SPCA-L1 tracking. We firstly introduce
trivial templates of L1 tracking method, which are used to describe noise, into PCA appearance
model. Then we use lasso model to achieve sparse coefficients. Then we update the eigenbasis
and mean incrementally to make the method robust when solving different kinds of changes of
the target. Numerous experiments, where the targets undergo large changes in pose, scale and
illumination, demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method.

KEYWORDS
Visual tracking, sparse principal component analysis, particle filter

1. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is a very important part in computer vision field. The applications of surveillance,
vehicle navigation, medical diagnostic, virtual reality and human computer interface are all based
on visual tracking. And it is a hard problem because there are many different and varying
circumstances that have to be considered in tracking algorithm, such as illumination variation,
occlusion, pose changes, and background clutters.
There are two major categories of tracking methods now, discriminative and generative methods,
used in current tracking techniques. Discriminative online learning methods [1] treat object
tracking as a classification problem. Generative online learning methods are adopted to track an
object by searching for region most similar to the target model. There are three main tracking
strategies in generative online learning area. The first strategy is about tracking method based on
templates, in which dynamic and multi-feature templates are very important to the tracking. The
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
pp. 125–135, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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second one is method based on sparse representation, in which most of the appearance
information about the target is represented by a linear combination of only a few basis vectors.
And the third one is method based on subspace analysis, which we are studying about. It includes
the methods based on Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), methods based on Kernel, and
the ones based on principal component analysis (PCA).
Recently, the PCA draws more and more attention. There are many works following PCA. Ross
et al. [4] proposed an adaptive probabilistic tracking approach to update the models of a target by
means of incremental eigenbasis updates. Kwon and Lee [10] apply sparse PCA to formulate
tracking. Under the subspace assumption, Sui and Zhang[11] propose a locally structured
Gaussian Process and cast tracking as a regression problem. These methods based on PCA
provide a compact representation of the target, which is efficient in feature extraction and
removing redundant information. At the same time, the probabilistic model facilitates efficient
computation.
But subspaces learning is essentially sensitive to occlusion. For this reason, some methods for
occlusion handling need to be used with subspace learning together. Wang et al. [12] use the
subspace model to represent the target and impose sparsity on the residual errors to deal with
occlusions.
In this paper, under the framework of particle filter, we proposed a new tracking method based on
sparse principal component analysis, which can work more robustly, especially with the
occlusion. Our contributions are as follows:
1) Reconstruct new target models with PCA subspace learning and trivial templates, so we
can, at the same time, describe the candidates and noise, the trivial templates can deal
with the noise, like occlusion, during the tracking;
2) Use lasso model to get the sparse coefficient of principle components;
3) Incrementally learn and update the low-dimensional subspace representation, including
correctly update the eigenbasis.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some relevant
approaches that motivated our work. The details of our method are described in Section 3.
Experimental results are reported in Section 4. We conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly introduce the tracking method IVT (Incremental Visual Tracking)
[4, 5] and L1 minimization visual tracking [7]. Both of the methods are in particle framework.
The IVT is a traditional tracking method based on incremental subspace learning. It learns and
updates the low-dimensional subspace representation of the targets. In order to estimate the
locations of the target in the new coming frames, IVT predicts the candidates by using a sampling
algorithm with likelihood estimates instead of gradient descent. It performs well with the
variation of the target and surrounding illumination. But when the target is occluded by other
things, it may drift away and miss the target in the end. And L1 minimization is a method by
casting tracking as a sparse approximation problem. It introduces a set of trivial templates to deal
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with the occlusion problem. The trivial templates are used to capture the noise and occlusion. The
L1 tracking is robust with the noise and partly occlusion. But the tracking speed is slowly and it
is not real-time.
Our work is motivated by the IVT method and L1 minimization method. We use PCA to
reconstruct the target templates, so the templates are orthometric with each other and need
smaller storage space. At the same time, we introduce the trivial templates to handle the noise.
And we choose the candidate with smallest residual as the new target. Then we update the
subspace by incrementally updating the eigenbasis.

3. OUR WORK
In this section, the details of our tracking method based on sparse PCA-L1 will be introduced.
Our tracking method is conducted within the particle filtering framework. The main parts of our
method are as follows.
A. New target models subspace and trivial templates
We want to reconstruct new target models involving PCA subspace and trivial templates, so we
can describe the candidates and noise at the same time. The trivial templates can deal with the
noise, like occlusion, during the tracking at the same time. The Fig.1 shows the difference
between the models of L1 tracking, IVT tracking and our tracking method, Sparse PCA-L1. In
Fig.1 (a), we can see the subspace representation of the target object in IVT tracking. Fig.1 (b)
shows the models of L1 minimization tracking, which includes trivial templates to capture the
occlusion. Our tracking models are represented in Fig.1 (c). At initialization, we manually select
the first target template from the first frame; then apply zero mean unit norm normalization, it is
the first template. The rest templates are created by moving one pixel in four possible directions
at the corner points of the first template in the first frame. These are the basic models. Then we
use PCA to learn those basic models, making them orthotropic to each other. Meanwhile we
introduce trivial templates to represent the occlusion. Thus our models need less space than L1
tracking models and more robust than IVT when the target is occluded.
We use

T = [t 1 ,t 2 ..t n ]

∈R

d×n
d×n

(d

≫n) to

represent the new template set, and use

d×d
to represent the trivial template set. So the candidate can be describe by
I = [i1 , ...id ] ∈ Rd×d

the following formulation:

y = (T, I)(

aT
)+ e
aI

(1)

Where y is the observed candidate, aT is the coefficient of the main templates, a x is the
coefficient of the trivial templates and e is the representation residual.
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(a) IVT target models

(b) L1 minimization tracking target models

(c) SPCA-L1 target models

By using the new models, we can collect the most information of the target and candidates.
Meanwhile when the target is covered, the trivial templates can represent the noise and make
our tracking robust. It will be proved in the experiment part following.
B. Lasso model for sparse representation
As we introduced in the former part, after learning the basic templates, we use subspace learning
method PCA to reduce the dimension of template set. Then we need to get the sparse
coefficients a in formation (1).
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We know that the formation has more than one solution. But we want to get the sparse solution,

l

so we exploit the compressibility in the transform domain by solving the problem as an 1
regularized least squares problem, which is known to typically yield sparse solutions. As the
coefficients include the ones of trivial templates, so the problem in our tracking method is
transformed to the following formation:

1
d
a ≥0
|| y - Ba ||22 +λ || a ||1 + || a I ||22 }
s.t.
2
2
Where B = [T, I] in formation (1). || . ||1 and || . ||2 denote the l1 and l2 norms respectively.
aˆ = arg min{
a

(2)

At last, we choose the candidate which has the smallest residual as the new target.

identity(y) = argmin{|| e ||22 } = argmin{|| y - Ba ||22 }

(3)

C. Online Tracking models and incrementally update of the mean and eigenbasis
The appearance of a target object often change drastically due to different kinds of factors.
Therefore, we need to adapt the appearance online to reflect these changes. The appearance
model we have chosen, a eigenbasis, is typically learned off-line from a set of training images,
d × n matrix, T = {t1 , ...,t n } , by taking computing the eigenvectors U . Then we present our
approach for drawing particles in the motion parameter space and predicting the most likely
candidate with the help of the learned appearance model.
The sample mean of the training images is t =

1 n
∑ ti , and the sample covariance matrix is
n i =1

1
n
(t - t )(t i - t )T ,and its eigenvector is describe as U . Equivalently one can obtain U
∑
i =1 i
n-1
by computing the singular value decomposition T = UΣV T of the centered data matrix
[(t1 - t )...(tn - t )] , with columns equal to the respective training images minus their mean.
When the additional m images, d × m matrix, W = {t n+1 ,...t n+m } comes, we retrain the
eigenbasis. This update could be performed by computing the singular value decomposition

[T W ] = U'Σ ′V ′T of the centered data matrix [(t1 - t' )...(t n+m - t' )] , where t ' is the
average of the entire n + m training images.
We describe a new method based on the Sequential Karhunen Loeve (SKL) algorithm. Letting
be the component of W orthogonal to U , we can express the concatenation of T and W in
a partitioned form as follows:
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, which is a square matrix of size k + m ,where k is the number of

, can be computed in constant time
singular values in Σ . The SVD of R ,
regardless of n , the initial number of data. Then the SVD of [T W ] can be expressed as
follows:

By using this algorithm, we can calculate the updating process more efficiently. The following
table (1) shows the storage space and computational complexity change before and after the
optimization. It is clear that both storage space and computational complexity are reduced, and it
is helpful to track more quickly.
Table1: Comparison before and after the optimization

4. RESULTS
In this section, we present the experiment results achieved by applying our method. To
demonstrate the performance of our method, we track the classical videos in the visual tracking,
involving 1) target pose change 2) different light conditions 3) scale change and so on. We do the
experiment on the computer: Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU, 3.30GHz, 4GB. And we use
Matlab to do the simulation. All the results are as follow: the red color stands for our method, the
pink is IVT, the yellow one represents L1 tracking, the black is APG, the blue is CT, and the
green is MIL. We pay especially attention to the comparison of our method with IVT, which
based on subspace.
A. Intuitive comparison
As the Fig.2 shows, the first car4 video shows a car passing beneath a bridge with sudden
illumination change. Our algorithm can track the car efficiently. While the MIL drifts a little
when the car undergoes illumination, and CT drifts and at last loses the target.
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a). Frame 26

b). Frame 38

d). Frame 71

e). Frame 76
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c). Frame 56

f). Frame 96

Fig.2 Car4 tracking results

In Fig.3, the second David indoor video involves light change and target pose change, recorded at
15 frames per second with a moving digital camera. The man moves from a dark area to a bright
area, the back to the dark area, who undergoes lighting and pose changes. Notice that there is a
large scale variation in the target. It’s clear that our algorithm is able to track the target
throughout the sequences, no matter of light change or scale variation. The MIL method and L1
tracking experience drift, and the L1 even loses the target at #311.

a). Frame 36

b). Frame 57

c). Frame 93

d). Frame 189

e). Frame 300

f). Frame 311

Fig.3 David indoor tracking results

About Fig.4, the third video occluded face2 involves occlusion. In the video, the target is
occluded by a book. We can find that when the man’s face is covered by a book and a hat, L1
tracking and CT drifts away from the target. And when the man tilted his head, the IVT is not
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robust. It is the same condition in Fig.3 when David turns left at #189, and since then the tracking
rectangle is not identical to the target. During the process, our method perform well and deal with
occlusion problem perfectly.

a). Frame 100

b). Frame 133

d). Frame 345

e). Frame 450

c). Frame 200

f). Frame 638

Fig.4 Occluded face2 tracking results

In Fig.5, It is a video of a girl, who turns her head around and later is covered by a man’s face.
MIL and APG perform a little bad, especially when the man covers the girl’s face. And the IVT
mistakes the man as the target instead of the girl because of occlusion. And our method locks the
target even she turns around. And just drifts a little when the man appears.

a). Frame 72

b). Frame 110

c). Frame 250

d). Frame 320

e). Frame 390

f). Frame 455

Fig.5 Girl tracking results
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B. Accuracy comparison
To evaluate the accuracy of our tracking algorithm, we consider the center position errors of each
tracking method. As we can see, the center position errors of CT and MIL in sequences ‘Car4,
David indoor and Girl’ increase at or after 100 frames. The L1 tracking method does a bad job in
David indoor. Meanwhile, the IVT performs badly when the target is occluded because the center
position errors increase in Occluded face2. But in these 4 videos, our tracking method does better
than the other 5 methods.

Fig.6 Center position errors of four challenging sequences

Besides, we calculate the average center position errors of the above results. As showing in Table
2, the red one represents the smallest average center position errors, the blue is the second best.
So our tracking enhances a little in accuracy than IVT and L1 tracking methods.
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Table 2: Average center position errors
Trackers

LAD

IVT

MIL

CT

L1

APG

Sequences

(pixels)

Car4

2.8

3.4

67.5

90.2

3.6

6.7

David indoor

3.3

6.1

27.0

7.5

66.7

10.2

Occluded face2

5.9

33.7

14.3

11.1

6.9

13.0

Girl

2.9

9.3

14.6

18.3

3.0

3.2

4. CONCLUSION
The tracking method sparse PCA-L1 is a robust tracking method. Because we add the trivial
template and PCA subspace together, the tracking method does a good job when the target
undergo pose, illumination and appearance change and occlusion. We mix the advantages that
PCA subspace can represent most information of the target and trivial template can describe the
noise like occlusion and so on. At the same time, we update the eigenbasis and mean accurately
and efficiently. So when the target changes, we can gradually form the new models according to
the eigenbasis.
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ABSTRACT
Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (NIDPSs) are used to detect, prevent and
report evidence of attacks and malicious traffic. Our paper presents a study where we used open
source NIDPS software. We show that NIDPS detection performance can be weak in the face of
high-speed and high-load traffic in terms of missed alerts and missed logs. To counteract this
problem, we have proposed and evaluated a solution that utilizes QoS, queues and parallel
technologies in a multi-layer Cisco Catalyst Switch to increase NIDPSs detection performance.
Our approach designs a novel QoS architecture to organise and improve throughput-forwardplan traffic in a layer 3 switch in order to improve NIDPS performance.

KEYWORDS
Network security, intrusion detection system, network intrusion detection system, open source,
Cisco switch configuration & Quality of Service.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the existence of a variety of security protection measures, attackers often attempt to render
services unavailable to the intended, legitimate users [1, 2, 3, 4]. In general, there are three types of
network security techniques: prevention, detection and correction techniques. The prevention
technique actively works to block intrusions, but it can also be used to battle a successful intrusion. A
number of successful attacks can be controlled using the prevention technique if an attack is detected
at the interim stage of prevention systems. Unfortunately, some successful attacks can get through the
prevention system [2, 5]. In this instance, depending on preventive techniques is unlikely to resolve
the issue, especially when an attacker has successfully obtained vulnerable information from the
network; however, prevention can successfully and effectively maintain a network before an attack is
launched. The correction technique is adopted to protect computer systems. It is used when the
prevention technique has failed. In these cases, the system is attacked and compromised;
consequently, it malfunctions. The correction technique restores the system to a stable state when an
attack has been detected. Clearly, both prevention and correction require a detection phase, which
should be constantly active to combat intrusions.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : CSEN, SIPR, NCWC - 2016
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Network intrusion detection and prevention systems (NIDPS) are commonly used to detect and
prevent attacks. A popular system is the open-source Snort NIDPS. Our previous studies [4, 5] have
been carried out on the use of a Snort NIDPS in high speed networks. We found that in high speed and
high volume environments, the Snort NIDPS drops packets. Our studies focused on improving the
performance of the NIDPS in analysis mode. Improving the analysis phase for any security production
is important, because it is difficult to detect or prevent threats or malicious traffic without analysing
the traffic. This paper however focuses on NIDPS detection rather than analysis. Thus we have now
considered rule-based actions as well as the passive analysis of the packets received. Our paper uses
Snort NIDPS. We conducted experiments to test Snort’s detection-mode performance reaction to
ICMP, UDP and TCP headers and malicious packets under high-load and high-speed traffic. We
further demonstrate that Snort’s performance can be improved by using additional technologies such
as a Quality of Service (QoS) configuration and parallel technologies.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of previous related
work. Section 3 provides a background on: intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPSs);
network intrusion detection and prevention systems (NIDPSs); and information about Snort NIDPS.
Section 4 explains our experimental design. Section 5 presents a first set of experiments which
demonstrated some NIDPS weaknesses. Section 6 presents our solution for combatting such
weaknesses and also provides an experimental evaluation of our solution. This is followed by section
7 which provides more information about the technical aspects of the approach. Finally Section 8
concludes the paper and suggests further work.

2. RELATED WORK
Chen, et al. [17] proposed an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design with parallel exact
matching (PEM) architecture to accelerate throughput. The ASIC hardware has been designed to
operate at 435MHz to perform up to 13.9 Gbps throughput. The aim is to manage the requirements of
high speed and high accuracy for Snort IDS (Intrusion Detection System) and overcome the
complexity of managing data received from the 10Gbps core network. They proposed the SRA (Snort
Rule Accelerator) which processes rules in parallel to increase the performance of the Snort IDS. The
SRA has a stateless parallel-matching scheme to perform high throughput packet filtering as an
accelerator of the Snort detection engine. The ASIC is combined of five major modules, including the
inspector, counter, parallel matching, conformity and compare modules. The functionality of the
parallel matching scheme is to compare payloads of packets with the stored rules. When an entry
packet is matched with Snort rules, the ASIC is in an idle state and sends a compare and signal to the
conformity module, which integrates all signals and determines whether an abnormal payload is
presented. Here the authors designed half mesh architecture in the parallel matching rules module,
which allows the traffic to be compared with several rules at the same time. Our work addresses
performance in a different way. Instead of processing rules in parallel, it processes traffic in parallel. It
explores the use of hardware Layer-3 network switches and Cisco configuration with parallel queue
technologies to improve QoS and, hence, NIDPS performance.
Jiang et al. [18] proposed a new NIDS architecture based on multi-parallel core processors. They
exploited many-core computational power by adopting a hybrid parallel architecture combining data
and pipeline parallelism. They designed a system for parallel network traffic processing by
implementing an NIDS on the TILERAGX36 (a 36 core processor) [19]. The system was designed
according to two strategies: first a hybrid parallel architecture was used, combining data and pipeline
parallelism; and secondly a hybrid load-balancing scheme was used. They took advantage of the
parallelism offered by combining data, pipeline parallelism and multiple cores, using both rule-set and
flow space partitioning. They showed that processing speeds can handle and reach up to 7.2Gbit/S
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with 100-byte packets. Our approach differs from theirs in that we have shown how can exploit QoS
and queues technologies in a multi-layer switch to improve packets processing throughput. Further
enhancements can occur if we combine queuing together with parallel technologies. Our approach
requires less specialised equipment.
In previous work [4], we presented experiments that demonstrated that Snort dropped packets when it
was deployed in high speed traffic in analysis mode. Packets were dropped or left outstanding when
the in-coming speed of traffic is higher than NIDPS processing speed limit. We used QoS technology
in a Cisco Catalyst switch to improve NIDPS performance and proposed a solution which reduces the
packet arrival speed to the NIDPS node processor limit. This approach reduces dropped packets or the
number of packets left outstanding by using queues to reduce the arrival rate to a speed that can be
processed successfully. We then used parallel technology to increase the throughput rate.
This paper presents similar technology to that applied in our previous work [4] but this time it is
applied to Snort in detection mode. The QoS configuration in layer 3 Cisco switches provides the
capability to differentiate among different classes of traffic and to prioritize the traffic in times of
network congestion, according to relative importance. The research described in this paper uses QoS
queue technology to increase monitoring speed rather than reducing or slowing down traffic speed [4].
We used parallel technology to speed up the throughput of NIDPS packets processing to the level of
the arrival traffic speeds. Our novel architecture addresses the weakness of NIDPS performance
detection caused by increasing network traffic speed. The strength of this work over previous work is
that in previous work [4, 5], it was shown that analysis can fail in high speed and high volume traffic
in terms of the fact that many packets are dropped or left outstanding and not analysed. But in
analysis mode, dropped packets refer to packets that eventually do not get through to the destination
and outstanding packets are those left unprocessed in the system. In this paper we show that detection
can also fail. This is more significant because failing to detect, i.e. failing to recognize malicious
packets, means that attacks can penetrate the system. The contribution of this work is to offer a
solution to the problem of detection in high speed traffic based on network switch, QoS and parallel
technologies. In the next section the background to our research is provided.

3. BACKGROUND
Security products, such as firewalls and antivirus programs, are less efficient than intrusion detection
and prevention systems (IDPSs) and have different functionalities. IDPSs analyse collected
information and infer more useful results than other security products [4, 5]. However, some
researchers have indicated that whilst IDPSs have significantly improved with the passage of time,
they still often produce an unacceptable quantity of false positives and false negatives [4, 10, 11, 12].
In addition, it is difficult to detect suspicious activities in the midst of high traffic and other such
adverse circumstances in the network, consequently resulting in an inaccurate detection mechanism.
IDPSs consist of either software applications or hardware that listen to and detect malicious activities
at the gateway (incoming and outgoing) of individual or network systems. IDPSs are capable of
monitoring, identifying and reporting evidence of malicious activities and attacks, such as flood
attacks, unauthorised log-ins, privilege escalation, illegitimate access, modification of data and datadriven attacks, [4, 5]. Therefore, an IDPS sniffing mechanism is effectively applied at the network
gateway, which provides useful information about packets and traffic to security professionals [4].
The specialised IDPS mechanism is based on how, where and what it detects/prevents, along with
mandatory requirements. In particular, IDPSs should be based on flexible and scalable network
components to accommodate the drastic increase in today’s network environments. They should also
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provide straightforward management and operational procedures and steps, instead of procedures that
complicate the underlying tasks. Lastly, they should provide user-friendly IDP mechanisms [4, 5].

3.1 Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (NIDPS)
NIDPSs are used to analyse the traffic in all Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) layers, to enable
differentiation of normal traffic as opposed to suspicious activities. They are also used to detect and
react to the unauthorised access to network systems, [4, 12]. There are three modes of NIDPS:
analysis mode (sniffer mode); detection mode (passive mode); and prevention mode (inline mode).
Analysis mode is used to recognise and display the type of packets coming into the network. Various
levels of detail can be displayed on the console, for instance application data which is attached to the
packet additionally to TCP, UDP and ICMP header information [4, 7]. The detection system is
capable of detecting suspicious activity and generating alerts based on recognised signatures and rules
[4, 7]. Signature analysis is generally based on patterns inside the data packet. This technique aims to
detect multiple kinds of attacks such as the presence of scripts in packets destined for web services [4,
7]. Alternatively, anomaly-based NIDPSs notice packet anomalies available in the header parts of the
protocol [7]. Logging and alerts depend on the nature of what is detected inside the packets. If any
suspicious activity is found inside a packet, the packet usually logs the malicious activity and/or
generates an alert. Logs are usually stored in simple text-based files [4, 7, 8]. Output modules (plugins) are capable of performing multiple operations depending on the results generated by the logging
and alerting system. In general, output modules control the form of outcome produced by the logging
and alerting system [7, 8].Network intrusion prevention systems (NIDPSs) are active, inline devices in
a network that can drop, block or reject packets and or stop malicious connections before these reach
the targeted system [4, 12]. NIDPSs are further classified into software and hardware based. Hardware
based NIDPSs are effective and can overcome some performance issues of software-based NIDPS but
high cost is an issue. One of the most popular software-based NIDPSs is Snort [4].

3.2 Snort Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (Snort-NIDPS)
Snort is released as an open-source, rule-centred NIDPS, which stores information in text files that
can be modified by a text editor [4, 8]. Snort rules activate on the network IP layer and TCP/UDP
layer protocols. Rules are grouped into categories, and the rules belonging to each category are stored
as information in separate files; these files are then integrated into the main configuration file, named
“snort.conf”. The data is captured in terms based on described rules, which are read at the
initialisation of Snort and are used to construct the internal data structure [4, 7, 8]. Furthermore, Snort
is a combination of both basic signature code analysis and content-driven rules [7, 8]. Snort can
execute a protocol analysis and a search and match of the content. It can be utilised for the detection
of various attacks and probes, such as those regarding stealth port scans, buffer overflow, SMB
probes, CGI attacks, fingerprinting attempts of OS and many more [4, 5]. Snort uses the rules, which
have been written by using a flexible language that can be managed by developers and the executer.
These rules identify the traffic types that can be passed or collected, and they can function as a
detection engine, as well [4, 5, 7].
There are several features available for Snort; the most common feature is its real-time alerting
mechanism. Alerts can also be collected by using a mechanism for syslog, which allows the reporting
of suspicious activities in logs for additional investigation, a UNIX socket, a specified file of user, or a
WinPopup message to the window client [7, 8]. Hence, Snort is different from other packet sniffers,
due to the tcpdump sniffer, which has the capability to be run by different operating systems, and the
use of the hexdump payload dump that tcpdump has employed during recent years. Snort also has the
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capability to display packets via different networks through the same method. Snort is a multi-mode
IDPS and NIDPS providing analysis, detection and prevention [4, 7, 8]. It is capable of reading
chains (internal data structures), which have to be matched against all packets. If a packet does not
match any rule, it will be passed; otherwise appropriate action is taken. The default detection method
of Snort NIDPS is the signature-based detection system, which can utilise rules to search or match any
errant packets on the controlled network. In turn, the alerts are activated and sent to a receiver such as
system log, database, management team or even a trap. Many studies have used Snort NIDPS to detect
attacks such as DoS and DDoS by developing and designing new rules [13, 14, 15, 16].

4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
This research carried out two sets of experiments. The first set was carried out to show the weakness
of Snort NIDPS in detection mode in high speed and high volume traffic (results are given in section
5). The second set was carried out to show the effectiveness of our novel architecture (results given in
section 6.2). A set of facilities was needed in order to demonstrate Snort NIDPS weakness and later
show how such weakness can be overcome through the use of our novel architecture.
The experimental set up supports acquisition, analysis of the data, and detection of various types of
traffic. Tools included: the Snort 2.9.7.2, which was issued in October 2014; the WinPcap tool, to
capture packets on Windows and Linux OSs; the NetScanPro tool, to manage traffic in different time
scales; the Packets Generator tool, to generate (ICMP, UDP and TCP) traffic at different speeds and
values; and the Flooder Packets tool to generate flood traffic and malicious UDP packets (threads) in
high-load traffic and high speed.
Figure 1 shows our experimental set up. Snort NIDPS was implemented in parallel on four work
stations while a fifth workstation was used to generate traffic. All workstations were connected
through a CISCO SW 3560 switch. Performance metrics were evaluated in the experiments to
measure the ability of Snort NIDPS detection mode. The Snort breakdown analysis includes the
following metrics: the number of packets analysed of the total packets received; the number of Eth
(Ethernet) packets received of the total packets analysed; the number of IP packets received of the
total Eth packets received; and the number of TCP, UDP and ICMP packets analysed. The Snort
action statistics provides: the number of packet alerts of the total TCP/IP packets analysed; and the
total packets logged of the total TCP/IP packets analysed. These parameters indicate NIDPS
performance.

Figure 1. Simple network design
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5. EXPERIMENTS, IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
We ran (4) experiments to test Snort NIDPS reactions to (1) detect ICMP header under different speed
traffic; (2) detect UDP header under different speed traffic; (3) detect TCP header under different
speed traffic; and (4) detect malicious packets under different speed traffic. For each experiment, we
ran three (3) consecutive tests; for each test the speed at which the packets were sent was increased
each time. The packets were sent at interval times of various millisecond (ms). Each packet
carries1KByte. Snort was run in detection mode. We created some rules to alert and log unwanted
traffic. We also used the Packet Generator, WinPcap and Flooder packets tools to generate packets
and threads (malicious UDP packets) through the network and hosts at different speeds.

5.1 Experiment 1: Detecting (alert and log) ICMP Header
In this experiment, more than 1 million IP/ICMP packets have been sent at different speeds (10ms,
5ms and 1ms intervals). In fact, this first common rule does a good job of testing if Snort is working
well and if it is able to generate all alert actions:
Alert icmp any any ->any any (msg: ”Detect ICMP Packets”; sid:100001;).
Snort will alert and detect any ICMP packets from any sources to any destinations address from and to
any ports.
Table 1. Snort reaction to ICMP header

Figure 2. ICMP packets detection.

As the results show in Figure 2, Snort analysed every packet that reached the wire. When ICMP traffic
was sent at 10ms, Snort alerted and logged nearly 100% of the total ICMP packets analysed (see
Table 1). As the speed increased from 10ms to 1ms, Snort started missing alerts and logged packets.
Also, Figure 2 shows that the number of missed alerts increased when the speed increased. The
experiment shows that Snort detected 55.47 % of the total ICMP packets that it analysed (see Table
1).
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5.2 Experiment 2: Detecting (alert and log) UDP Header
In this experiment, more than 1 million IP/UDP packets were sent at different speeds (10ms, 5ms, 3ms
and 1ms), and the following rule was written to allow Snort to detect any UDP packets from any
sources to any destination address and to any source and destination ports:
Alert udp any any ->any any (msg: ”Detect UDP Packets”; sid:100002;).
Table 2. Snort reaction to UDP header.

Figure 3. UDP packets detection.

As shown in Figure 3, when UDP traffic was sent at a speed of 10ms, Snort alerted and logged nearly
100% of the total UDP packets that it analysed (see Table 2). When the traffic’s speed increased to
5ms, Snort detected 97.90% of the total UDP packets analysed (see Table 2). Figure 3 shows that, as
the speed increased, missed alerts and logs also increased. This experiment shows that Snort detected
46.14% of the total UDP packets that it analysed (see Table 2).

5.3 Experiment 3: Detecting (alert and log) UDP Header
Here, more than 1 million IP/TCP packets were sent at different speeds (10ms, 5ms and 1ms). The
following rule was made to allow Snort to detect any TCP packets from any sources to any
destinations, from and to any ports:
Alert tcp any any ->any any (msg: ”Detect tcp Packets”; sid:100003;).
As shown in Figure 4 Snort analysed every packet that reached the wire. The experiment shows that
Snort detected all TCP packets that it analysed, even if the speed increased (see Table 3). This
effectiveness occurred because TCP does not send the next packet until it receives an
acknowledgement that the previous package has been received. These acknowledgements make the
TCP packet slower than the UDP and ICMP packets.
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Table 3. Snort reaction to TCP header

Figure 4. TCP packets detection.

5.4 Experiment 4: Detecting Malicious Packet (UDP Threads)
In this experiment, WinPcap and Flooder packet tools were used to send flood traffic with malicious
UDP packets (threads) to specific hosts or networks at different speeds. The UDP malicious packets
contain variables and time to live 128. The following rule is written to permit Snort to alert and log
any UDP threads or malicious packets that contain the variables ‘abcdef’ and time to live (TTL) 128
that comes from any source and port address and goes to any destination address and ports:
Alert udp any any ->any any (msg: “Detect Malicious UDP Packets”; ttl: 128; content:|’ 61 62 63 64
65 66 ’|; Sid: 100004 ;)
This experiment is different from the previous ones. The previous experiments tried to detect headers,
such as TCP, UDP and ICMP. The system received the TCP, UDP and ICMP packets at different
speeds, but in this experiment, we sent flood traffic in different bandwidths (speeds) with malicious
UDP packets (threads) in interval packets with a delay of 1 microsecond (1 mSec), and then we tried
to detect only the UDP threads by using two conditions of additional rules (TTL and content). These
two key rules will detect any UDP malicious packet that is matched in order to determine that the TTL
value is equal to 128 and to determine if a data pattern inside the malicious packet has variables
(‘abcdef’). However, the hexadecimal number (‘61 62 63 64 65 66’), which the rule contained, is
equal to the ASCII characters (‘a b c d e f’).
Table 4. Snort reaction to udp malicious packets.
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As shown in Figure 5, Snort analysed every packet that reached the wire. When malicious UDP
packets were sent at a speed of 1 mSec and flood traffic at 16 bytes per second (Bps), Snort alerted
and logged more than 99% of the total UDP packets that it analysed. As the flood traffic (speed) was
increased to 200, 1200, 4800 and 60000 bytes per second (Bps), Snort alerted and logged packets to a
decreasing degree, respectively, at 98.84, 97.17, 49.40 and 35.75% of the total malicious packets
analysed (see Table 4). Figure 5 shows that the number of missed malicious packet alerts increased
when the speed increased. The experiment shows that, when the speed was 60000 Bps, Snort only
detected nearly 35 of 100% of the malicious packets analysed (see Table 4).

Figure 5. Malicious packets detection.

6. PROPOSED SOLUTION AND EVALUATION
This section proposes a novel configuration as a solution to the problem of NIDPS dropped packets
illustrated in section 5. It also presents an evaluation of the solution.

6.1 Proposed Solution
A critical analysis was conducted for experiments 1, 2 and 4 (see Figures 2, 3 and 5, respectively). It
was found that Snort’s performance detection throughout was affected by high-speed traffic, and there
were more missed alerts and logs for packets as the speed of traffic increased. Also, when the
malicious traffic was sent at high speed, it was found that Snort increased its missed malicious packet
alerts and logs (see Figure 5), because Snort is capable of performing as a real-time traffic processor
on the network. It is a multimode packet tool that can perform network traffic analysis, detection and
content searching/matching in both real-time and for forensic post-processing [4, 5]. Although Snort
has a limited time frame for processing packets and then alerting and logging any packets and
malicious traffic successfully, because of the limitation of buffer size and processor speed (section 7
explains this more). If a network’s traffic speed is higher than Snort’s limit, Snort will miss alerts and
logs.
To address this problem, A QoS configuration has been suggested in Layer-3 Cisco switches with
parallel NIDPS nodes to increase packets throughput processing speed, even if traffic arrives at a high
speed. Some mechanisms that QoS offers are queue, classification, policing and marking
technologies, which can give a switch a new logical throughput-traffic-forwarding plan. A
configuration of QoS offers two (2) input queues (ingress queues) and four (4) output queues (egress
queues) at the physical switch interfaces (SVI or ports).As shown in Figure 6, the switch has been
configured to two ingress queues and four egress queues to load a set of bytes (packets) into a number
of processor input queues equally and to divide traffic (as a number of bytes) into parallel streams in
order to speed up packets processing. It then uses parallel NIDPS to analyse each portion of traffic
individually to determine whether it is free of malicious codes. A novel class map (marking) and a
policy (policy map) were made for each input queue. The class map recognises and classifies a certain
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type of traffic for each input queue, and the policy map controls and recognises the speed limit for
each input queue and applies it to interfaces [4]. The bandwidth, threshold, buffer, memory allocated
and priority were configured for each ingress queue and each egress queue to treat and control traffic
in order to help prevent congestion or disabled traffic in the input queues, even if traffic comes in at
high load and speed.

Figure 6. Parallel NIDPS node with QoS architecture.

Figure 7: novel egress Queue buffer space reservation

QoS Shaped/Share Round Robin (SRR) technology was used to guarantee the bandwidth for an
interface, and also for each ingress queue and egress queue. A network device must be able to identify
packets in all the IP traffic flowing through it. The Shaped task only exists on output queues, and a
queue books a percentage of a total port’s bandwidth. One queue may be set as priority and queue do
not share bandwidth. The Share function (SRR) is offered on both input and output queues. It provides
a queue a portion of a total port’s bandwidth, but unused bandwidth can be used by any queue. In our
novel architecture (see Figure 6), the Share queue is used in input queues to help prevent congestion,
and each output queue has an individual processing by using the Shaped queue to control speed traffic
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(bandwidth) A single NIDPS node is implemented for each output queue. One of the queues can be
the expedited queue, which is serviced until empty before the other queues are serviced.
Also a memory buffer queue reservation was configured for each queue which provides more buffer
space over its limit (over 100% of buffer space) when needed by reserving more space from available
queue buffer, ports or SVI memory buffer or switch common memory pool buffer (see Figure 7 ).
However, headers, such as ICMP, TCP and UDP, and even hackers have different characteristics,
features and techniques. Using SRR, Threshold and Priority methods for each output queue can offer a
wider range to deal with the behaviour of different IP headers and hackers.
The main aim of our novel architecture design is to manage and allocate a traffic load (number of
bytes) into each input queue and process each output queue individually in order to permit a limited
group of bytes that are divided into output queues to be processed at same time, thereby increasing
NIDPS throughput processing time and reducing traffic congestion, even if the traffic is high load and
speed.

6.2 Evaluation of Solution
We ran (4) experiments to test performance of our novel NIDPS architecture design to detect: (1)
ICMP header; (2) UDP header; (3) TCP header; and (4) Malicious packets. Each experiment tests
Snort’s detection rate without and with QoS and parallel technologies under high-speed traffic.

6.2.1 Experiment 5: Parallel Snort with QoS Reaction to Detect ICMP Header
In this experiment, more than 38,000 ICMP/IP packets were sent in high-speed traffic (1ms). Each
packet carried 1KByte.
Table 5: Snort with QoS reaction to ICMP header in high speed traffic

Figure 8: Snort with QoS reaction to detect ICMP packets in 1ms.
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As the results show in Figure 8 and Table 5, when more than 38,000 ICMP/IP packets were sent in an
interval time of 1ms, packet processing speed was 94 packets per second (94 Pkts/sec) and number of
alerts and logs was 7220 of the 14,438 ICMP packets that were analysed (see Table 5). When the
same number of packets was sent at the same speed, using QoS and parallel technologies, packet
processing speed was increased from 94 to 131 Pkts/sec and Snort detected all of the ICMP packets
that it analysed (see Figure8). This experiment shows that when Snort NIDPS was used without QoS,
it only detected 50% of the total packets analysed, but when Snort was used with QoS, Snort detected
100% of the total packets that it analysed (see Figure 8 and Table 5).

6.2.2 Experiment 6: Parallel Snort with QoS Reaction to Detect UDP Header
In this experiment, more than 38,000 UDP/IP packets were sent in high-speed traffic (0.5ms). Each
packet carried 1KByte.
Table 6: Snort with QoS reaction to UDP header in high speed traffic.

Figure 9: Snort with QoS reaction to detect UDP packets in 0.5ms

As the results show in Figure 6 and Table 6, when the traffic (packets) was sent at an interval time of
0.5ms, the number of packet alerts and logs was nearly 4 of the 59 UDP packets that were analysed
with packet processing speed of 76 Pkts/sec (see Table 6). It detected fewer than 7% of all UDP
packets that it analysed (see Figure 9). When QoS architecture was implemented and packets were
sent again in the same traffic and interval speed of 1ms, the packet possessing speed was increased to
129 Pkts/sec and Snort detected more than 99% of the total UDP packets analysed (see Figure 9). This
experiment shows that the Snort NIDPS performance detection improved from 7 to 99% when the
novel QoS configuration was used.

6.2.3 Experiment 7: Parallel Snort with QoS Reaction to Detect TCP Header
In this experiment, more than 38,000 IP/TCP packets were sent in high-speed traffic (0.5ms); each
packet carried 1KByte.
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Table 7: Snort with QoS reaction to TCP Header in high speed traffic

Figure 10: Snort with QoS reaction to detect TCP packets in 0.5ms.

Figures 10 and Table 7 show that Snort detected 100% of the total TCP packets analysed, even
without QoS. The packet processing speed is improved from 17 to 96 Pkts/sec with QoS.

6.2.4 Experiment 8: Parallel Snort with QoS Reaction to Detect Malicious Packets
In these experiments, a flood traffic was generated with UDP malicious packets (threads) in highspeed traffic (60000Bps, flooded traffic with 225 threads, sent at an interval time of 1mSec) by using
NetScanPro, WinPcap and Flooder packets tools. Two tests were conducted: one test of Snort without
QoS and one of Snort with QoS.
Table 8: Snort with QoS reaction to malicious packets in high speed traffic.
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Figure 11: Snort with QoS reaction to detect malicious packets in high speed traffic.

As the results show in Figures 11 and Table 8, when malicious traffic was sent at high speed and
volume, the number of malicious packets detected was 270 of the 793 malicious packets analysed and
the packet processing speed was 82 Pkts/sec (see Table 8). Snort detected fewer than 35% of the total
malicious packets analysed (see Figure 11). When the same traffic was generated with the same speed
and value, but Snort was supported by the novel QoS architecture, the packet processing speed wan
improved from 82 to 857 Pkts/sec and Snort detected more than 99% of the total malicious packets
that it analysed (see Table 8). This experiment showed that the Snort NIDPS performance detection
improved while novel QoS was used.

Figure 12: Improve NIDPS detection performance and packets processor through QoS and Parallel
technologies.

Figure 12 provides a synopsis of our results. The experiments show that packets processor speed and
Snort NIDPS detection performance have been improved when we used QoS, queue and parallel
NIDPS technologies (see Figure 12).

7. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The performance of an NIDPS could be described as ineffective if the NIDPS is unable to detect or
stop unwanted packets that could reach the system. There are two main causes of ineffective NIDPS:
buffer size and processing speed.
When traffic moves through the network interface card (NIC) to the NIDPS node, the packets are
stored on the buffer until the other relevant packets have completed transmission to processing nodes.
In the event of high speed and heavy traffic in multiple directions, the buffer will fill up. Then packets
may be dropped or left outstanding [20, 21, 22]. In this case, there is no security concern about the
packets dropped; the packets are dropped outside the system. The outstanding packets that are waiting
or have not been processed by the NIDPS node may affect the system.
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However, packets can also be lost at the host. Most software tools use a computer program such as the
kernel, which manages input/output (I/O) requests from software and decodes the requests into
instructions to direct the CPU’s data processing. When traffic moves from the interface (NIC) through
the kernel’s buffer to the processor space, where most of processing nodes are executed, the packets
will be held in the kernel buffer before being processed by the CPU. When some nodes experience a
high volume of data, the buffer will fill up and packets may be dropped. Configuring the kernel
parameter in the New Application Programming Interface (NAPI) can enhance kernel performance by
increasing the level of optimization and selecting multivariate features such as kernel complex
quantitative near-infrared (K-NIR), kernel support vector regression (k-SVR), or kernel partial least
squares (K-PLS) to improve the accuracy of packet processing [23, 24, 25, 26 ]. In order to hold and
process packets quickly, these kernel performance enhancements pull a high value of packets from
interfaces and bind them with obtainable CPU cycles, which limit packet speed and time and have no
buffer memory. Furthermore, it requires a great deal of CPU to process a vast amount of data buffered
in the kernel; the CPU cycles may run out of time. In this case, the packets that were dropped in the
kernel and NIC might drop very early in the CPU cycles, which cannot buffer packets [27, 28]. In
these two cases of host and processor packets loss, the NIDPS node is affected because packets are
dropped before it is analysed. In this work, we are not focused on the network-based packets drop
(NIC interfaces) as much as focusing on the host and processor based packets loss, because in the
network-based, the packets are dropped from NIC and do not hit the system, but in the host based, the
packets go through the system and then are dropped, which affects NIDPS detection performance. Our
solution uses multi-layer switch technology, which supports QoS. The parallel NIDPS nodes are
associated with queues each with a specific buffer and bandwidth thus increasing the queue buffer size
automatically over its limit when needed. The NIDPS is faced with high speed and volume traffic.
The appropriate number of NIDPS nodes is dependent in network speed limit. We therefore needed to
operate with the class and quality of service technologies within the network switch.
By default, most of the Cisco switches work in Layer 2, the Data Link layer, and use the Class of
Services (CoS) value [4, 29, 30] (see Figure 23). In this layer there is insufficient commands to
support switch features such as QoS features, dynamic access control lists (ACLs), VLAN features,
static IP routing, Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Policy-based routing (PBR) Cisco-default
Smartports, etc. Other mechanisms operate at Layer 3 (see Figure 13). However, in the network
switch operation, all the traffic should has equal priority and an equal chance of being delivered in a
manner that is timely for the network. Some packets have an equal chance of being dropped when
congestion network traffic occurs. DiffServ (Differentiated Service) allows different types of service
to be offered depending on a code. For instance there can be a policy to give a certain type of package
priority. QoS implementation is based on DiffServ architecture, which specifies that each packet be
classified upon entry and has an equal priority and an equal chance of being delivered into network
which is adjusted for different traffic speed in a good and timely manner. Furthermore, QoS makes
network performance more predictable and bandwidth utilisation more effective [29, 30, 31, 32].

Figure 13. Place for CoS and DSCP values [4].
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In our novel QoS architecture, the CoS values in Layer 2 were mapped to DSCP value (Differentiated
Services Code Point) in Layer 3 so that appropriate categories could be matched at the network level.
The static or dynamic classification methods involved Layer 3 header information matching, and a
mechanism such as IP precedence or DSCP values was used to carry the IP packet header. For
example, a dynamic classification access list can be used to identify IP traffic and place the traffic into
a reserved queue [30, 31, 32]. Classification can also take place in the Layer 2 frame. Packet
classification can be processor-intensive, so it should occur as far out toward the edge of the network
as possible because every hop needs to make a determination on the treatment a packet should receive.
A simpler classification is achieved through marking or setting the type of service (ToS) field in the IP
header [29, 30, 31, 32]. In Layer 2, 802.1Q and 802.1p frames used 3 bits for IP type of service (ToS)
field, and Layer 3 IPV4 packets used 6 bits for DSCP in (ToS) field to carry the classification (class)
information (see Figure 14). The DSCP values allow for a higher degree of differentiation. CoS values
range from 0 to 7 (8 values) and DSCP values range from 0 to 63 (64 values).
Regardless of the method by which the network is able to classify and identify IP traffic (either
through port address information or through the ToS filed), those hops can then provide each IP
packet with the required QoS. At that point, special techniques can be configured to provide priority
queueing in order to ensure that large data packets do not interfere with packet data transmission. “If a
node can set the IP Precedence or DSCP bits in the ToS field of the IP header as soon as it identifies
traffic as being IP traffic, then all of the other nodes in the network can be classified based on these
bits. However, in most IP networks, marking IP Precedence or DSCP should be sufficient to identify
traffic as IP traffic” [4, 30, 31, 32].Differentiated services technology can be used such that each
packet can be classified upon entry into the network and adjustments can be made for different traffic
speeds and loads. In this work, the switch frame has been changed from Layer 2 to Layer 3. [4, 30, 31,
32].

Figure 14. QoS classification Bits in Frames and Packets [30].

Figure 15: Snort NIDPS Parallel node.
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Features of QoS, such as a policy map and class map, can be used to classify the traffic inside the
switch with the same policy and class plan; different management can be given to packets with a
different class and policy plan. Classification is process of identifying the data packets to a class or
group in order to manage the packet appropriately [4, 30, 31, 32]. Network devices use several match
criteria to place traffic into a certain number of classes. This can be processor-intensive if nodes must
repeat classifications based on access list (ACL) matches. Therefore, nodes should mark packets as
soon as they have identified and classified the IP traffic. Policing involves creating a policy that
specifies the bandwidth limits for the traffic and applies it to the interface. Policing can be applied to a
packet per direction and can occur on the ingress and egress interfaces [30]. Different types of traffic
can be recognised in terms of, for instance, type and ports, and differentiated policies can be set.
In our work, Snort NIDPS is configured from single NIDPS detection node to multi NIDPS node (see
Figure 15) and also configured CISCO QoS switch technology. Network QoS technology enables a
new logical and throughput-traffic-forwarding plan to be implemented in the switch. A physical
interface (port) was configured to two input queues (ingress queues) and four output queues (egress
queues). A buffer was set for each queue in order to organise and hold more traffic by using a
dynamic memory technology (buffer memory located). The buffer’s memory space was divided
between the switch common memory pool, the SVI, and the queue reserved pool (see Figure 7). We
implemented a buffer allocation scheme to reserve a minimum amount for each egress buffer. Thus,
all buffers cannot be consumed by one egress queue, and the system can control whether to grant
buffer space to a requesting queue. Furthermore, a specific buffer memory space was defined for each
queue, including ingress and egress thresholds. Packets were divided between two ingress and four
egress queues via configured queue-sets. The remaining free common pool interfaces were set to
reserve up to 50% of the available switch memory pool.
After all traffic has been placed into input queues and classes and policy based on their QoS
requirements has been defined, appropriate services can be provided, for instance bandwidth
guarantees, thresholds, memory buffering and priority servicing through an intelligent output
queueing mechanism. The output queues were processed separately by implemented parallel NIDPS
nodes in order to increase packet possessing speed. Other mechanisms that QoS offers is Shaped or
Share Round Robin (SRR) technologies which can vary the bandwidth provided for the queues in the
interface [17, 18, 19]. Shaped function (SRR) can guaranty each queue a bandwidth limit but queues
cannot share bandwidth if queues reach their bandwidth limit. Share function (SRR) can guaranty a
bandwidth limit for each queue and the other queues can share with each other if one of queues
reached bandwidth limit. We utilized Share in the ingress queues but Shaped in the egress queues to
ensure appropriate bandwidth for each egress queue.
Queue technology is placed at specific points in Cisco switches to help prevent congestion. The total
inbound bandwidth of all interfaces may exceed a ring space of internal bandwidth [29, 30, 31]. After
packets are processed through classification, policing, and marking, and before packets pass into the
switch fabric, the system allocates them to input queues. Because multiple input queue interfaces can
simultaneously send packets to output queue interfaces, outbound queues are allocated after the
internal ring in order to avoid congestion. The SRR ingress queue sends packets to the internal ring,
while the SRR egress queue sends the packets to the output queue. The novel configurable research
architecture has a large limit of buffer space and a generous bandwidth allocation for each queue.
Queue 1 was set as a priority queue for each ingress and egress queue, which allowed the system to
prioritise packets with particular DSCP values and thereby allocate a large buffer. It also allows buffer
space to be used more frequently, and then adjusts the thresholds for each queue and packets so that
packets with lower priorities are dropped when queues are full. This allows the system to ensure that
high priority traffic is not dropped.
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Parallel NIDPS is a form of computation in which many NIDPS nodes work simultaneously,
operating on the principle that the large incoming data can be divided into smaller sets, which are
processed at the same time [4, 5]. Parallelism of NIDPS can occur at three general levels: the highlevel processing node (entire system), the component level (part of the system with specific task), and
the sub-component level parallelism (function within a specific task). In our novel QoS architecture,
the entire Snort NIDPS was replicated on a number of machines, each of which processed a specific
portion of the incoming traffic. Parallel queues (2 input queues and 4 output queues) were designed
through QoS configuration on a switch virtual interface (SVI) where component level parallelism of
NIDPS nodes were implemented with the aim of improving NIDPS throughput performance and
reducing NIDPS processor time (see Figure 16).
The NIDPS node was configured from a single node NIDPS to a multi-node NIDPS. One group of
rules were implemented for all nodes to perform a quick check for each packet with one group of rules
to determine if the node contains the rule group associated with the given packet. Each node was
configured to do a different type of task and therefore can be considered to be component level
parallelism. Component level parallelism is defined as function parallelism of the NIDPS processing
node. In component parallelism, individual components of NIDPS were isolated, and each output
queue is given its own processing element. Furthermore, the component parallelism level could be
created as a thread of a lightweight processing node and existing threads to schedule threads of
NIDPS processing nodes.

Figure 16: High level parallel processing.

8. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER WORK
8.1 Conclusion
NIDPS have become important components in securing today's computer networks. To be highly
effective, an NIDPS must perform packet examination of incoming traffic at or near network speed.
Failing to do so will permit malicious packets to infiltrate through the network undetected, and thus
threaten network security. Our paper proposes and evaluates a new design of NIDPS architecture
which uses a novel and unique infrastructure of QoS configuration and parallel technology in Layer 3
Cisco Catalyst switches to improve the NIDPS performance. The novel architecture reduces
difficulties in maintaining security due to multiple characteristics of advanced computer networks,
such as processing in real time, high speeds and high loads, which increase difficulties for defenders
and reduce difficulties for attackers. Our experimental results show vast improvement in packet
detection in such environments and therefore give better protection against attacks.
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8.2 Recommendations and Further Work
Intruders usually use signatures that behave similarly to viruses used in computers. They also analyses
data packets related to IP, which contains known anomalies, as either a single signature or a set of
signatures. The detection system is capable of detecting suspicious activity in logs and generating
alerts, based on these signatures and rules. NIDPSs are used to capture data and detect malicious
packets that travel on the network media (cables, wireless) and match them to a database of
signatures. Signature-based NIDPS are able to detect known attacks, but the major problem of the
signature-based approach is that every signature should have an entry in a database in order to
compare with the incoming packets. New signatures arise constantly and an issue is how to keep
track up with new signatures. Another problem is processing time required to check all signatures.
Knowledge sharing may provide a solution. Cloud computing which provides for massive processing
distribution and sharing is a possible future direction [34, 35] but this also raises issues of trust. Our
future work will investigate the use of specialized and trustworthy security clouds.
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